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One bright day, some

particularly bright engineers

at Apple Computer had a

particularly bright idea. Since

computers are so smart

wouldn't it make more sense

to teach computers about

people, instead of teaching

people about computers?

Introducing Apple

Macintosh.The personal

business computer that's so

simple to operate, ifyou know

how to point, you already

know how to use it.

The screen has been laid

out to resemble a desk top,

displaying pictures of objects

you'll have no trouble in

recognising. File folders.

Clipboards. There's even a

waste paper basket so you can

throw away unwanted

material.

To use any object on the

screen you simply point to it,

using an ingenious little

device Apple has named, the

"mouse". Push the button

on top of the "mouse"

and you're working

with the new Apple

Macintosh. The most

versatile, most flexible, most

powerful, most personable

personal business computer

not very much money can

buy.

But the real genius of

Macintosh is that you don't

have to be a genius to use it.

You just have to be smart

enough to buy one.

Don't take our word for it.

Simply call Auckland 399-300

(Collect), it will put you in

touch with the Apple Dealer

nearest vou, and see for

yourself

For those ofuswho dorit

understand computers
Apple introduce Macintosh
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Tramiel at

Atari helm
Atari just might be on the road to

the top again with the news that

Jack Tramiel has taken the firm over
from Warner Communications.

Tramiel, a very aggressive

businessman, helped found
Commodore International, which he

left in January. Since then he has
spent up a $US75 million to set up a

computer assembly line in Hong
Kong.
"Newsweek" says that Warner

"all but gave Atari away". In fact

Tramiel put up $US240M in

promissory notes, carrying below-
market interest rates, and got an

option to buy a million Warner shares

at $22 each. Warner in turn got an

option to buy 32 per cent of the new
Atari operation.

Tramiel has begun the re-

organisation of Atari by laying off

virtually the whole of the marketing
and research staffs and is expected
to reduce the total number of

employees from about 5000 to

about 1500.
The pundits are predicting that he

will use his Hong Kong operation to

drop costs and prices of the present

Atari line and then to bring out
something for the American market
in the range of the Macintosh and the

PC Junior.

Devaluation

As Bits & Bytes went to press it

was still unclear how seriously the

20 per cent devaluation was going to

affect the price of microcomputers,

peripherals and software in New
Zealand.

MICRO MOMENTS

However, a check with somel

microcomputer distributors in New
Zealand revealed that the initial price I

movements at least may not be largel

and in some cases, wherel

distributors had expected al

devaluation and had not passed onl

price decreases from overseas, there]

may be no change in price.

Below is a list of probable retail

price movements compiled from

distributors immediately after the

devaluation was announced.

However, these prices could change
overnight depending on future

currency movements, overseas price

movements and how much can be

passed on under the price freeze

regulations.

Commodore 64 - back up $100 to

$995.
VIC 20 - increasing by $50-$ 100
to $450-$495.
VZ200 - no price change for a

month at least.

CAT - up $100 to $1295.
Spectrum - holding at present.

Electron - up $100 to $895.
BBC - probably increasing by $300
to $1995.
Apple - unclear at present.

IBM - no price change in personal

computer range at present.

Apricot/Sirius - still to be decided.

On the software side the

devaluation should help New
Zealand produced software as its

overseas competition will be dearer.

However, the price of overseas

software made here under licence is

not expected to increase greatly.

One ironic side effect of the

devaluation is that wholesale prices

on which sales tax is calculated will

in most cases increase and so the

government's tax take will also

increase. This at a time when
overseas governments are putting

more and more effort into

encouraging their respective

computer industries.

BY MATT KILLIP
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NOW

^commodore

64 Business
SOFTWARE

A full range of business solutions for your

Commodore 64 and Commodore Executive

Portable Computer $1 95.00 each

M64 CREDITORS SYSTEM

Will handle 200 Creditors accounts.

Provides complete analysis of all payments — purchases, expenses, with over 50

categories available.

Keeps track of individual supplier accounts until paid.

Prints payment authority report showing creditor's balance and details of transactions

broken down into current. 30 days. 60 days. 90 days and over.

Prints remittance advices to accompany cheques.

M64 GENERAL LEDGER

Allows budgets for up to 1 2 periods per account code.

Allows comment on transactions

Prints trial balance showing period and year-to-date account balances for each account.

Prints general ledger showing all transactions for the period together with opening and

closing balances.

Prints trading accounts, profit and loss accounts, balance sheet including budget variance.

and percentage analysis.

Allows user to define up to nine reports, specifying layout and range of accounts included.

M64 DEBTORS SYSTEM

Will handle up to 490 Debtors

accounts.

Easy to use balance forward Debtors

System.

Interfaces with Invoicing and Sales

Analysis System.
Prints Aged Trial Balance.

Prints Statements.

Enquire into the-state of the ledger at

any stage during the month.

M64 STOCK CONTROL

Handles 1000 stock items.

Alpha-numeric and character product code.

Lists suppliers and value of purchases for current month and year to date.

Prints price list with wholesale and/or retail prices.

Prints stocktaking lists.

Prints stock status report including stock levels and stock on order.

Prints stock re-order report showing stock items below the minimum acceptable level.

Prints sales analysis detailing cost of sales, sales and margins with percentages.

M64 INVOICING AND SALES
ANALYSIS MODULE

Fully integrates with M64 Debtors

System.

Prints invoices and credit notes on

standard stationery.

Automatically posts invoices and credit

notes to customer statements.

Prints sales reports for each customer

type and type of product or sales area.

Maintains and updates line sales

analysis.

Please send me further information on the above products.

& Name
COMMODORE COMPUTER (IM.Z.) LTD
P.O. BOX 33-847, Takapuna, Auckland Address

Telephone 497-081

I Ul l/Uor contact your local dealer Phone

J
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Landmark
decision

Interest in the Court of Appeal's
decision on Barson Computers, Ltd,

versus John Gilbert Electronics, Ltd,

is high, not only in the computer
industry but in the wider field of

companies with sole agency rights in

New Zealand.

An interim injunction served
against Gilbert on the basis of

copyright infringement will be tested

in the Court of Appeal within the
next few weeks.

Barson is claiming that computers
are no different to books or records
when it comes to copyright, and a

sole agency brings with it the
manufacturer's copyright.

Gilbert has been sourcing US
originating product including the

Electron, from a retail outlet in the
United Kingdom and selling it here,

undercutting local retailers' prices.

Barson claims it too could sell the
product for less if it were not
supporting a dealer network for the
agency and providing support
advertising and servicing.

If the court decision goes against
Barson, it will be a clear indication

that the field is wide open for

w^.v.w.:.v.x.x.:.:.v.:.:.:...:.:.:.:.:.:.:-x-:-:-:-xoX'X«»

T the
ax- j 11

JB
P.O. Box 2191.

1 Fori Si, Auckland. Ph. 32-860

CAD on a micro

By Pat Churchill

A configuration of microcomputer hardware and software suited to

computer-aided design (CAD) applications was recently demonstrated to

dealers by the NEC APC distributor, Scollay Communications.
The software package, AutoCAD-86 (from Autodesk, of California) makes

good use of the NEC APC graphics features, while running under the standard

CP/M-86 operating system.
The output from a drawing session is produced in multiple colours on a

standard flat-bed plotter. Input from existing drawings is convenient when a

digitising tablet is used. The normal facilities for drawing lines, circles,

rectangles, arcs, and so on, are easy to use.

Once an object has been drawn, it can be named and stored away for future

use in any drawing. It is this library of standard designs which increases

productivity. The designs can be incorporated at any angle.

NEC dealers saw a series of demonstration designs of considerable

complexity at their recent Wairakei conference.

Through the use of the ZOOM feature, items scarcely visible at first sight

were expanded to fill the whole screen. PANNING enabled examination of

portions of a drawing initially positioned off the edge of the screen.

SNAP and GRID features enabled points to be located exactly on a pre-

defined measured grid. Any point placed near the grid was automatically

moved onto it.

According to Scollay Communications products manager, Mr Peter

Schmitz, packages such as this are now making much fuller use of the

potential of the 16-bit micros.

"On the NEC APC, AutoCAD-86 can use 51 2K of memory, colour graphics,

an arithmetic processor chip and a hard disk."

distributors to open retail outlets

selling any machines they can
purchase overseas at prices lower
than those of dealer networks.

Course for women
Two Wellington women are

running what they believe is the first

"Computers for Women" course
next month. Anne Else, a journalist,

and Anne Flower, membership
secretary of the BBC User Group, say
their course is designed to show
absolute beginners that computers
are easy to understand and simple to

use. They've organised six Saturday
morning sessions around computer
applications which they see as
especially relevant - for example,
running clubs, writing and education.
Some overseas research shows

that while men can become so
"hooked" on their home computers
that divorce is the result, women
generally have little to do with them.
But women should not miss out on
learning to use computers in ways
which improve their lives and extend
their horizons. The course is

designed to show them what the
options are.

The course will start on Saturday,
September 27, and will run for six

weeks (missing out Labour
Weekend). It will be held at Erskine

College, Island Bay, 9.30 to 1.00,
lunch included, and is limited to 30
women. Anyone interested can

phone Wellington 759-958 (ask for

Anne!) or write to "Computers
for Women", 8 Woburn Road,
Northland, Wellington 5.

Franklin

Franklin computer imports are

continuing "relatively as normal"
despite the parent company's filing

for bankruptcy under America's
chapter 1 1 provision, which grants
companies protection from creditors

while they try to trade their way out
of difficulties. (It also has some other
measures, such as allowing
companies to renegotiate union
contracts; hence its popularity in

recent times with many American
airlines). A spokesperson for the firm
which handles the New Zealand
distributorship of Franklin for the
Educational Trading Society said just

before this issue of Bits & Bytes
went to press that in the meantime
imports and distribution were
continuing as before.

Mice dormant
To date, the Wellington Micro

Computing Society has only one
contender for its Micro Mouse
contest. However, the society's Mr
Bill Parkin recently took that mouse,
Daisy, to Auckland to show her
running through her paces there. The
result was a list of 1 7 people
interested in having a go at making
maze running micro mice.
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SUPERB ON YOUR SPECTRUM!
Why are there more good games tapes for the ZX Spectrum than most other

computers put together? Easy - because the world's best programmers write

for the world's most popular micros. And where do you find New Zealand's

best range of Spectrum games at New Zealand's lowest prices? Even easier—

at your SOFTSHOP dealer's! For example:

Jawz DKTronics
Can you rid Ihe depths of hordes of marauding

sharks, while yourself avoiding Ihe lethal Sling

pellets of the dreoded giant jellyfish? In short,

con you lick the underwater Invaders? SI4.95

vi: i
.

>

16K SOFTSHOP PRICE S9.95

Pengy Micromania
Pushy Pengy vs Ihe deadly Sno-bees . . . yes,

it's Ihe Spectrum version of the arcade favourite

- and a cracker for just 16K! All the usual

features: harmless blue blocks, bonus purple

blocks, threatening yellow blocks etc. Multi-

level. S24.95 value

16K SOFTSHOP PRICE SI 9.95

Jumbly DKTronics
It'sdiflerenll A brand new, original, all-scrolling

super-colourful, animated mullipicture puzzle

program to keep the whole family amused,

absorbed and enthralled. Starts easy - well,

relatively easy - becomes maddeningly im-

possible. But can YOU unravel it? $24.95 value

at leasl

48K SOFTSHOP PRICE $19.95

Nightflitell Hewson Consultants

Yes of course, it's even better than Nightflite I!

So realistic - taking off, climbing, banking lelt

and right, accelerating and decelerating, de-

scending, taxiing, instrument navigation - oil

with full cockpit displays. Hours and hours of

enjoyment. Some people charge S34.95 lor a

name like this, but . . .

16K SOFTSHOP PRICE SI 9.95

Golf DKTronics

No need to venture out in Ihe rain - jus! sit back

in your ormchair and reveal your prowess os Ihe

new Bob Charlesl Full 18 holes, club selection,

wind effects etc etc. S 14.94 value

16K SOFTSHOP PRICE S9.95

DEALER ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

Manic Miner Software Projects

Still topping the charts, still great fun - and still

diabolically diflicull to master!

48K SOFTSHOP PRICE $19.95

No dealer in your area? Then order direct from

us: Softshop, Box 6457, Wellesley Street, Auck-

land 1. Please add 35c postage to orders

totalling under S10. Over SIO, postage Iree.

Don'l forget to name your computet - many of

our games come in several versions

Softshop Wholesale Ltd, 421 Queen Street,

Auckland.

Temporary telephone {until lines available in

central Auckland) 54 1 -264. Manned daily Sam-

noon, 6.30pm-9pm

Snooker Visions

Visions' top-selling game - ond no wonder!

Accurate table layout, variable shot strength,

accurate cue positioning, screw shols - all Ihe

lealures ol the real game in loci. 1 or 2 ployer

option. S34 95 value

16K SOFTSHOP PRICE $19.95

Pacific War CCS Software
Superb wargarnors' simulation of the Battle ol

Guadalcanal. Both Yonks and Japanese have

battleships, carriers, cruisers, fighter planes,

torpedo bombers and dive bombers, but who
will win - the computer or you? Nine levels ol

difficulty. S24.95 value

48K SOFTSHOP PRICE SI 9.95

Buy where you spy this sign
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3M Diskettes are used in situations

where there is no room for error.

If you're seeking unexcelled diskette reliability

you've found it.

Information Storage Group
P.O. Box 33-246 Takapuna
Auckland. TLX NZ2601

Phone: 444-4760 3M
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"Full-functions" PC
The new Epson PX-8 personal

computer, released at Systems 84, is

being billed as a full function PC with

all the specifications of a desktop
computer. It has 64K RAM and 80 x

8 character display with a

microcassette for data storage, and
comes with peripheral interfaces

which include acoustic couplers for

telephone communications and a bar

code reader.

The screen will display graphics
and can be split into two separate
halves for comparison purposes. It

comes with business software for

word processing, spreadsheet and
communications and custom
programs will be available on plug-in

ROM units.

It runs on a standard CP/M
operating system, and is available

from Microprocessor Developments,
Ltd.

Accounts & Solutions

Two new business software
packages have been added to Rakon
Computers, Ltd's range.

An Accounts package, from the

Australian software house, CMS,
has been written to meet
specifications put together by a

group of chartered accountants. It

can be run in a multi-user

environment on small machines and
has a multi-task capability.

The modules, which cover the full

spectrum of accounting tasks, have
been developed into a package of

compatible products using Micro-

cobal programming language.

Solutions, a package for

importers, wholesalers and distri-

butors is also from CMS and runs

under BOS.
A "windows" enhancement

allows insets to be shown on the
screen referring to related data
without removing the information
being worked with.

IBM-PC chip for BBC
Boasting a team of workers with

Torch experience, Data Technology
has announced an Intel 8088 second
processor for the BBC micro. Called

the Graduate, the cheapest option is

a 1 28K processor with its own
floppy drive working under MS-DOS.
The product prices from £599, far

cheaper in Britain than buying an
IBM-PC or comparable machine. This

product means that in the last two
months the BBC Micro has suddenly
acquired upgrade paths to Z-80,

8088, and 68000 chips and
operating systems.

Aimed at 'low end'

The Commodore 16, due to be
released here by the end of the year,

is aimed at the "low end" of the
micro market in tandem with the
VIC-20. The C1 6 - which hasn't yet
been released in the US — has 16K
RAM and "vastly extended BASIC"
language. A 40-column machine
with full colour and sound features, it

has more than 75 program demands,
program editing and plotting

facilities, and a "HELP" key.

Army contract

Progeni, the Lower Hutt software
company, and Dellhi Industries, the
Auckland electronics manufacturer,
have been awarded a contract to
develop a prototype of a

microcomputer-based equipment-
testing system for the New Zealand
Army. The contract includes the
option to manufacture 1 7 sets of

equipment worth about $1 million on
successful completion of the pre-

production phase.

1 6-bit released

Montek Equipment has just

released its 16-bit Casio FP-6000
personal computer to dealers and it

will be available generally within the
next month.

It has a standard MS DOS
operating system, 256K RAM, runs
in BASIC and will take two 5in drives

(each 320K RAM), two 8in drives

(each 1 .2Mb) or a maximum of two
hard disk drives (each 10Mb).

The latest 'Word'
Microsoft has released an updated

version of "Word" in New Zealand,

through its distributor, Interactive

Applications, Ltd.

Designed to be easily adapted to

future hardware requirements, this

word processing package has the

ability to print form letters that can
be customised with variable text

while printing. It can also merge a

complete file with another during

printing, which means a main
document file can be kept small even
though the final printing document
may be long.

This package includes a mouse for

pointing and command execution, an
"undo" command, advanced word
wrap features, direct formatting, and

a "context sensitive online 'help'

system."
The Word 1.1 package is being

offered as an update on Word 1 for

$50. For those not able to trade in,

the package costs $1354 (with the

mouse) or $754 without.

The Commodore 16

CCL/Sperry
Computer Consultants, Ltd, has

signed an agreement with Sperry

Computers, under which it will

distribute the firm's micro-

computers, terminals, superminis,

and mainframes in New Zealand.
CCL will also develop a national

computing service offering on-line

access to MAPPER, a Sperry
developed systems which enables,
says CCL, business applications to

be designed, developed, and made
operational by those without
computer experience.

Atari cartridges
Monaco Industries, the New

Zealand Atari distributor, has started

to manufacture Atari cartridges in

New Zealand. "Marketing Atari

cartridges in New Zealand will bring

the price down considerably," said

the divisional manager for Monaco.
Cartridge games are now expected

to sell at between $60 and $90. In

some cases prices for cartridges will

be $30 cheaper. The New Zealand
made cartridges are expected to be
selling in the shops in mid-August.

More videotex
Andas has established links with

Telematics N.Z. Ltd, to set up a

videotex service in New Zealand
based on French technology and
using Teletel protocol. Telematics
and Andas are shortly, in association

with General Finance, to install 80
terminals for Waikato dairy farmers
to access the Dairy Board database
at Hamilton.
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DATA
for

Share Market
Analysis

Programmes
If you're interested in the

performance, trends, history.

and in forecasting shares on
the Stock Exchange but want

to save time & avoid hassles

of entering and updating data,

consider the advantages of

getting

SHAREMARKET DATA
on Subscription

• Covers all major listed N.Z.
Companies.

• Complete data record for every

share back to March 1982.

• Includes: last sale price; High
& Low price; Weekly Volume.

• Data corrected for bonus
issues, share splits, etc.

• Data available on disks is able

to be read by any sharcmarket
charting programme or any
plotter programme running on
Apple DOS 3-3.

• On going updates of data at a

minimal cost.

For a Demo Disk
(Apple DOS 3-3) andfull

details send $10 to:

SHARE DATA
SERVICES

P.O. BOX 449, Wellington

Name

MICRO N€WS
«K-:-»»:-.-Kw

Address

Phone

Programme name

Data update required:

_ Wkly 2 Wkly Monthly I

Enquiries for other machines I

welcome.

Business Enquiries Welcome I
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32-bit lap machines?

Motorola has produced a true

32-bit microprocessor, the 68020,
which uses CMOS (complementary
metal oxide semiconductor) tech-

nology, and thus will make 32-bit lap

computers possible. The 68020
bears the same relationship to the

earlier Motorola 68000, which
powers the Lisa and the Macintosh,

as the true 16-bit chips, such as the

Intel 8086, do to the earlier 8088,
which powers the IBM PC. The
Lisa/Macintosh's 68000 processes

data in 32-bit chunks but exchanges
it in 16-bit chunks. The new 68020
brings the input-output rate of the

microprocessor up to the rate of the
internal processing. It is expected to

bring another major advance in

personal computers next year or in

1986. CMOS microprocessors use
extremely low power, and generate
very little heat, therefore are ideal for

lap, or tablet computers. National

Semiconductor has had a true 32-bit

microprocessor available for some
time, as has Intel, but it is believed

that neither firm has a 32-bit CMOS
microprocessor near sale stage.

AT & T personal
American Telephone and

Telegraph, a firm with vast turnover,

assets, and research facilities (its

scientists invented the transistor and

the laser), has entered the personal-

computer market. It will sell its new
machine, the 6300, in America. It is

the same machine as the Olivetti

M24, and Olivetti will be making the

machine for AT & T. The American
firm has a number of mini-computers

in its product range, and was the

developer of Unix. Mr Steven Jobs,

the chairman of Apple Computer,

has been quoted as saying that he

believes AT and T will be moderately

successful in the personal computer
market, but will be forced to operate

"under IBM's umbrella". However,

he believes that AT and T will beat

IBM into the market with a local area

network, giving it a major edge in the

office personal-computer market.

Nashua disks
The Nashua brand, already

synonymous with copying machines
in New Zealand, will now be allied to

the computer industry. Nashua
Wellington, Ltd, a duly appointed
franchise of the Nashua Corporation,

New Hampshire, in the United

States, has announced the

introduction of the Nashua range of

computer media. The company will

carry a full range of products from

5% in floppy diskettes through to

300Mb disk packs. All Nashua
diskette products are available in

library cases at no extra cost.

Nashua Wellington, 193 Vivian

Street, Wellington, welcomes dealer
inquiries.

British magazines
There are now more than 1 50

magazines in Britain devoted to
personal computers. One of them.
Personal Computer World, holds the
record for the thickest edition of a

British magazine - 408 pages last

December. (Still well short of

America's Byte.) Personal Computer
World has recently been sold to a
Dutch company.

Peanut shell-out?

It is said that the technical specs of

the IBM Peanut may have been a

little too watered down. Sales are
below projections in America and
IBM has slashed its prices.

Meanwhile Apple's Macintosh (and
less predictably the Apple II series)

continue to excede sales
expectations and according to Time
Magazine were both in short supply
in June.

Surprise time
A not unexpected query in the

British computer press: "Where is

the Sinclair QL?" It was being said

that not one of Sinclair's new beasts
had actually hit the streets yet.

Would the wait rival the microdrive
saga? However, May saw the first

dispatched: the waiting list may be
large but supplies have long since
started.

GM in computing
General Motors, the world's

biggest industrial firm, has
diversified into computering, with

the $US2.5 billion purchase of

Electronic Data Systems, of Texas.

EDS was formed with an investment
of $US1000 in 1962 by a former
employee of IBM, Ross Perot, who
realised that people who bought
computers were worried about how
to cope with the associated

management problems.

Plotters
If you've filed the Bits & Bytes

plotters feature (May), note these

two additional flat-bed machines.

They are the Roland DXY101 and
the Roland DXY800, priced at

$1250 and $1495 respectively. The
agent is E.G. Gough, Ltd, P.O. Box
22-073, Christchurch.



The Incredible

DICK SMITH CAT
Apple lie compatibility ... but a fraction of the price! That's the CAT. It's

the best of both worlds: the very latest and most powerful hardware, plus
the ability to run a very broad range of tried-and-proven
software! And because we import direct, there's no JMMMSmm.
middleman to force up the price. It really is outstanding
value for money. Electronics Australia says: "If you J
want a machine which is compatible with the Apple •

Jf
lie, and which is supported by a reputable dealer, Ms
The CAT is good value." Check the CAT out at J11
your nearest Dick Smith Electronics store.
It purrs.

Cat X-7500

Apple Compatibility for $4 aqp=i«|
a fraction of the cost! A^w L.B
An Apple equivalent costs over $3300

M.jniiii- Optional

VZ-200 Price

£7200 ,U^£ii
WAS $349

NOW
ONLY

$199

Unbelieveable! Save a fortune on the fantastic VZ-200: New Zealand's

most popular personal computer. Over 20,000 sold - and our bulk

purchase savings are being passed on to you. Your family can get into

the exciting world of personal computing at this ridiculously low, low

price!

• Works with any TV set.

• Huge 8K memory inbuilt.

• World famous •Microsoft' BASIC.

You'd be crazy to miss this bargain!

DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS O Mail Orders

Dick Smith
Electronics

Private Bag, Newmarket.
Speedy Mail Order Service

Just phone Auckland 504 409. ask lor

— -rZoPH Business Hours mai1 Orders, quote your Bankcard or

450 Anglesea St Ph. 394 49ngg®-2£&
-'
Mon _ F„ 9 qq^ _ 5 30pm

Visa Card number and your order

liable to approved customers through AGC. Sat Morn 9.00am - !2noon (CoIIm?m*|s
P
NOt'accented"'

Newmarket 98 Carlton Gore Rd Tel 504 409
|Papatoetoe 26 East Tamaki Rd Tel 278 2355

(Open till 8.30pm Thursday nights

I Avondale 1 795 Great North Rd. Tel 886 696
Hamilton

y
USA

i -.OO-S 900 SI ool
i 'OCO-S24 99 Si ool
i 2S00-S49 99 S3 ool
S 60OO-S99 99 S4 00I
S'00 00 01 mo'u J5So|

These charges are toi goods I

senl by post in New Zaoland|
only NOT airmail

01 load freight



MICRO N€WS
POLY WP
Polycorp New Zealand, Ltd, has

released a student oriented word
processing system, Polyword. It will

be useful for students wanting to

become familiar with commercial
word processing practice or key-

boarding using the computer. Screen
menus assist operation and full use is

made of special keys. A help

function provides explanatory text

without interfering with current
work. Other features include

automatic word wrap, complete
editing, control of margin, block

mark and move, selection of

alternative print formats, automatic
search and replace of words and
strings and a file merging option for

customised form letters. At $90,
Polyword comes with manual,
example file, key-by-key tutorial, and
a wall chart showing the command
menus.

Babel continues
While indications from the United

States are that the small home
computer market may be beginning
to plateau and the many machine
makes are being "shaken out" the
British market continues to spawn
new 8-bit machines. The Oric-1 has
been replaced by the Oric Atmos,
and Amstrad, a company with video

connections, has released the

grotesquely titled (but rather stylish)

CPC4 64 based on the Z-80A.

^•.•.r.:<<.;o:.^^:-•:^T:-:•^:•:•::•:^^:^:^::::•:•^::^•:';•>:*;**;;•;';'•••''-•••••-•'
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New Advanced Software

for TRS-80 / System 80 users!

Over 400 programs
now available!

Programming Utilities

Communications

Disk Operating Systems

Education

Home and Personal

Arcade Games

Simulation Games

Adventure Games

Strategy Games

Maze Games

Numerical and Problem Solving

Languages

Data Management Systems

Business Management Packages

Word Processing and W.P. Utilities

Send now for your copy of our latest

90 page Catalogue only $4.50

as we publish new software we send you free UPDATES.
Our offer is to keep you informed of NEW products,

NEW services and our regular special prices.

Fill in the coupon and return to:

Molymerx Ltd.

P.O. Box 60-152

Titirangi,

AUCKLAND
NEW ZEALAND

(817)4372

Phone orders only:

ring 8174372 collect

All other enquiries:

ring 8369873

Bankcard/Visa accepted

Please use BLOCK CAPITALS

Name Company

Address

Zone

I enclose S at S4.50 per copy

TRS-80 Catalogue

Australasian dslnnulors for Aarrwark Acorri. B<g Five CAU.
A J Harding. Hexagon. ICHFuturesoll Logical Sysiems

Micro Systems Software. Mumlord Micro Systems
Pioneer Software Understanding A8C. Powersoft

Dealer Enquiries Welcome

British market is

later than in the
Presumably the
maturing a little

States.

Health Micro-Net
The British Department of Health

has announced a project for a

network of microcomputers allowing

electronic mail and access to central

data via the telephone system and
modems. The terminals, to be used
widely in hospitals, health centres
and homes, have the code name
Merlin but are essentially an Acorn
Electron with an impressive expan-
sion box (including disk, printer,

modem and 32K of battery-backed
RAM) with a complete price tag of

about $2200. The main aim of the

system is to allow fast

communication and to reduce time
spent in administrative paper work.

CAD PC
IBM has released details of a new

personal computer that can be used
for CAD (computer-aid design).
The 3270 PC, while a stand-alone
machine, will need almost always to

be connected to a mainframe
computer. But it allows individual

users to retrieve a complete diagram
and individual parts without going
back to the host computer. The new
machine will sell in America for from
$US9535to $16,785, depending on
the configuration.

British awards
When the microcomputing and

general press in Britain made their

annual awards, ATC's Apricot made
the front running, claiming awards
for both the "British Innovation of

the Year" and the (open) "Micro-

computer of the Year". Other

category winners included the Lisa's

operating system and the Lotus
1-2-3 business package. The special

category award went to CP/M
Braille, a hardware/software
package for the blind and visually

disadvantaged that includes large

text representation and extensive

use of voice synthesis.

Optical disks

A Colorado based company,
Information Storage, has announced
plans for a poor man's (well,

relatively speaking) laser disk for

storage. The company plans to

market a disk the size of a micro-
floppy but with 100-300 megabytes
capacity by early 1985. The
important part is that cost should be
on a par with current floppy drives.

The initial disks are non-erasable and
are less attractive due to software
re-writes required by this. The full

read/write version may have to wait
another six months.
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Monthly Check List

« Check supply of higher quality diskettes

* Look after «y disk drive with DISK DRIVE ANALYZER

• Use head cleaning disks regularly

* Store ny diskettes safely

purchase new Disk Hinder

COMMAND:

Call COMPUDATA

Auckland - Kate Thompson (09) 444-G085

Wellington - Judith Hard (04) 851-548

Talk to your dealer,

or contact

COMPUD
MEDIA
SYSTEMS L
New Zealands No. 1

trade supplier of

Computer Care Products.

P.O. Box 3273, Auckland
P.O. Box 11-091, Wellington
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Word
processors:

an
introduction
How can you tell if an idiot has
been using a word processor?

Twink on the screen.

By Gordon Findlay
Word processing is one of the

most common applications of

personal computers — after games
that is! Many people buy computers
just for use in word processing,
while others soon find that
overtyping on a screen is a lot easier

than re-typing on paper, or using a

six-inch paint brush and Twink! This
feature sets out to describe word
processing in general, and to (very

briefly) outline some of the word
processors available.

What is WP?
What exactly is word processing?

We are all familiar with food
processors. Put some food in to a

food processor, and it gets
processed, or changed in some way.
Whole peanuts can get changed to

peanut butter. Cabbage into

coleslaw. It's the same with a word
processor. Put in words, and they
get changed around — printed

perhaps, the order might be
changed, or spelling corrected. An
unhappy phrase can be replaced.
Names can be changed, as can other
things. I once wrote a long report and
covering letter to a person whose
first narrie^was Jean. You guessed it

— a male Jean. Just one simple
command and all female pronouns
became the male equivalent.

A word processor processes
words, or text in general. There are

two quite different beasts by the
same name involved here. One is the
DEDICATED WP a piece of

hardware, usually $10,000 or more,
which does little other than process
words. These devices are fast, and
convenient, with lots of keys labelled

"INSERT BLOCK" and things like

that.

A WP may also be a program,
which allows a computer to do the
same sort of tasks. Usually the
computer hasn't got the range of

keys available, so combinations are
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needed. Usually, too, the speed is

slower, and the capacity lower -

but then, so is the price, and you can

do other things on a computer.

All the same?
There are many word processors

(the program kind) around for many
types of computer. None of us can
have used them all. I have used,

extensively, three for the TRS80,
each more sophisticated than the

last. I have tried many others for a

few weeks or days. Each has its own
features, and quirks. None is ideal;

but some suit me better than others.

Let's run over the features and
characteristics you might look at in a

word processor. When it comes to

choosing one, try to isolate the
features you need, and the
operations which are most important

to you, your application, and the way
you like to work.
There are four phases in preparing

and form letters can be stored for'

use when required, just needing
names and addresses and the like to

be added. (This recall of paragraphs
and blocks of text is called "boiler-
plating".)

Some WPs have a number of
"modes" — say for inserting text,

overtyping, and deleting. Others are
always in an overtype mode, or are
always in insert mode, unless a
special command is given to change
modes.

While thinking about the entry
phase, think about typing speed. I

have seen a good typist press keys
faster than they could be accepted.
Even I can type faster than some
packages can cope with.
WPs differ in the amount of text

they can handle at a time. They
differ, too, in their ability to handle
different types of file: ordinary text,

BASIC programs, and assembler files

have different formats. A WP which

Word processing . . . food for thought

text using a WP — entering text,

editing, saving, and printing. We can
take each of these in turn, and look

at the most important points.

1 : Entry
Entering text into a WP is almost

like using a typewriter. Normally you
don't have to hit RETURN at the end
of the line — the machine should

automatically move to the next line,

taking any unfinished words with it.

This is described as "word
wraparound" — heavens knows
why. This means that there is no
need to think about the ends of lines,

immediately increasing the typist's

speed. (Speed is also increased by
the ease with which errors can be
corrected, or revisions made.)
Many programs allow entry of text

from disk. Thus commonly used
paragraphs may be recalled in

whatever order they are required;

can read and edit data files is a real

treasure, and brings us close to the

new "integrated software".

2. Editing text

Once you've got some text in, you
will want to change it around a bit.

You will need to correct spelling and
typing errors, change words,
sentences, or whole paragraphs
which are unclear, or which you have
had second thoughts about, and so
on. There are quite a range of

maneouvres to choose from.

Inserting text — adding material

into the middle of your text — is

basic, and all WPs have a facility for

doing this. Some allow insertions

letter by letter, while others open up
gaps in the text, accept the

additions, and then close everything

up again.

Replacing text is usually done by
overtyping. Some WP programs



Thenew
TexasInstruments

ProfessionalComputer
says it all...

The new Texas Instruments Professional Computer neatly sidesteps

nearly every limitation of personal computers - including IBM.
In fact, all makers of PC's must wish their systems had the design

advantages of the TI Professional Computer, like - superior graphics, a

better keyboard, greater expandability and a raft of options including

state-of-the-art technology.

As Popular Computing - October '83 puts it, "This is the

machine IBM should have designed".

Texas
"^

Instruments
Creating useful products

and services lor yon.

See the acclaimed TI

Professional Computer at:

"This is the machine

IBM should have designed.

It is the optimum

personal computer."

Ll§ : .':

Popular Computing

October 83

BUSINESS MACHINES
Auckland:

Head Ollice.

127-131 Symonds Street

PO Box 3323 Auckland New Zealand

Telephone 792-418 Telex NZ60860

Wellington:

Cm Vivian 8 Willis Streets

PO. Box 27-313 Wellington

Telephone 849-609

Christchurch:

13-17 Mandeviile Street Riccarton

PO. Box 45 Cnrislchurch

Telephone 488-094



WORD PROCESSORS
have a special mode for this, so that
it cannot happen by accident. Others
are always in this mode. Neither is

"better" — but one might suit you
better than another.

Deletion is also essential. All WPs
allow deletion character by
character, some allow deletion of

words, lines, sentences, paragraphs,
pages, or blocks marked in some
way. The more options the better,

but also the more difficult to learn to

use, and some of the more difficult

features can be slow going.

Almost all WPs allow you to

conduct a search — having the
program find a piece of text you
nominate. Most will find the first

occurrence, then if asked will find

the next, and so on. A more useful
refinement allows you to search, and
replace the found string with another
— shorter or longer perhaps. This
search and replace may be global,

i.e. all the occurrences are replaced,

or one at a time. This feature is

missing in the most simple programs.
More sophisticated programs

allow you to "block-move" — to

mark a block of text, and have it

moved to another location. The ease
with which this operation is carried

out varies greatly.

3. Saving text

O.K. — we've entered and edited

text. There must be a way of saving
it as well - on disk or tape. Tape-
based WPs are all right to get a taste

of word processing, or for a monthly
letter to Aunt Brunhilda, but for

documents of any length tape is too
slow, too restrictive, and not reliable

enough. Text is usually stored in

unformatted form, with formatting
commands included. Some allow
storage of text in formatted form —
useful with some operating systems.

4. Printing

There is no point in producing text

unless it can be printed on paper. All

WPs support "plain vanilla",

straight-forward printing. The range
of printing options is wide.

The first step is formatting -

arranging the text into lines of the
right length, with the required

number of lines per page. This may
be done as text is entered, as a

separate operation, or as it is printed.

Some features which may or may
not be included are page numbering,
headers (lines at the top of every
page) and footers (at the bottom of

the page) and justification. This
means making the right margin flush

as well as the left one — as
newspapers do. Often provision is

made for centring text on a line, as
for headings, etc.
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Printing might allow printing parts

only of a document, multiple copies,

double spacing and lots of other

options. The margins and so on are

usually set globally, but can be
adjusted for parts of the text.

Printers now have a range of

special features — varying type
styles, italics, underlining, subscripts

and superscripts, even graphics.

Unfortunately, the printers achieve
these by different means. No worth-
while standardisation has taken
place, which might be regarded as

irresponsible.

To accommodate these features,

many WP programs allow the

passing of commands to the printer.

Usually these are sequences of

special codes, different for each
printer. The way printer commands
are handled is very variable. The
simplest programs don't allow any.

Other programs have a number of

"printer drivers" — little pieces of

code which may be changed to suit

your printer. Some programs allow,

and yet others require, a printer

driver to be written and used by the
WP.
"What you see ... is what you

get" is a current catch phrase. This

idea means that the appearance of

the document on the screen is the

same as the finished appearance on
paper. This is harder than it sounds.
What if the paper is wider than the

screen? What about underlining?

Italics? Can you see where a page
ends — it is useful to avoid a heading
being separated from the text it

refers to.

Some WPs are much better than
others at handling tables, and only

the best allow you to (easily)

produce documents in two or more
columns. "What you see . .

." is an
ideal, and only with some sort of bit-

mapped display (like the Macintosh
and Lisa) can you really get close.

Extras
All sorts of add-ons can be added to
some WP programs. One of the most
useful is a "HELP" file accessible
from within the program: this can
save a lot of time, especially in the
learning stages.

Spelling checkers, form-letter

generators, mailing — label printing

packages, all have their uses. Some
more esoteric additions allow the
integration of graphics and text, or

permit calculations as you write.

Here you get what you pay for.

One extra which shouldn't be —
books explaining how to use the
thing! If all documentation was up to
even a minimally acceptable
standard they wouldn't be needed.
They are for many, enough said!

A writer

trebles her

productivity
By Jenny Phillips

"Welcome to the 20th Century,"
my brother said to me when I

discovered manual indexing last

Christmas. I am a writer, not known
for my efficiency, and it was a new
discovery for me to find out that I

didn't actually have to spend days
rifling through heaps of paper for

vital pieces of information on the
backs of old envelopes. There were
easier ways.

This discovery that I don't actually

have to do life the hard way has gone
to my head. Just six weeks ago I

bought myself a personal computer
— a Digital Equipment Corporation
Rainbow 1 00, and my typewriter has
been gathering dust ever since.

I probably did things in the wrong
order because I thought about
software second. As a journalist and
writer I of course had word
processing uppermost in my mind.
Once I had chosen my DEC Rainbow
I had my eye on the Select Word
Processing system which went with
it. But by buying a C Itoh A10-20
printer I had inadvertently put myself
out of the running on that one.

Still, I thought, WordStar is one of

the best and I can use that on my
CP/M 86-80 operating system.
WordStar is good, but it is

designed to be used on any CP/M
operating machine and doesn't know
what my machine can do. As a result

I would have been hitting several
keys to command my machine to do
something it was designed to do
using only one key. My supplier gave
me a week's trial and I was doing my
best to learn the set of instructions
for WordStar, when WPS-80 arrived

in the mail for its trial run.

WPS-80 is designed for my
computer. That means it is simple to

use. It speaks English as I know it. If I

want the index I press "I" and hit

RETURN. A number of my keys now
have WPS-80 labels, some green,

some red. If I want to set a page ruler

I press the "red" key and the "R"
key (labelled with the word "ruler"

in red.) WPS-80 speaks my language
and I haven't stopped writing since I

bought it.

I haven't used WPS-80 to full

capacity yet. I'm too busy writing.

And that's the good thing about
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WPS-80. Other writers, journalists,

and editors will understand exactly

what I mean when I say I don't want
the technology to get between me
and my writing. Using WPS-80 I

have trebled my productivity and
produce results which are crisp,

professional, and error free.

I edit as I write. I don't need to

type any special command to insert

text. Text can be inserted into the

space left of the cursor as I go along.

I can bold-type text simply by placing

the cursor on the letter and pressing

the key labelled bold. In the same
why I can underline or turn text into

upper case (capital letters.)

A friend viewing my new purchase
the other day said: "It's all this

computer jargon. I could never
understand it." She was wrong. The
only jargon in WPS-80 is the jargon

familiar to all journalists, writers, and
editors. When I cut out a piece of

text, then replace it in another
section of text I simply hit the keys
labelled "cut" and "paste," which
are the terms I am familiar with.

Some could find it a disadvantage
not to be able to abandon a

document. All documents must be
filed on disk. Later you can call them
up and delete them if you wish but
there is no abandon facility.

Personally I find this useful. It is

important that I don't lose my writing

and as I am rather absent minded and
inefficient, WPS-80 has provided me
with a safety device.

The manual looks amateurish, but
it describes everything I need to

know simply and well. It is easier to

refer to and better written than some
which have a more up-market glossy
appearance.
WPS-80 has all the features most

good word-processing systems have
these days, and a few extras. I hit

the "red" key and "oops" key to

restore an accidental deletion. And
there is a dandy little device called

T>^

"swap" which lets me turn two
letters around when I have typed
them in the wrong way around.

When my document is filed, WPS-80
tells me how much space I have left

on the disk — in pages!
As a writer, I like the fact that I

don't have a help screen taking up a

large part of the screen in front of

me. I want to be able to see as much
as possible of what I have written. I

can hit the help key any time to get
an editing help screen.

WPS-80's simplicity, power,
functions, and ease of use, make ft a

writer's dream.

If it's micro news in

Auckland — phone

Gaie Ellis 549-028

Wellington writer Jenny Phillips

prepares to load WPS-80 on
her DEC Rainbow.

ORIC-1
64k = $699

COMPARE THE FEATURES
• 64K • 60 Programs
• Full colour& sounds
• High res. graphics
• Centronics Interface
• Hard keys • Monthly mag.

FORORIC INFO PACK:
BARRBROS. COMPUTORS,
P.O. BOX 1 77, PAPAKURA,
AUCKLAND. PH 2989181.

(fccipplGw
~3C+,//e FULLTEXT:=55 WORD PROCESSOR
The system that: adapts to your hardware!

O Used in education, businesses, government

depts and homes throughout New Zealand.

O Praised for its ease-of-use while having the

power and sophistication of systems many
times the price!

O Quality software.

*., nSn Purchase or details from:a*QC P&P RQ8ox8035, Dunedin
•*»'J tree or your Appie dealer Tel: 738 396

(and

Super- fast

ASSI MBI.I.R)

SPACIFIC
SOFTWARE

On a minimum 48K Apple ][ + gives upper & lower
case and 55 characters per line on screen!

4- Uses 64K memory if present (eg. language card,
lie) . Also recognises most 80-column cards .

4- Compatible with full lie keyboard. Compensates
for missing features of ][+ keyboard.

Ir All menu/prompt-line driven using key-letters.
¥• Recognises shiftkey mod. !< enhanced keyboards.
f Type-ahead buffer /Preview/Mailer/Calculator

!

+ Clear 95-page manual plus 80-col supplement.
J^ Gives simple control of your printer, allowing

insertion of control sequences in the text.
J^ Advanced formatting options: page numbering,

page heading, indents, justify, definitions.
4- Simple to learn; powerful to use.
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Specialist

and micro

packages
By Derham McAven
The taxi-driver manoeuvring a cab

around the city for upwards of 12
hours a day appreciates an

automatic gear change. However,
most regular drivers manage pretty

well with the manual change.
A similar comparison may be made

between the specialist word-
processing equipment and the

general-purpose microcomputer
running a word-processing package.
In the setting of the large law firm or

where the operator spends every

hour of the working day churning out

the material then the specialist

equipment may be justified. For most
small businesses, the micro
approach is the best deal.

The factors to be taken in to

account are quality of print, range of

function, ease of use, ease of

learning, and cost.

The quality of print may be a dead-
heat. The letter-quality daisy-wheel
printers which are supplied with

specialist gear are the same as may
be bought separately (and under
original labels) and attached to any
micro. All the fine feature such as

dual hopper single-sheet feeders,

true super and subscript printing,

and micro-justification can be
provided.

This brings us to range of function.

Few micro packages support all the

facilities of specialist equipment,
especially in making use of the

advanced features of the best

printers for example. The better

micro packages offer some 90 per

cent of the sophistication of the
specialist gear, and this covers all of

the fundamental requirements.

Typical advanced features include:

• Alignment of figure columns (such

as money values) by decimal tab.
• Built-in arithmetic for proof

checking of figure columns,
horizontal block move (for

transferring columns of text or

figures).

• Multi-column lay-out with each
column right and left justified.

• Management of footnotes.
• Creation and support of indices.
• Simple chart drawing (e.g., for

organisation charts or flow
diagrams).
• Spelling checker.
• Work station networking.

Probably the most useful
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BOWE Simply
doing it better.

German precision-built Bowe cutters, bursters ana
decollators add the finishing touch to your

computer printout stationery. Compact, easy to

operate, reliable — Bowe. simply doing it better!

Cutters
For a personalised

professional finish Bowe
cutters remove the ma-gins.

and cut the paper lo any
size perfectly while the

short set up time and easy
to programme electronic

controls make operation a

snip The compact, quiet

electronic Bowe cutter

simply domg it better

Bursters
No mountains of paper and
no bulky machinery —
there's a Bowe burster for

every requirement Faster

simpler quieter Bowe
Bursters — simply doing it

better

Delairco
ELECTRONICS LIMITfcO

P O Box 626 AUCKi AND
Phone <09l 798 704

P O Box 66,?9 Te Aro
WELLINGTON
Phone (04) 85! 804

Decollators
Messy carbons are

automatically wouno around
a special roller for easy
clean disposal and up to

four sheels can be
decollated in one cycle No
mess no 'uss Bowe
decoiialors - simpiy demq it

better.

Let us show you why 85%
of Bowe users specify

Bowe computer printout

processors, again and
again. Bring in your worst
problem paper and we'll

prove how Bowe is simply
doing it better!

PMail this coupon or telephone today.

:

L i

supplementary feature of the best
word processors is in file

management. Many operators have
difficulty keeping track of their

document files and benefit from
catalogue service which provides
time and date stamping and
extended file descriptions. Some
even cater for file summaries which
are accessible by topic search, for

example: "Find me all documents in

the last 12 months which refer to

'Inland Revenue'." Several of these
facilities may be found in the better

packages and in a very few cases,
the enormous popularity of a

package (such as WordStar) creates
a range of complementary software
which adds more of the advanced
features.

Ease of use and ease of learning

are often confused. One cannot
expect a really sophisticated system
to be easier to learn and to use than a

simpler facility.

However, it must be conceded
that specialist systems while no
easier to learn than some of the more
difficult packages are somewhat
easier to use. In particular, they have
custom keyboards with many
powerful commands handled by
single keystrokes. The micro
packages require rather more user
knowledge of the operating system.
This may not be a bad thing, because
in conjunction with familiarity with a

general-purpose keyboard the
operator is better equipped to take
advantage of the basic flexibility of

the microcomputer and use relevant
items from a vast range of other
software. Christchurch Polytechnic

at present bases all its word-
processor training on a micro-
package and finds its students
quickly adapt to any alternative

system because they understand the
principles well.

The bottom line is cost. Micro-
package based systems are typically

60 per cent of the price of specialist

units. They provide almost all of the
facilities with minimal disadvantage
and have the further benefit of

flexibility for use in a host of other

applications. IBM itself is reported to

be dropping the single-user

Displaywriter in favour of an
equivalent package available with its

PC. The message is, even if your
tasks require advanced features

check out the economical
alternatives.

Footnote: For single-station systems
the more expensive 1 6-bit micros

offer few advantages over their

adequate 8-bit rivals.

Derham McAven is head of the

Computer Resource Centre at

Christchurch Polytechnic.
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What's
available for

what
The following is a brief tasting of

the word-processor software
available on a number of the better-

known microcomputers. It is not all

encompassing but may broaden the
perspective of the user familiar with
WPs for his or her own machine.

Apple
There are probably more WPs for

the Apple than for any other micro.

Be careful — there are often different

versions of the same program for the

11+ and the lie, to allow for things
such as shift key being different. The
programs differ, too, in the ways
they accommodate the Apple's
narrow (40 character) screen.
Assume that 11+ versions won't
work properly on the lie, and almost
certainly won't use the He's 80
column card.

Magic Window comes in two
versions. The 40-column version
scrolls horizontally, so the effective

screen size is 80 columns.
Unfortunately, of course, the typist

cannot see all of a line at once. Many
menus are used — in an easy-to-use
format. Limited control over printer

functions, unless you can get a
special printer driver written. The
final form of the document, including
page breaks, can be seen on the
screen. Block moves are done by
"killing" lines, moving to another
part of the document, then
"recovering" them. That works, but
only 15 lines at a time. Limited
search and replace.

Applewriter // is not to be
confused with the original

Applewriter. Very versatile, on-line

help is available; may be configured
to your requirements easily. Good
documentation, but difficult to see
final printer form on screen.
Applewriter has an associated
programming language, WPL, which
can be used for generating mail lists

and form letters, "boiler plating",
and so on.

Sandy's Word Processor. Views
vary on this one — some say its

beaut, others don't like it. It can be
used with a wide variety of 80
column cards. Good for merging files

together, and built in mailing list

feature. Limited, rather clumsy.

search and replace — clumsy
because the prompts, and the
manual, are unclear.

WordStar (see under CP/M) can be
had for the Apple provided you have
an 80-column card, and a Z80 card.

Atari

If you are serious about word
processing a good idea would be to

purchase an 80-column display

board for your computer. This vastly

improves word processing on the

Atari.

More than 1 5 word processors are

available for the Atari, but most are

expensive and are not available in

New Zealand. They are, however, of

the highest quality and can be
interfaced with a wide range of non-

Atari printers and utility programs,
such as Atspeller. A new Atari word
processor, the Atari Writer, is

discussed in the Atari column in this

month's issue of Bits & Bytes.

BBC
Word processors for which BBC

computer? Apart from the standard
machine the arrival of the various

second processors for the BBC has
dramatically widened the choices
available. Perhaps it should just be
noted that for the more serious user
the Z-80 second processor opens up
all the CP/M word processors,

including well-known products such
as Perfect Writer and WordStar. The
8088 IBM DOS compatible option

just released offers significant

further options, too, while the added
memory of the 6502 option will

attract new disk-based products.
For the standard BBC the choice

lies between disk-based and ROM-
based programs. The former are

cheaper but, because they use up
memory space for the program, are

less powerful and will handle only

small documents. The ROM-based
options are faster and more
powerful. The best is VIEW, which is

a good combination of ease of use
and power. It is a very good home,
school, or small-business word
processor with 80-column
capability. Its main rival is Word
Wise which has a simpler form of

printer control but is less powerful.
Both are recommended over disk-

based versions, because they can be
immediately accessed by a single

command regardless of which disk is

in current use.

Commodore 64
Numerous word processors are

available for the Commodore 64.

They range from simple public

domain programs to expensive, top-

notch programs, such as "The
Word". So far, fewer than half these
word processors are available in New
Zealand; nevertheless, we have a

wide selection to choose from.
In New Zealand the most popular

program for the 64 is Commodore's
own Easyscript. It is a full-capability

word processor with a good range of

facilities. Using the screen as a

window, Easyscript can display up to

240 columns, and it is possible to do
a print-out to the screen which
shows where the page breaks will

occur. Easyscript makes provision

for many different kinds of printers,

including Centronics-type printers

connected to the user port. The
program comes with a good user's

manual, and it is relatively easy to

use.

Sandy Wordprocessor
for Apple II plus

and Apple lie

computers
Recommended by Department of Education

as best value for money wordprocessor.

Only $150
Special prices for schools

available from

Ceta Resources
Box 13225

Christchurch.

Or contact Neil Cooper

Phone 482-059

ORIC-l
64k = $699

COMPARE THE FEATURES
• 64K • 60 Programs
• Full colour& sounds
• High res. graphics
• Centronics Interface
• Hard keys • Monthly mag.

FORORIC INFO PACK:
BARRBROS. COMPUTORS,
P.O. BOX 1 77, PAPAKURA,
AUCKLAND. PH 2989181.
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In America, the biggest-selling

word processor for the 64 is

Wordpro 3+ . In many ways it is very
similar to Easyscript, but it has a

smaller text area and it lacks the
ability to display more than 40
columns. Moreover, Wordpro offers

fewer editing options and cannot use
as many different types of printer as
Easyscript. However, one advantage
which Wordpro has is that it can do
column arithmetic.

Other high quality word
processors available in New Zealand
are Vizawrite, Mirage, and
Homeword. However, the best word
processor for the 64 is not yet
available here. The Word is a full

80-column word processor, and it

comes with a special video cartridge

to display 80-columns on the screen.
The Word has a wealth of facilities,

including column arithmetic and
sorting. It is very flexible and can
handle even the most demanding
word processing requirements.
At the cheaper end of the market

are several word processors for

under $100, but they are all pretty
limited. The best value for money
among the cheaper programs is

SpeedScript, which appeared in

COMPUTE! 's Gazette. The full listing

is in the January issue and additional

details are in the May issue.

SpeedScript is entirely in machine
language, and it provides a huge text

area and a reasonable range of

facilities.

CP/M's war horse
There is probably a greater range

of word processing packages for the

CP/M operating system (and hence
for a wider range of machines) than
for any other, though the

MSDOS/PCDOS world of IBM PC
and clones is catching up fast.

From the crowd, a few front

runners emerge and each of these is

a worthy competitor of the specialist

word-processing systems. The
phenomenon of loyalty to the first

product you learn is well-known and
I have to strive to overcome that.

However, allowing for my bias I still

find WordStar a leading product. It's

been around a long time and hasn't
developed enormously but had such
a start in it range of functions that

few of its rivals match up. I

frequently find reviews of newer
products which are compared

favourably with the old war horse byl

critics who obviously do not know|
many of WordStar's features.

The main shortcomings of|

WordStar are: —
• Its range of functions makes it a|

little difficult to learn.

• Many operations require multi-

keystrokes.
• No support for true proportional

|

printing.

•Clumsiness of re-formatting

multiple paragraphs — especially'

including indentation.

Against this must be counted:
• The adoption by many other
products (e.g. dBASEII) of its cursor

conventions.
• The near-universality of its

implementations.
• The range of complementary
products including texts, training

aids, and supplementary software
which variously supply virtually any
function not already provided.

For particular tasks individual word
processors (and text editors) have
strengths which attract devoted
fans. However, for the user who
wants to learn just one product for

the widest variety of services then
WordStar is hard to beat.

NewZealandEducational
Software fortha
BBC Micro
Barsiiii Computers iiitrndiices a new range of educational soflwurc for the BBC. These programs
have been designed in New Zealand specifically fiir Ni-w Zealand schools and arc available

niily limn Whitcoulls Education Branches.

MUSK Provides computer assisted losting and dcvelnpmeni for ;i class nt up i<> "ill users.

Difficulty levels from I In !KI - from primary srlmol lo university SI 10.

LANGUAGES. French and (Ionium vocabulary and social customs. Designed specific-ally for the

New Zealand School Certificate syllabus No close teacher supervision required. S-KL9S

GEOGRAPHY. Two programs - Kivvicuiiz. a fun way to lesl students knowledge <>l their mm
country' and Regional Patterns of Unemployment, a siuch in changing patterns of

regional development. $-lu.!i">

SCIENCE. A series of programes aimed al School Certificate level ami lieynud.

Atoms, Isotopes and the Periodic Table and Ions and Ionic Cniiiptxuids. S4HJE

TIMETABLE SUITE. A comprehensive and liilh integrated suite of programs

thai will produce a complete school timetable. In addition, the program will

print lisis o| students k form. sex. race. year, group etc.. genomic an
examination timetable and automatically check tJie course fil lor

each individual student. $250.

The BBC Microcomputer System

Distributed by BARSON COMPUTERS LTD,
fffJ5*5S?fS!JS New Zealand's leading independent computer company.
(S?;tiqjXnm3g l Ngaire Avenue, Epsom, Auckland. Phone 504-631
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A I I Ml- PROMISCUOUS.
All I've BOl I" sa\ to thai iS 33- (•'•!!

I I ' S jea I 1IIISS .

rhcre ;n '-II 'i mans printers around Lhal can
team up wiiii a wide variety of personal computers.
("here's every chance thai sum romputei and
I would make a very handsome couple.
I prefer lo call ins behaviour compatible rather
t Ikiii i ml i scr i in i n.ii c .

Of course, ms excel lent performance attracts
a I ni ni people. My printout rapacity of 80
columns for standard lettei siv.ed sheets
outshines most printers
Bui then who am I " brag?

I've miii in admit though, my best feature
is ms' size... I'll mii anywhere with you.
I'm a I SO I OVa I ' •

Measuring about the size of a standard letter sheet
and being extra light means i can I'M in your
briefcase. I'm also battery powered. . .perfect
ror personal computers like hand held and home
compul ims .

I "m a l so \ im s "i" i ei .

So . I hat * s me

!

Wei I . some of me. I "m not one of these "tel I
al

I

on the first advertisement" types.

a

t*ot*>ef »v^^m

aHHHBNBaHMnamaBHHHia)aBHaaflHIHBM MM

Giveyour computer a little brother.

Please send me more information about the Brother HR-5.

Post to: Freepost 213 (no stamp required)

Brother Distributors Limited, Office Equipment Division,

RO. Box 2066, CHR1STCHURCH.

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE

1

brother "With Brother you've got a friend"
854-446
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Digital

Digital Equipment Corporation has

three word-processing systems for

personal computers which it supplies

and supports. MicroPro's WordStar,

one of the most popular of all word
processing systems to date has been
configured for DEC machines. It

costs more, but you may think it is

worth it for the 12 months support

and help line (the Auckland phone
number DEC users can call collect)

that goes with it. SELECT 86 has

been the system DEC has promoted
up till now. Just recently SAMNA ii

has been added to the stable.

WPS-80, from Exceptional

Business Solutions, is available in

New Zealand and has a lot to offer

(see the article, "A writer trebles her

productivity", in this issue of Bits &
Bytes). It is not currently supplied

and supported by DEC but will be

soon.
Five American word-processing

systems are popular with Digital

users. These are Lex II, Mass II

(originally mini-computer products),

Finalword, Peachtext Word
Processor, and Memo Plan. The
magazine, Digital Review, usually

includes advertisements for these.

IBM
Leading Edge is probably the

easiest to use of the WP's for IBM-

PC's and compatibles. It has
excellent documentation, and its

features are impressive. Microsoft

Wand uses "mouse" technology.

Multimate is a new WP for the PC.

It is menu driven and has powerful
features.

SUCCESS WITH MATH M

For All The Students In Your Home!

SOFTWARE

Disk:

APPLE" ll+/lle/llc,

IBM' PC/PCjr,

COMMODORE 64,'"

ATARI '

Cassette:

COMMODORE 64 ,M

ATARI *

Here are practical, classroom-tested programs for students on

many levels . . . and each is like having a private tutor at your

elbow! Positive results are achieved through reviews and

practice.-

• ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION
(Grades 1-4)

• MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

(Grades 2-8)

• FRACTIONS: ADDITION AND
SUBTRACTION (Grades 5-8)

• FRACTIONS: MULTIPLICATION
AND DIVISION (Grades 5-8)

• DECIMALS: ADDITION AND
SUBTRACTION (Grades 5-8)

• DECIMALS: MULTIPLICATION
AND DIVISION (Grades 5-8)

• LINEAR EQUATIONS
(Grades 7-11)

• QUADRATIC EQUATIONS
(Grades 9-12)

BG

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

For further information please contact

Blackwood Gayle Distributors
P.O. Box 28358 Auckland. New Zealand, Telephone 591-503

178 Marua Rd, Mt Wellington 598-142

Displaywrite is from IBM and
includes a 100,000 word dictionary.

WordStar is also available for the
machine and another older-

generation program is Spellbinder. It

has perhaps the most features of the
MS-DOS/PC-DOS WP's.
(IBM-PC word processors will be

the subject of a further article in a

forthcoming issue of Bits & Bytes.)

Sord
Sord has one word-processing

package which has been
progressively updated. It is a

powerful, easy-to-use business

system, which appears to be not

unrelated to those of the Wang
machines. However, the Sord WP
does have some surprising omissions
for a package at its end of the

market. Lack of pagination is not

present, for example.
However, a powerful new package

for the machines, WP2, is due to be
released soon.

The latest version of Sord's lap

computer, the IS11, has a

specialised WP of its own.

Spectravideo
JustWrite Jr. is an extremely user

friendly word processor designed for

Spectravideo computers. Based on a

ROM cartridge it leaves virtually all

RAM available for text. It uses the

function keys to select editing

options like change, find, format,

colour and block commands. It also

features scrolling, extensive printer

options as well as tape saving and
retrieving capability. This means that

words, lines and blocks of text can
be stored for later retrieval into

another document.
TextPrint, which is available on

tape or disk, is a menu-driven editor.

It allows the user to set the number
of characters per line as well as the

screen colours. TextPrint will find

and change text easily and lets the

user look at the total document.
TextPrint provides the home user

with all text-editing facilities at a

very low price ($25 or $35).

Spectrum
Several excellent word-processing

programs are available for the 48K
Spectrum. The main limitation of this

low-cost means of word processing
would be its small keyboard; for

serious word processing, touch-
typists would want to connect a full-

size keyboard.
A Spectrum word-processing

program which is available in New
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Zealand, and which is generally

considered to be the best on the

market for the machine, is Tasword
Two by Tasman Software (Britain).

Tasword Two uses 64 or 32
characters per line at the user's

choice. Thirty-two characters suits

the small ZX printer, but Tasword
Two is best used at 64 characters
per line with a full-size printer, for

which an interface is required (such
as Interface One). Up to 320 lines of

text can be stored, which is about 10
A4 pages. Automatic word-
wrapping and line justification can be
turned on or off at will. Text files

may be saved on Microdrive
cartridges or cassette tapes, and
merged into other files. Editing

consists of deletion, insertion, or

replacement. Formatting is possible,

as is auto-centring, large text, string-

finding, and block transfer of text.

Several type-faces such as cursive

script are available as a separate
purchase.

TRS80/System 80
There are many word processing

programs for the TRS 80 Model 1

and 3.

Scripsit is beginning to show its

age, and must now be regarded as a

basic, but usable and very friendly,

WP. Its limitations reflect its age —
very limited control of printers, fairly

basic string searches and so on. A
number of enhancements, in the

form of add-on programs, have been
produced to overcome some of these

limitations. However, despite its

age, Scripsit is still worth
considering. Written documentation
is poor — you are supposed to learn

by doing, while listening to audio

tapes of instructions. Updated
versions have been published for the

Colour Computer and the Model IV.

Electric Pencil is another early

program, and is very simple to use.

Again, it has limited control of printer

special functions, and only a limited

range of block operations. Good
documentation. Updated for the IBM
PC! Has an annoying habit of losing

characters as it wraps words around
to the next line, so not for fast touch-

typists.

Lazy Writer has more features than
can concievably be listed here. It has
a very wide range of editing and
formatting options, complete control

over printer special functions, but at

a price — it's difficult to learn and
needs to be set up correctly for each
printer type. It allows programming
of 10 "function" keys, formatted
saves to disk, and many, many more
features. Add-ons allow for

calculations, graphics and text,

fancy printing (on graphics printers)

and more. Good documentation.
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Tl PROFESSIONAL

The one
that talks

and hears
By Peter Ensor

Texas Instruments (Tl) has always
been known for large commitment to

research and development, so for it

to produce a professional computer
to compete with the IBM Personal
Computer comes as no surprise.

Many competitors have added
"user friendly" devices to entice

consumers to buy their computers.
These have taken the form of the

mouse for the Apple computers and
the touch screen for the Hewlett-
Packard personal computer.

Tl has tried to go one better with
the addition of a speech synthesis
and recognition system, and from
the performance of the review unit it

has been successful. The system
comes as an add-on option sub-
system which, like all the extras, is

user installable.The price for the

minimum configuration with the

speech system is $12,650.
Before discussing the speech

option of the computer in full, the
basic unit will be reviewed.

The computer contains a 16-bit 8088
microprocessor with provision for a

8087 arithmetic co-processor. A
memory of 64K is provided as standard,

but a minimum of 256K is required if the

speech option is to be used. The
computer comes complete except for the

monitor in a fawn case, about 480mm
wide by 400mm deep.
The front face of the cabinet has space

available for two full-height 5 'A in floppy
drives. One floppy disk drive comes as

standard. The other of these positions

was taken up with a 10Mb Winchester
(hard disk) drive on the reviewed unit.

The keyboard is a low profile unit that

connects via a telephone-type coiled

cable to the main computer unit. The
slope of the keyboard is adjustable from
5 to 1 5 degrees. The keys are divided

into logical areas. The main area contains
a 57 QWERTY style lay-out with five

cursor control keys placed slightly to the
right. On the far right are 18 keys for

data entry. The top row of keys contains
12 function keys and four dedicated
keys. The F and J keys have slight

indents on them to aid in speed typing
while the number 5 on the numeric
keyboard has a raised pin-head to help

hand positioning during data entry.

The graphics are available in two
options. The first is a single-plane, two-
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Tl's Professional

colour or two shade, monochrome
controller, and the second is a three-
plane, eight-colour monochrome shades
board. The same software is used for

both options, saving expense when
upgrading the graphics. Good definition

is achieved with a 720 by 350 pixel
resolution. Both options piggy-back the
standard video controller to save on
expansion slots.

Now to the speech. With programs
such as Knight Rider and Buck Rodgers
being shown on television, where
characters talk to computers as if they
were people, we are led to believe that

one day this might be technologically

possible. Some of the problems that

designers have had to battle with include

methods to reduce the large data rate

required and creating the ability to

recognise the required words from a

sentence.
Tl has made large inroads into both of

these areas. By using an in-house 32-bit

processor, it is able to obtain 1 6 minutes
of storage on the 320K floppy disk drive

that comes with the system and over 8
hours using the 10Mb hard disk.

The dealers' demonstration package
uses digitised speech to talk the
customer through the features of the

machine. This program runs using

interpretative BASIC to present a full

audio-visual display. The replayed

speech was found to be slightly

detached, as if there was no smoothing
between each of the samples as they
were replayed. Despite this, however,
the speech was very easy to understand,

and the time taken to retrieve

information from the disk was not
noticeable during the commentary.

REPLAYABLE IN

SPEECH FORM
The speech-recognition portion of the

option can be used to produce the data
files necessary for the replayed speech.
This feature is used in one of the supplied

utilities to simulate a dictaphone. The
messages are recorded on to the disk

and can be replayed, varying the speed
using two of the function keys. Instead
of sending the disks to the typist for

typing, the information could be stored
on the hard disk to form a verbal note-

pad. The data files can also be integrated

into other programs to produce voice
prompting for input.

An extension of using replayed
speech, is the auto-dialling facility of the
computer. By using the pre-recorded
speech and the clock facilities, the
computer will automatically dial a

number and deliver the message at a
predefined time. It is expected to be
particularly useful for making use of

cheaper night rates and for calling other

time zone areas.

The auto-dialling program also makes
use of the speech recognition to dial calls

on a spoken command. For instance if

you want to call John Smith, then
saying, "Call John Smith" will cause the
computer to dial the number and keep
dialling until the called phone answers.
The speech, however, has much more

use than just as a smart phone.
The speech-recognition programs run

under the MS-DOS operating system to
interface with most application
programs. Programs do not have to be
specially written to make use of the
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speech recognition as the speech
command software (SCSI overlays the
keyboard driver program to become
transparent to the user. The keyboard is

not disabled and so speech may be freely

interspersed with keyboard commands.
Two of the programs supplied, Tl

stated, that will not run under the SCS
are the back-up and restore programs for

the hard disk. This problem, however,
has been corrected with the current

release of SCS.
One of the advantages of Tl's speech

recognition is that normal sentences may
be used and the computer will pick out

the words it knows from the sentence.
The words or phrases that the computer
recognises are called "key words".

In the example "Call John Smith", the
phrase, "John Smith", may be the only

key word and so the first word will be
ignored.

Microcomputer summary
Name:
Manufacturer:
Processor:
Clock speed:
RAM:
ROM:
Input/output:

Display:
Operating systems:
Languages:

Graphics:
Sound:
Cost:
Options:

SCANS SENTENCE
FOR KEY WORDS

Alternatively, the word "call" may be

a separate key word for another

operation. The computer will scan the
whole sentence for as many words it can
detect and when a pause occurs it will

then produce the keyboard depressions.

Each phrase can be up to 2.6 seconds
long which is enough for about five to six

words. The overhead for each
vocabulary takes up 3000 bytes of

memory with 330 bytes extra for each
phrase used.

In producing a vocabulary, several

factors must be taken into account. The
surroundings must be the same as the

location that will finally be used, as this

will affect the sound of the words. Also

words such as six and sixteen will be
confused, as the computer will pick out

the word six and thereby not recognise

the larger word.
Since the computer uses only a voice

pattern to recognise the words, the

phrases can be said in any language. It

was noted that turning the microphone
on or tapping the microphone with a ring

while handling it, was sufficient to

produce reliable voiceprints.

While the speech is fairly sensitive to

the way the word is said, the system
cannot be used as a security system.
Other people can use your vocabulary,

re-trying each word until it is successful.

The accuracy of the system is quoted
as 99.56 per cent. Difficulty was
experienced when first using the system,

but after the initial nervousness
subsided, talking to a computer became
natural and very few errors were
produced.
The list of phrases the computer can

recognise is limited to 50 at one time.

Any of these words can cause another
vocabulary of 50 words to be used. A
maximum of nine vocabularies may
reside in memory at once, facilitating

fast switching between them.
If more than this is required then more

vocabularies can be loaded from the

disk. As the key strokes are assembled

Peripherals:

Reviewer's ratings

(out of 5):

Texas Instruments Professional Computer.
Texas Instruments.
16-bit 8088.
5MHz.
64K, expandabe in 64K blocks to 768K.
8K expandable to 16K.
Keyboard, parallel printer.

80 x 25 lines. Upper and lower case.
MS-DOS, CP/M-86, USCD P System, VOS.
All languages available for above operating
systems.
720 x 350 pixels.

7-octave, single-voice, with tempo control.

$5690 including 1 floppy-disk drive.

Synchronous/asynchronous communications,
$495.
RAM Card $685; 64K $440.
1 -plane, 2-colour graphics $725.
3-plane, 8-colour graphics $1350.
Clock and analogue, price on application.

Z80 card, price on application.

Voice recognition and synthesis, $6250.
2nd floppy disk drive, $1365.
10Mb Winchester (hard disk) drive, $6505.
Colour monitor $1200; 150 cps printer $1490.

Documentation 5Ease of Use 4
Languages N/AExpansion 4
Value for Money 4Support 5

Review unit was supplied by Southern Business Machines, Ltd. of Auckland

once a pause is encountered, a pause
must be made for the new vocabulary to

become active, otherwise the speed of

normal speech may be used.
The vocabularies were very easy to set

up and to use. The key word or phrase is

entered and then the key strokes are
entered.

An initial voice print is taken of the
phrase. This one print, or template, is

sufficient to operate the system, but Tl

recommends tttat three copies be taken.

A maximum of nine copies is possible.

These updates of the initial phrase are

best said in a sentence so that the
correct inflexions are registered. The
templates can then be tested, the
computer giving a 1-10 answer,
depending on how good the recognition

is. A good idea is to take a printed copy
of the phrases so that you don't forget

them.

ACCURATE AND"
EASY TO USE

The speech is very easy to use and
accurate. Two programs must be
installed to enable the speech, but these
can form part of a command file that the

system executes when it powers up.

A main use for the speech may be with
senior management or children who
don't want to remember all the key
strokes to make use of the system.

Presenters could also profit from
having the computer monitor their

speech to bring up the next display
instead of having to remember to press
buttons.

Typists would not have to lift their

fingers from the keyboard to find a delete
key, for example. Wearing a headset
similar to the modern light-weight

models used by telephonists, they would
say "delete word" and keep on typing.
Another big advantage could be made

with quadraplegics or other people with
serious physical disabilities. Since no
hand movement is required they would
have full use of the computer. The only

drawback would be the entry of data:
this would become tedious.

The computer performed very well and
is likely to make a big impact against
other competitors, especially with IBM
terminal emulator software also being
available. The speech worked without
problems and is likely to prove that it is

more than just a gimmick. This computer
is going to be a trend-setter.

30% Apple
Apple computers will have an

estimated market share of 30% in

New Zealand, according to CED's
marketing manager, Brian Eardley-

Wilmott.
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TANDY 2000

A lot of

computer
— at a price
By John Slane

TRS-80s were among the first

home computers in the New Zealand
marketplace in the 1970s but were
not marketed as aggressively or as

competitively as some of the other
brands. This, along with the fact the
cheaper Models I and III (and now IV)

were monochrome and low-
resolution, has meant Tandy has not
had anything like the success here it

has had in the U.S. and Canada.
The Radio Shack colour computer,

for example, is practically unknown
in New Zealand - apart from what
one reads about it in overseas
journals. The Models 12 (CP/M) and
16 (UNIX) have fairly low profiles in

the marketplace.
Consequently, TRS-80 tends to be

rather less well known in New
Zealand than it probably deserves —
particularly among the business
community.

QUALITY DISKS THAT PROTECT YOUR DATA
LOOK
BUI* BUY

1Q* Discowrt

Tn, and
match SS

n
DO 5 m

NASHUA'S unique Quality Circle manufacturing

process checks disks ai each stage ot production So
Users are guaranteed consistent reliability.

BUY ONLY NASHUA
Don't accept look-a-likes or disks by any other name.

NASHUA GUARANTEE DISKS FOR 5 YEARS
P'ooiem disvs -epiacco "imedialely

ORDER FORM

$4.70

10 QUALITY NASHUA DISKS with a FREE disk hole Tg cas

Price

$

Oty Total

Price

Price

$

Oty l:;M

Price

SS SD Sin 7.1? SSSD5'Ain 5 22

SS DD 8in 767 SSDOVAin 5.40

OS DD 8m 8.4b DSDDS'Ain 5 56

DS QD 5 'A in 7.30 SS 0D 5 'Am 6.50

10% Discount BULK CARTON 200 DISKS Type . Oty

Name. Address

.

Company

.

Signature

.

NASHUA
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

SEND TO NASHUA-P Box 3941 . WELLINGTON
TELEPHONE 851 9fi!i

With the arrival of the Modell

2000, the Tandy Corporation ancl

the New Zealand TRS-80 agents!
hope to put that right. However!
Tandy is dithering a bit on how tol

present this computer. At its!

launching late last year, it was put!

forward as a hardware and software!
system of great sophistication al

complete system which was really alll

a business user needed. But not long]

after this, the glossies appeared and|
there was the familiar performance-
comparison with the IBM-PC.
So the Model 2000 does claim tol

be an IBM workalike. Even on its

720K slimline drives, it can read IBM
single density disks; and where the
source program is written to conform
to basic MS-DOS, the program will

run on the 2000. However, you can't
write to the IBM disks so programs
have to be read into memory and
then saved on to Model 2000 -
formatted disks. Yes, it works. I've

tried it.

Basically, two main features can
be claimed superior to the IBM-PC
(and to most of the clones):
• High capacity floppies (nearly 1.5
Meg total in two drives)
• Fast clock speed (8 Meg) with a
full 16-bit 80186 microprocessor
that shares some compatibility with
The IBM's 8088.
The disk drives appear to do what

they claim. I found them fast, quiet
and had no read errors. Writing 1000
records to a new file took only half

the time for other IBM-types I have
used. Retrieving records at random
took less than half a second each.
Again, superior performance.
On my own benchmark tests, the

Tandy was consistently three times
faster than IBM, Eagle, and
Challenger. The Model 2000 tested
for and found all the primes from one
to 50 in under 35 seconds. (A review
in PC magazine quotes a time four
times longer for this test, but I

assume this is an error in testing or

reporting.)

So the Model 2000 is fast. That's
going to be useful for some
computing activities and for running
the new, complex software using
windowing and a mouse. There's a
lot of housekeeping to be handled in

those programs and plenty of

internal memory and high processor
speeds are very desirable. In this

connection it's worth noting that a

speed-up option is available for at

least one other computer, for

example, the Eagle.

The Model 2000 is not cheap. Pre-
devaluation price fo the basic unit

was around $7500. That's with
1 28K RAM and one RS-232 and one
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Centronics parallel port, and four

(empty) user-available expansion
slots. But without monitor, without

graphics, and without colour!

Upgrading to 256K, high resolution

colour monitor from Radio Shack,

and graphics and colour card, push
the (July) price up to $11,600.
That's for a single-user system. But

for your money there's nevertheless

a lot of quality sitting on your desk!

I did not have the opportunity to

try the colour capability, but

overseas reviews comment very

favourably indeed on it. Full colour is

available with 640 x 400 resolution,

and that should speak for itself. The
green screen monitor draws power
directly from the main processor unit

and for an extra $200, you can have
the monitor on a swivel/tilt stand.

The character generator is

outstanding — sharp, detailed and
attractively formed characters. A
huge number of alternate characters

are available through ASCII codes,

including foreign language and
maths symbols, and graphics

characters. Spacing between lines is

very good. Scrolling routine is fast

and efficient, yet it's also possible to

put scrolling into slow motion if you
wish.

TANDY
2000

Htii™3m^n
I

The Tandy 2000 Keyboard

The keyboard has a fairly robust

feel. The keys clatter somewhat
under heavy use such as touch
typing but are positive in operation
— except the larger RETURN key
which jams if pressed right off-

centre. Capital and numeric locks

have indicator lights.

One minor irritation is that this and
other PCs I have used don't boot up
with the numeric pad active for

numeric input. Also, although there

is a decimal/period on the keypad,
the date and time data won't accept

delimiter. (My
I suppose I'm

this character as a

own DOS will, so
spoilt!)

It's a pleasant surprise to find

Tandy hasn't slavishly copied the

IBM keyboard layout. Separate
cursor keys are provided but the
advantage of this is partly destroyed
by placing them in a triangular group
making it impossible to use four-

finger control! I was forever hitting a

direction I didn't want. Tandy didn't

do so well, either, by putting the ALT
key by the keypad.
The provision of HOLD and PRINT
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keys is excellent and there are 12
soft function keys. It's a very full

keyboard indeed. It angles up on
retractible legs, and can slide under
the processor unit if you want it out
of the way.
The processor unit is around the

usual size for 16-bit PCs, perhaps a

little lower than some. Power switch
and reset are recessed on the front

panel.

MS-DOS and BASIC are provided.
The manuals have had no expense
spared — all are typeset, two-colour
jobs in robust ringbinders, and are

very well written and referenced.

Even the MS-DOS manual makes
reasonable sense. The manuals give

a very upmarket image of the
product.

For the do-it-yourself operator, a
generous 62. 3K is available for your
GWBASIC programs. The HOLD key
is an excellent feature when listing

long programs or data. Error

messages are appropriate and
intelligible.

Several commercial programs
were supplied for trial with the

review unit. These included

MULTIPLAN and MULTIMATE and a

tutorial for LOTUS 1-2-3. The
interesting thing was that an attempt

had been made to customise these

programs to the Model 2000 -

Microcomputer summary
Name:
Manufacturer:
Microprocessor:
Clock Speed:
RAM:
User RAM:
ROM:
Input/Output:

Keyboard:
Display:

Languages:

Graphics:
Sound:
Cost:

Software:
Options:

Reviewers ratings:

Tandy Model 2000.
Tandy Corporation.
80186 16-bit/1 6-bit data path.
8 MHz.
128K, expandable to 768K.
62K under Disk Basic.

12K (for system startup).

Centronics-type parallel printer, RS-232C, four
expansion slots.

Detached unit, 90 keys, typewriter style.

25 x 40/80.
MS-DOS, GWBASIC. Pascal, Cobol, Fortran
available.

(if provided): 640 x 400 with eight colours.
Inbuilt speaker, sound and play commands.
(All pre-devaluation prices): Basic unit, including

2 x 720K drives, 128K RAM, no graphics,

$7495; hard disk version, $ 1 1 ,995. No
application software is included.

See text for range currently available.

Graphics, colour, joystick, mouse,
communications, additional RAM, monitor and
processor stands.
(out of 5, 5 being highest): Documentation, 5;

ease of use, 4; value for money, 3; language(s),

4; support, 2 (at present); expansion 4.

including use of the reference to the
special keys on the keyboard.
MULTIMATE is being released

before all its features have been
implemented for the Model 2000 —
no spelling checker yet, and the text

DEALERS!
Software is the key to

Selling your hardware

1SORCIM
ASHTONTATE!

l|D|

DIGITAL
RESEARCH

World renown software in over 50 different disk

formats is now available in NZ. For full information

please contact authorised NZ distributors:

48 Kitchener Road
Milford

(A DIVISION OF ALBERTLAND ENTERPRISES LTD.)

P.O. Box 31-261

Telex NZ 60963
Auckland 9

New Zealand

highlighting feature is not yetl

working. I was amused to see the)

only printers for which drivers werel
provided were for the printers from|
Radio Shack!
However, all this suggests there I

are at least some major software
houses that confidently expect the
2000 to be widely used. When that
is the case, a computer doesn't need
to be merely a copy of something
else just so that it can be said it has
software support.
The catalogue from Porterfield

Computers lists programs already
available in the 2000 format. These
include assembler, compiler, Fortran,

Pascal, Cobol, mainframe communi-
cation, videotext, spreadsheets,
data management, business
applications and word processors.
Prices range from $125 to $2000.
The Model 2000 is a good looking

package. It has some features which
set it apart, and ahead, of many of

the IBM workalikes. Already, it is

clearly being supported as a

computer in its own right with
customised software available.

It is a good unit to operate and
screen presentation is excellent. The
high storage capacity is notable. The
fact it can read and run some IBM
software is a bonus.

I would expect buyers to have few
if any complaints about the Model
2000's performance. It is a quality

machine. Prospective buyers will

have to do their sums to see if the
Tandy package will do what they
want at the right price for them.
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EAGLE SPIRIT XL

Portability,

power and
Visi On to

boot
By John Slane

The review machine is one of four

models in the Eagle family distributed by

the Microcomputer Electronic Company,
Ltd, a subsidiary of the whiteware
manufacturer, Fisher and Paykel, Ltd.

MEC has been well known for sales and
support of Japanese computers, notably

National Panasonic, and the American

Zilog. The Eagle is produced in Los

Gatos, California.

There are two portables, one with two
floppies and the other, like the review

machine, with one floppy and one 10

megabyte hard disk. There are two
standard models, again either two 5 'A in

floppies or one floppy and one hard disk

of 10 Mb.
The Eagles use the same 8088 chip as

IBM, and although there may be some
cosmetic changes to firmware to make
possible patent suits less likely, this

computer probably comes as close to

being IBM compatible as any of its

competitors. To help me appreciate this,

the distributor provided a copy of the

IBM-PC flight simulator program. This

type of machine language program with

its calls to ROM is popularly considered

to be a suitable benchmark to gauge
IBM-PC compatibility. Yes. it worked just

fine — but then caused a significant

system problem that I'll discuss later.

The Eagle Spirit XL is described as a

portable. You can see straight away from

its size that you aren't going to take it

along on a tramping trip, but for lugging

from office to car to airport, etc, the

The Eagle Spirit XL

Eagle is better than some. As well as a

robust-yet-soft carrying handle at point

of balance, the computer can be slipped

into a nylon bag with its own shoulder

strap. The combination of shoulder and

hand makes short distance carrying quite

feasible.

The Eagle Spirit XL, for $1 1 ,584, has

one 5% in disk of 360K, a 10 Mb hard

disk and 256K RAM as standard. At back

are two serial communications ports, the

parallel printer port, power cord outlet,

fuse and optional keyboard cable

connection. A side panel contains four

interface board slots. Three of these are

filled already with control boards for

colour video, hard disk, and floppy disk.

The video board includes sockets for

composite video and RGB.
On the front, a 9in P31 green screen

monitor is built in with brightness and
contrast controls conveniently

alongside. The right-hand front side has
the floppy and the hard disk drive. Both

are aligned vertically. When set up for

transporting, the screen and disks are

covered by a neat clip-in arrangement for

the keyboard. The keyboard then
becomes the base of the package as the
handle is at the opposite end where the

l.'O ports are. The case is of good old-

fashioned steel. The keyboard is plastic.

VERY COMPACT FOR
ITS CAPACITY

For its capacity the Eagle is really

remarkably compact - so much so that

a high speed fan is deemed necessary to

keep the inside temperatures at an
acceptable level. In a typical noisy office

environment the fan noise mightn't

worry you, but in a quiet home my family

and I found the roar disconcerting.

Two recessed latches lock or release

the keyboard, which is permanently
connected to the main unit by a coiled

lead that disappears down a tunnel into

the main unit. If you are one of the types

Competitively priced Software for Apple, IBM, Atari,

Commodore, BBC, and Spectrum Computers!

Adventure International

Avalon Hill

Einstein

Electronic Arts

Hayden Software

MSI
Muse Software

Odesta Software

Origin Systems
Penguin Software

• Sierra On-line Systems •

• Sir-Tech Software

• Sirius Software
• Software Consortium
• Strategic Simulations Inc

Ultimate Play the Game

Send $2 for a catalogue —
REFUNDABLE on first purchase.
Dealer enquiries welcome
generous dealer discounts available

The Software Shop Ltd

P.O. Box 1057
Auckland, New Zealand

Telephone:
(09)444-5077
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that likes to put the keyboard on your
lap. you won't like the Eagle because the
lead has to be under considerable tension
to do that. However, once stretched a
bit, the lead is long enough to put the
keyboard in any reasonable position near
the monitor.
The keyboard can sit on a pair of snap-

out plastic feet to tilt at a suitable angle.
Apart from the fact that I don't like the
IBM-type keyboard layout (which the
Eagle copies in most respectsl it is really

impossible to fault the action of the Eagle
version. The designers should have
ignored the IBM key "islands" on
Return, Alt. etc, and given them full-

sized surfaces because these keys on the
Eagle operate flawlessly from any off-

centre press position. Operation is quiet
and positive and will please professional
touch-typers. Capitals and numeric lock
are signalled by indicator lights. The
usual 10 function keys are provided.
To improve the viewing angle, the

front of the computer itself can be tilted

up on plastic feet. If you are
demonstrating it on the polished
boardroom table, don't let the chairman
pull the unit around for a better view.
This set of feet are very badly designed:

the weight is carried on slim knife-edges
of hard plastic which will damage a
wooden surface. If the distributor won't
do it for you, you will probably want to

file a bevel on the feet.

On power-up, the system first

searches for a system floppy disk, and if

none is found then defaults to the 10 Mb
hard disk and runs MS-DOS which is

resident on it. CP/M-86 can be used on

this machine provided you don't wish to

access the hard disk.

There are no surprises in the operating

system. The characteristics have already

been described for the IBM-PC and for

other computers based on the same
configuration and using MS-DOS,
CP/M-86, GW BASIC, or BASICA. GW
BASIC as supplied on hard disk for the

review model would not implement
major graphics commands such as LINE

and CIRCLE, I am sure this is a non-

typical aberration.

A point of interest for BASIC users, is

that although like other machines in its

type, only 64K is available for BASIC, on
the EAGLE a good deal of disk BASIC is

loaded outside this reserved area and
about 60K is still left available for the

user. Some of the competitors leave as

GW BASIC TERMS

ABS HEXS POS
ASC IF . . . THEN and IF . . . PRESET
ATN GOTO PRINT
AUTO INKEYS PRINT USING
BEEP INP PRINTS
BLOAD INPUT PRINTS USING
BSAVE INPUTS PSET
CALL INPUTS PUT (for files)

CDBL INSTR PUT (for graphics
CHAIN INT RANDOMIZE
CHRS KEY READ
CINT KEY (n) REM
CIRCLE KILL RENUM
CLEAR LEFTS RESET
CLOSE LEN RESTORE
CLS LET RESUME
COLOR LINE RETURN
COM(n) LINE INPUT RIGHTS
COMMON LINE INPUTS RND
CONT LIST RSET
COS LLIST RUN
CSNG LOAD SAVE
CSRLIN LOC SCREEN
CVI.CVD.CVS LOCATE SGN
DATA LOF SIN
DATES LOG SOUND
DEF FN LPOS SPACES
DEFINT - DEFSNG - LPRINT and LPRINT USING SPC(
DEFDBL - DEFSTR LSET SQR

DEF SEG MERGE STICK
DEF USR MIDS STOP
DELETE MKIS, MKSS. MKDS STRS
DIM NAME STRINGS
DRAW NEW SWAP
EDIT NEXT (SEE FOR . . . NEXT) SYSTEM
END OCTS TAB!
EOF ON COM(n) GOSUB TAN
ERASE ON ERROR GOTO TIMES
ERL, ERR ON . . . GOSUB and ON . . . TROFF
ERROR GOTO TRON
EXP ON KEY(n) GOSUB USR
FIELD OPEN VAL
FILES OPEN "COM. . . VARPTR
FIX OPTION BASE VARPTRS
FOR . . . NEXT OUT WAIT
FRE PAINT WEND
GET (for files) PEEK WHILE
GET (for g aphics) PLAY WIDTH
GOSUB .

.

. RETURN POINT WRITE
GOTO POKE WRITES

little as 49K available. However, I w
unable to find a reference to any spool
memory available to the BASIC user.

The screen display and graphi

resolution is standard as for the IBM. B

what's this I see on the screen? Is it tH

same ugly character font as I hav

commented on earlier (Bits & Byte$

June) for the Dick Smith Challenger? \e
indeed it is, and the same clumsy scro

routine that means your BASIC progra
can be listed only at the rate of aboi

two lines to the second. For a machin
which reflects quality in nearly ever
department the selection of this scree

management chip is quite inappropriate

The small screen is seen at its best

when running the Visi On software. The]

Visi On designers bypass the residen

character generator entirely, and
produce their own fonts, which are

clean, elegant and outstandingly

readable.
In operation, the Eagle is efficient and

easy to manage. The floppy drive

worked well. The hard disk is a good
example of where technology has got u

to, with 10 Mb in a very compact volume
and with completely silent cylinde

access. From a BASIC program. 1000
records of 200 bytes each were written

to a new random access file in 1 min 1

sec. Retrieving and screen printing

randomly selected records averaged jus

under 1 sec each.

The compact size and high perform
ance of the latest hard disk has come
from smaller head gaps and closer

tolerances all round. The fractional

sagging of the platters when not kept
ultra rigid by centrifugal force may be
enough to touch a head. A minute pulse
at power-on may be enough to glitch a

byte or two under the heads at that

moment. The obvious answer is to park
the heads clear of the data before power
down and EAGLE provides such a power
down routine called from MS-DOS.
One of the techniques in protecting

software is to shut off ways a user might
get into the system. This can involve
intercepting and diverting certain keys or

key combinations. Faults in software or

incorrect operator commands can also
unexpectedly lock up the keyboard so
that the reset command is not available.

The Flight Simulator was both
protected and didn't provide a quit

command to get back to DOS. On a

floppy system, merely pull out the disk,

switch off, and go to bed. On the Eagle
XL the hard disk requires the PD routine
to be run.

It would seem obvious that any
modern hard disk system should provide
a system reset button on the main unit

and it should be so wired as to work
under all circumstances. As a result of

my referring this matter to the New
Zealand distributor, it has now advised
that a manual reset will be provided as
standard on the machines it sells with
hard disks.

The PD routine is necessary. The
directory on the review unit became
damaged and the disk had to be
reinitialised resulting in the loss of 1 14
files totalling about 3 million bytes.
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There's a lesson in there about the

importance of back-up.

Three manuals are supplied: User's

Guide, BASIC Manual. MS-DOS 2.0

Manual. These are typed, tabbed and
indexed and bound in sturdy, attractive

ringbinders with matching storage

boxes.

The Eagle chuggs along quite

adequately at 4.77 MHz but the 8088 is

clearly slower than others in the 16-bit

family when it comes to doing something
a bit complicated. In an informal

benchmark exercise, for example, the

Eagle took twice as long to identify

integer roots as another modest unit

running the same clock speed but using

an 8086 chip. Interestingly, Eagles that

are not at present being stocked in New
Zealand include ones with a switchable
clock speed. Double speed is selectable.

These versions will also be available in

N.Z.
Options offered by the distributors are

local-area networking, high resolution

colour monitor, and memory expansion
in 64K chips. As mentioned earlier, no
packaged software is offered with the
Eagle basic price apart from the

operating systems.

VISI ON FRAMES
IMPRESS

I was given the opportunity to work
with Visi On Graph and Calc program and
was very impressed. This important

software development (bearing a more
than co-incidental resemblance to Apple
Lisa and Macintosh) ran flawlessly on the

Eagle. The full package is the subject of a

detailed review in a coming issue of Bits

& Bytes.
Visi On is an interactive file and screen

management program allowing simult-

aneous accessing and transfer of data
from among a variety of filed or keyboard
sources. Each current working area can
be a frame of any size on the screen, and
in any position on the screen. Several

frames can co-exist on the screen. The
current frame overwrites any others.

An extensive dynamic menu is

available on screen particular to each
frame and changing as a different range

of processes is entered. A standard
menu of functions is permanently on the

25th line.

The framing is one clearly distinctive

feature. The use of the Visi On mouse is

another.
The mouse has to be used on an

etched aluminium sheet. On a cold day

your wrist gradually gets frozen as it

inevitably rests on the aluminium. As you

move the mouse, a pointer moves in a

corresponding way on the screen. The
correspondence isn't perfect and suffers

badly if the mouse isn't kept reasonably

parallel to the sides of the aluminium

sheet. As the tip of the screen pointer

touches one of the many command
functions pictured, the command lights

up, a definition of the command appears

in a window, and a touch on the mouse
"Select" key instantly makes the

command active.

Microcomputer summary
Name:
Manufacturer:
Microprocessor:
Clock speed:
RAM:
User RAM:
Disk storage:

Input/Output:

Keyboard:
Display:

Languages:
Graphics:

Sound:
Cost:

Software:
Options:
Reviewer's ratings:

Eagle Spirit XL
Eagle Computer Inc.

8088 16-bit

4.77 MHz
256K, expandable to 640K.
60296 under disk BASIC
1 x 5'/4in floppy, double sided, double
density - 360K
1 x 10 Mb hard disk

2 x RS-232 serial ports. 1 parallel port.

Additional keyboard socket.
Moveable unit. 84 keys, typewriter style

25 x 40/80
CP/M-86, MS-DOS, BASICA
320 x 200 and 640 x 200
Colour capabilities

Inbuilt speaker. Sound and play commands
$11,584 Other models from $7465 to

$11,878
Claims to run "most" IBM-PC
Local area networking
(Out of 5): Documentation 4, ease of use 4,

value for money 3. Other ratings apply to

the whole IMB-PC work-alike field as the

Eagle is just another example: language 4,

support 5, expansion 4.

It is a very impressive demonstration

indeed. I have never found a calc sheet

as easy to use as the Visi On version.

There is an enormous amount of

overhead and housekeeping involved in

the management of formatting, file

handling, accessing, presenting, etc.,

and on the Eagle at least, Visi On will not

run efficiently in less than about 500K
RAM: and 1.5 Mb is the minimum
necessary on the hard disk.

When the initial "Gee Whizz" has

worn off, one becomes very conscious

of the frequent and relatively long wait

periods while Visi On gets its

housekeeping organised. Is Visi On
therefore really just an executive's toy?

The marketplace will finally answer that

question, but in the meantime if you
want to impress your friends and

business acquaintances, run a demo Visi

On for them — and the Eagle will run it

just fine.

Summary — The Eagle range doesn't

include the cheapest IBM-PC workalikes

around, particularly as the machines.

come bare of any applications software.

However, the review unit ran

commercial software well and physically

was robustly constructed. For a lot of

keyboard work such as entering masses
of data and text the keyboard operates
smoothly. On the review machine the 9in

screen was found perfectly satisfactory.

MEC has been in the computer
business for a while and customers
should be able to expect informed

service. Buyers would probably get their

applications software by shopping
around.

I am left with the impression that the

designers of the Eagle didn't quite know
where they were going. The Spirit XL,
for example, is a strange mixture of

quality and mediocrity. Yet the main
points of irritation or concern reported in

this review could be rectified quite

inexpensively. The Spirit would then be
better value for $1 1,584.

Subscribe today

.--•o

O
MICRO SOFTWARE HIRE CLUB
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The FP-200 not only offers BASIC, but also the Casio Easy

Table Language "CETL" for creating charts etc This means
that anyone can easily perform business data processing.

• Easy-to-read wide display, 20 columns x 8 lines (160 charac-

ters), 160 x 64 dots • 8KB RAM, expandable up to 32KB.

32KB ROM, expandable up to 40KB. • System expansion pos-

sible according to your needs; full line-up of software.

• Optional program library is available.

FP-1011°L
4-color plotler-primet
225<Wlx 310(D) x 76(H) mm

FP 1021FD1
Mini floppy disk drive
• 225IW) x 310(D) x 76(H) mm

.AMI

ADDRESS
j:

J Mail to Monien Equipment Lid. HO Box 78-118.Auckland »
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Gemini 10X:
Sold! To the

reviewer
By Shayne Doyle

Over the last two years I have hal

the opportunity of using many dol

matrix printers, ranging in price frorf

$300 to $3000, and while each cl

these units has had a lot of gool
features, each has had somal

drawback. I made up my mind not til

buy a printer until a unit came alonif

that had all of the good features aa

standard. In my opinion that printeij

is now available, and I have boughi]

the unit under review here.

Falling into the "Epson emulator"!

classification, the Gemini 10X has

every possible feature as standard

Print fonts available are pica

(normal), elite and italics. Each fom

may be printed in condensed (17

Examples of the Gemini IOX output

MICROBEE & GEMINI 10X oi

The 6EMINI-10X printer
It is stocked by MOONSH

MICROBEE & GEMINI 10X o

The GEMINI- ZOX printer
It 2S stocked by MOONSH

MICROBEE Si GEMINI I OX o

The GEMINI-10X printer
It is stocked by MOONSH

MICROBEE & 6EHIN1 10X operai
The GEMNI-iQX printer has e

It is stocked by MOONSHINE L

MICROBEE & GEMINI 10X o
The GEMINI-10X printer
It is stocked by MOONSH

MICROBEE it GEMINI 10X operaf

The GEMINI-10X printer has t

It is stocked by MOONSHINE (

MICROBEE k 6EHINI IOX operating in CONDI

The 6EH1NI-10X printer has every teatur

It is stocked by MOONSHINE COMPUTERS k
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characters per inch), enlarged (5, 6,

8.5 c.p.i.), double-strike, or

emphasised mode. Emphasised and
double-strike modes may also be
combined. Other effects are
underline, subscript, and superscript
modes.

Full graphics capabilities are

provided: column scan bit image
graphics mode in 60 (dots per inch),

120 d.p.i. and 240 d.p.i. The 120
d.p.i. mode may also be run at

double speed. Gemini also has a
programmable character generator,
allowing the user to define and down
load up to 96 customised characters
into the PCG RAM. Although these
cannot be mixed on the same line

with normal characters it is a most
useful feature.

Another nice addition is the
"macro instruction" — you may
define up to 16 printer control bytes
as a "macro" or subroutine, and
these are executed together when
the macro call function is issued. Full

control over page formatting is

provided with comprehensive line

feed, page length, line spacing,
vertical and horizontal tabulating,

left and right margin setting, and
skip-over perforation features. There
is also provision for software control
of seven or eight-bit incoming data
formats.
The Gemini 10X is about the same

size as its competitors, what could
be called "Epson sized", and is fairly

substantially built. It offers both
friction and tractor feed, using
fanfold, single sheet, or roll paper.

The tractors are proper removable
units, and either a feed/separator
rack or a roll feeder hangs off the

back. Inset on the rear is a four-

:..:.•.•...•.-:.»:-:•>:•:•:>:.:•:•:> /.v.-.-.-.-.

The Gemini 10X printer.

position DIP switch for changing the

most often used parameters. The
printer, while not quiet, generates
what I feel is an acceptable noise
volume in my lounge and the non-
hinged plastic sound cover is fairly

effective. While the printer is

nominally 120 characters per
second, a time test of printing 100
solid 80 character lines took 102
seconds — a respectable 80 cps. In

practice, it seems to print faster than
this, and the subjective printing

speed is dependent on the type of

material being printed.

One of the good features is the use
of a standard Underwood style

typewriter ribbon — $5 to $7 to
replace, no expensive cartridge!

The user manual, while covering
every one of the 72 control codes, is

a bit short on examples, particularly

for the graphics facilities. To be fair.

Printer Summary
Name:
Type:
Character format:

Character sets:

Print speed:
Print direction:

Graphics density:

Line spacing:
Columns/line:
Paper handling:

Ribbon:
Interface:

Buffer size:

Dimensions:
Review modal supplied

Star Gemini 10X.
Dot matrix.

Alphanumeric 9x9 matrix. Block graphics 6x6 matrix.

Bit-image graphics 7x8 matrix.

96 standard ASCII characters, 64 special characters,

32 block graphics characters, 96 user programmable
characters.

1 20 characters per second.
Standard characters — bidirectional, logic seeking.

Graphics mode — unidirectional.

Normal — 60 dots per inch. Dual — 120 dpi.

Quad - 240 dpi.

1/6in, 1/8in or programmable by n/144in or n/72in.

80, 96, 136, 40, 48, 68 in enlarged mode.
Fanfold 3in to 10 in wide. Roll paper 8.5in to 10in wide.
Single sheet 8.3in to 10in wide. Copies — 3 carbonless
sheets.
Standard 2in Underwood typewriter style.

Centronics parallel standard RS232C serial optional.

816 characters standard. Optional 4Kb or 8Kb.
13.5in W x 12.5in D x 6in H. 15.51b.

by Moonshine Computers and Peripherals, Lower Hutt.

the manual was marked
"preliminary", so I can only assume
a more comprehensive version will

be released. On the other hand, it

contained more useful data on the
interfaces than some others I have
seen.

In summary, at $885 retail, this

printer offers the most
comprehensive range of facilities and
performance that I have come
across. I have no hesitation in

recommending it to both home
hobbyists and small-business users.

Spectravideo
Computer Distributors, Ltd, has

announced a new expander for the
Spectravideo. The SV605A includes
dual 1 60K disk drives, parallel printer

interface and a further six expansion
slots. It retails at $1845. CDL is also

offering two bundled systems: The
Family Pak, at $695, includes a

SV318, a cassette system, and four

cassette programs. The VIP Pak, at

$1995, comprises a SV328, an
expander, a disk drive and controller

and CP/M. Two new word proces-
sors are available for the machine,
JustWrite Junior and Textprint, and
business software packages such as
CARPE and Peachtree. Evidence of

interest in the machine came from
the attendance of more than 80
people at the initial meeting of the
Auckland club.

Stats display

A statistical computing display

was held at Victoria University of

Wellington during June. Organised

by the Now Zealand Statistical

Association., it featured a range of

statistical data analysis and graphics

systems.
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LITTLE BIG BOARD

Pulsar's

make your

own
By Peter Ensor

For the hobbyist and the professional,

GTS in Auckland, has available a kitset

single-board computer that is able to run

the CP/M operating system. It is called

the Little Big Board.
The board, manufactured by Pulsar,

contains a Z80 central processing unit

(CPU) running at 4 MHz with 64K of

memory, real-time clock with battery

back-up, and floppy disk controller.

There are also two serial channels
available for the terminal and the printer.

The board is designed to run on the STD
bus, which is promoted by PROLOG. The
board size is a small 1 14mm by 204mm,
which makes it slightly longer than the
standard STD bus board. By using the

bus, the board can be interfaced with the

real world using any of the many
industrial input/output cards that are

available.

The board is available in three

versions. The simplest and cheapest
version contains the printed circuit

board. monitor, EPROM, and
documentation.
The second kit contains the same plus

a complete set of components. This is

the version that GTS recommends, as
some of the components are hard to get.

The final version is a complete
assembled and tested board. The boards
has been promoted in the Electronics

Today International (ETI) magazine as

Pulsar's Little Big Board.
project 690. This article details the
construction of the board and should be
kept close at hand when building the

system.
Assembling the board takes a few

nights' work, making sure that there are

no errors in soldering as work
progresses. There are fine tracks used on
the board, so only experienced solderers

should attempt this project.

Since the board is designed to run in a

card cage, Pulsar supplies an edge
connector so that power and a push-

Trie Little Big Board: a block diagram.

button reset may be wired to the board
without buying a mother board or a card
cage.

Two EPROMs are supplied with the

board. One contains a monitor, and the

second a bootstrap that wil

automatically start up CP/M when the

power is applied. The monitor is fairly

basic, but contains enough to do testing

of the board and writing of simple
programs.
Once the board is working

satisfactorily, the CP/M can also be
booted from the monitor.

or.vc cohtsch.
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SDSDDSQ printers and terminals

Advancing the standard

LA 50
A compact do! matrix printer

offering bit map graphics in

combination with text

100 cps — bi directional 'logic

seeking' mode
50 cps — higher density, more
formalised look.

.

LA 100 PC
A quality dot matrix printer

offering 240 cps ~ draft

output or 30 cps — letter

quality.

LA12
This dot matrix printer offers a
built in modern or acoustic
coupler, bit map graphics
printing and 150 cps.

LA 100 CB
The same quality features as
the LA 100 PC but including a

bo'lt in keybo.i-o

LQP02
A daisywheel printer with over
25 type styles ottering

professional yet personalised
look in tetters at 32 cps.

VT220
12" non glare video scroen 80
or 132 column by 24 tine

display. Amber, green or grey
CorooetiUVe Price,

:•>'•'-/.KHHM

-

.... ...

Bit map graphics architecture

& text/graphicS capabilities.

Other features are as per the

Contact the official distributor, afterall

Digital is our middle name.

AUCKLAND: Ph.590-249,

P.O. Box 12-838, AK. 6.

WELLINGTON: Ph. 693-008,

P.O. Box 30-511, L. Hutt.

CHRISTCHURCH: Ph. .483-001,

P.O. Box 25-104, Chch. .
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Attaching a disk drive is fairly simple, if

you own one of the listed drives. For
each of these drives, a table is given for

the connection of each of the drive links.

If you have another type of drive then it's

back to hunting through the diagrams to

determine how each link should be
connected.

While the advertising states that 5 Vain

drives are supported, it is only the drives

that have 8in look-alike connectors. To
use a standard 5'/4in drive would be a
messy affair, involving the dropping the
system clock frequency to 2 MHz and
fiddling with the phase locked loop
associated with the disk controller.

The CP/M, which is purchased
separately, is written assuming double-
sided disk drives, as the BIOS part of

CP/M can grow fairly large. A single-

sided version is available on request.

After fiddling with the handshaking
requirements of the terminal, the system
powers up to show a decorative sign-on
banner.
One of the first programs that should

be run is called SETTERM. This
configures all the Pulsar utilities to make
use of the visual attributes of the
terminal being used. Once this has been
done, the effort that has been put in by
Pulsar starts to become apparent. Such
things as changing the sign-on message,
baud rates, or serial word lengths can be
changed without having to reassemble
the BIOS.
The system can be made to execute a

command on a cold boot or warm start.

A recommended example would be to
run a program called DATE. This program
produces a file with the current date and
time in it. Then all programs that are run
can access that file to obtain the day's
date. If more than one command is

required then a command file can be run
instead.

The utility will also allow a command
to be executed every time a warm boot
occurs. While this facility may be good
for keeping the time in the date file

correct, the date program also performs
a warm boot on exitting and so re-starts
itself and thereby hangs the machine.
The program can be rewritten so that it

returns to CP/M without a warm boot.
Another very useful utility is called

VERF. This program reads the disk to
find bad sectors. It then locks the blocks

Microcomputer summary
Name:
Manufacturer:
CPU:
RAM:
ROM:
Input/Output:
Operating system:
Power required:

Bus interface:

Extra features:
Price:

Options:

Reviewer's ratings:

Little Big Board
Pulsar Electronics.

Z80 at 4MHz.
64K, Expandable using bank switchinq.
2K.
2 serial channels, 50 way floppy-disk connector.
CP/M 2.2, MP/M II, CP/Net, TURBODOS, MULTIDOS.
+ 5VDC @ 700mA, +12VDC & 100mA, -12VDC @ 60mA.
STD bus.
Battery backed-up clock/calendar.
Kit #1 $294, Kit #2 $973, A & T $1 533.
Hard disk interface $1012. CP/M and BIOS $200 plus tax. Manual
for CP/M $80. TURBODOS $1095 plus tax.
(Out of 5): Documentation 4, Ease of use 5, Value for money 4,
Support 4, Expansion 5.

that contain these sectors into a file

which it then hides on the disk where it

won't get in the way. If a bad sector is

later encountered then the program can
run again without destroying the data on
the disk and if it finds any more bad
sectors, then it will output to the
terminal the sector number and the files

that are affected. While this program
cannot hope to get all the bad sectors
without fully testing the disk, it certainly

makes a good start.

If you are forced to re-assemble the
BIOS for any reason, then there are
command files supplied to load the new
BIOS with CP/M ready for loading on to
the system tracks.

While looking through the BIOS, it

becomes apparent that there is more
there than first meets the eye. By
changing some flags at the beginning of
the source, the code for the hard disk,

virtual disk, or extra RAM boards can be
enabled. So when the system is

upgraded no extra software is required to
be purchased.
The calls for reading the clock are also

written in the BIOS and are accessible by
using the standard BDOS call with a
function number of 255. While these
calls do not appear to be documented
anywhere, Pulsar does supply
subroutines that enable the clock to be
used.
Most of the programs and examples

are given in PASCAL MT+ which is fine

if you know Pascal and better still if you
have a copy -of the compiler available.

One routine is supplied written in Z80

assembler (same problem) that can be
linked with high-level languages such as
FORTRAN and BASIC.

In keeping with PROLOG'S goals with
the STD bus and its own selection of

cards, Pulsar supplies as much
information on the disk as it can. The
source is given for all the utilities and
even a copy of the user manual is there

also.

Supplied separately by Pulsar is a hard
disk interface board. This board
terminates with a SASI interface for

connecting to a hard-disk controller. On
the same board are two serial channels.

For those wishing to upgrade the
system at a later date. Pulsar supplies

TURBODOS. This operating system uses
a separate CPU board for each user plus
one extra board as the master. Each of

the Pulsar boards may act as the master
or slave, depending on the condition of

the links.

The master board controls the disk I/O

for the system. Since all the disk I/O.

printer, and terminal I/O are buffered, the
system operates faster than CP/M.

Summary. — Pulsar appears to have put
a lot of time and money into this board to

produce a professional standard system.
It operates well with no major defects to

be found. The customised CP.M is

definitely a must for those contemplating
using CP/M, as many of the advantages
of buying this system are found in the
software. This, coupled with good
hardware, should prove to be very
successful for Pulsar.

DM/PL III

RS232C ports

vector, arc,

circle elipse.

curve fit,

generation

93 characters

5 Models
fromA4toA1

sheetsize

1 to 8 pens

For the Professional Draughtsman

MODEL DMP-42 THE BIG ONE
The AI/2 sized single-pen plotter with pedestal. Ideal lor creating

technical/professional drawings for industrial and scientific

applications. Highly intelligent, with built-in speed and accuracy
necessary to generate error-free graphics on tight schedules. Access to

full set of parameters and commands from front panel. Step size of only
0.005" provides gracefully drawn complex shapes, and virtually step-

free straight lines.

N.Z. REPRESENTATIVE

S.D.MANDENO ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENTCO.
10 WOODHALL ROAD, EPSOM. AK 3. PH 600-008. JELGR MS "NUCLEONIC '
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The BUS 6 BVTES Computer
Booh Club

We're talking your

language — and
you can save on it

SAVE ON THESE SPECIALIST
LANGUAGE BOOKS
• Buy any ONE and save

$3 on normal price.

• Buy any TWO and save
$7 on combined price.

• Buy any THREE and save
$12 on combined price.

Introducing LOGO Boris Allan
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Learning LOGO on the Apple II Anne McDougall,
Tony Adams & Pauline Adams
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COBOL
Microsoft COBOL
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Using Cobol in an MP.'M System NeilC.Gelb
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COBOL for Microcomputers: A Self Teaching
Guide Ruth Ashley & Judi N. Fernadez
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Understanding C Bruce H. Hunter
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LOGO: A guide to Learning Through Programming
Peter Goodyear
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Hcinen ann Homoon Normal price $24.25

PASCAL for the IBM Personal Computer
Ted G. Lewis

Thorough guide to the two maior versions of PASCAL
available for the IBM PC. Wriuen with both the cxpouenccd
pronrammpi iwho will appreciate the comparison t>l the
subtleties ot both versions! and ihnso new to PASCAL 'who
will find ii a complete introduction! in mind
Addison -W«liy Norma , price $32. 10
Pascal at Work and Play Richard S. Forsyth

Ar> introduction to programming m Pascal, starting at an
elementary level and working up to problems of lonhstic
complexity. Approach is based on iwo punciples - that
computing is no longer a specialist subject; and thai the
second-best way to learn programming is to road non-tnvial
programs (the best Is ro write plenty ot them).
Chapman & Hall Normal price $57.50 (hardback)

$24.20 (paperback)

Introduction to FORTH Ken Knecht
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Normal price $15.15
Forth Programming Leo J. Scanlon

Written for anyone who wants lo n:.iin how lo write
computet software using FORTH Shows how to add new
operations [words' to the language and how to manipulate
the stack. Describes both forih-79 and fig FORTH,
identifying programming differences, includes moif: ihon bO
programs which wrii execute with little oi no modification on
any FORTH svsiem.

Sams Normal price $33.80
FORTH Fundamentals: Volume 1

C.Kevin McCabe
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FORTH Fundamentals: Vol 2 Kevin McCabe
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Exploring FORTH Owen Bishop
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A Course on Programming in FORTRAN (2nd ed)
Valerie J. Calderbank
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FORTRAN 77: A Top-down Approach
Nonna Kliss Lehmkhul

Goidw io FORTRAN with emphasis on uood programming
stylo. Assumes clemeni<iry algebra knowiedye and written at

student level Ovals with mam topics, and gives quick access
to the computer before getting involved with rules ol
input output format.

Collie. Macmillan Normal price $43.65
Problem Solving With FORTRAN 77

Larry Nyhofl & Sanford Leesima
fiovides a coniploic and modern presentation 01 FOKIHAN.
but is intended as more than |usi a programming manual-
Adopts tfiaw that the main it-ason lor using a compute is as a
piublein solving tool. Deals wilh problem analysis and
nlgorhythm development, nanslormatiori of algorhyihm into
a program, and program execution and validation. Brief
sketch ol computet history and description of some ol main
leaiutes ol a computer system.
Macl""""' Normal price S37.95
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Commodore 64
Basic Subroutines for Commodore Computers

Eddie Adams
Easy 10 use manual which offei*. access i<> more than 300
BAS'C subroutines powerful building blocks you Can
combine and adapt to create programs fo' .1 wide lange ''

business, educational and peisonal applications- Explanations
lor each subroutine with suggestions for modifying ii to vow
needs. Each program is ready to run on any Commodore
system.

Wiley & Sons Our price $30.35. Save SI.60
and earn 3 bonus points.

examples, informative appftndicos anil a straightforward text

takes yon deafly and painlessly from the elements of

computing to mastery ol the Spectrum

Penguin

How to Use The Commodore 64 Jerry &
Deborah Willis
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Our price S8.55. Save 40 cents
and earn 1 bonus point.

Challenging Games for the Commodore 64
William A. Roberts

Just about everything enemy blasters, outwit the

computers, shoot outs An 16 affl designed toi excitement
from Caverns o( Terror and Tunnels of Thar to Wai lock's
Castle and Blockout
p,(man Our price S18.95. Save Si.00

and earn 1 bonus point.

How to Program the Commodore 64 - if you've

never programmed a computer before Robert Young

Alter an introduction to the bus and pieces ol the 6'». you

move to the process ol learning I0 program on the keyboard

Concentrates on the key words and techniques to have you

writing programs as quickly as possible, then allow you to

re'me the process at your leisure

Interlace Our price $21.80. Save $1.15
and earn 2 bonus points.

Basic Commodore 64 BASIC James S. Coan

An easy to-read guide to computer operation ami HAS'C

programming. Simple. direct approach involves mastering

short programs, then adding a new Command and watching

as the program is created and illustrated. You lnpn move on

to another capability. Programs arc divided into mai igeabli

segments, and special features and advanced programming

lechnKjucs are explained

Hayden Our price S30.35. Save $1.60
and earn 3 bonus points.

Blast Off With BASIC Games for Your Commodore
64

David O. Busch
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Our price $27.70. Save S1.45
and earn 2 bonus points.

Commodore 64 Subroutine Cookbook
David D. Busch
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Our price $27.70. Save SI.AS
and earn 2 bonus points.

Keyboarding
Quick Keyboarding Vonnie Alexander

Sub-titled "Competent Key hoarding m 6 Hours", this book
by New Zealand Vonmc Alexander has a unique method lor

teach yourself competent keyboarding A wall chart o' finger

positrons is included.

Methuen Our price S6.50. Save 45c.
and earn 1 bonus point.

Keyboarding for Information Processing
Robert Hanson

Enables a person to develop bas'C touch keyboarding skill in

a minimum time. The person who completes the Ijook will be

able to key in alphabetic, numeric and symbol information;

input numbers on a seperate 10 key pad; keyboard
information ouickly and accurately, understand some ol the

basic vocabulary used m keyboarding. Can be used lor

classroom or individual, self instruction

Osborne McGraw-Hill Our price S8.95. Save 57c
and earn 1 bonus point.

Basic Keyboarding Catherine Gibson & Tod Carter

Exercises designed to develop basic keyboarding skills and
techniques. Can serve as an introduction to keyhoaidmg foi

the computer, word processor and as a first step to typing.

Equally suitable loi the classroom or as ;i self-instruction

course.
Pitman Our price $9.45. Save 50 cents

and earn 1 bonus point.

Spectrum
ting the Most From Your Sinclair Spectrum

Anne Sparrowhawk
iDiagrams. colour photographs, programs, entertaining

Our price S 1 3.25. Save 70 cents
and earn 1 bonus point.

Sixty Games & Applications for the ZX Spectrum
David Harwood

Games and utility programs, all in ready-to run form All

programs have been dumped directly on to the ZX punter to

avoid problems ol getting them up and running within

seconds ol typmy them in.

interlace q ut pr jCe S18.85. Save 90 cents
and earn 1 bonus point.

Hardware
User Guides: Editions for Atari 400. 800 and
1200XL; Commodore 64 and VIC 20; Apple;
Everyone's Guide to BASIC; A Parent's Guide to
Personal Computers and Software; Easy-to-
Understand Guide to Home Computers.
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Our price $9.45.
Save 50 cents

and earn 1 bonus point.

Buy now!
The VIC-20 Connection James W. Coffron
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Our price $17.05. Save 90 cents
and earn 1 bonus point.

Getting Acquainted With Your VIC-20 Tim Hartnell
Contains more than 60 games arranged to load you, step by
step, through most o* the VIC's commands and statements
Each program is accompanied by an explanation am! hints on
how to get the best from it.

interface Our price $23.70. Save $1.25
and earn 2 bonus points.

Getting the Most From Your VIC 20
Dennis Jarrett

Carelully-designed introduction written and edited by
professional journalists and writers. Uses diagrams, colour

photographs, entertaining examples and informative

appendices to take you through the elements ol computing to

mastery of your machine.

Penguin Our price $13.25. Save 70 cents
and earn 1 bonus point.

Zap. Pow. Boom: 30 Games for your VIC 20
Mark Ramshaw

Our price $26.35. Save $1.40
and earn 2 bonus points.

Pocket info

Instant answers can be at your
hand with one of these Pitman
pocket guides to:

PASCAL COBOL
Wordstar BASIC
IBM Displaywriter

Word Processing
Programming the BBC Micro
Assembly Language for 6502
Programming
Our price $7.95 Save $1

.

The IBM PC DOS Handbook Richard Allen King
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Our price $20.85. Save $1.10
and earn 2 bonus points.

Useful BASIC Programs for the IBM PC
Stanley R. Trost
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The club: how
it works and
what you get

All you have to do to join the club

is buy a book. Just pick out the

books you want, fill in the coupon in

the middle of the magazine, and post

it in FREEPOST.
We offer savings on the cash price

you pay for each book PLUS we give

you bonus points. These are stored

to your credit and may be used to

save money on future purchases.
Please allow two or three weeks

for orders to be processed and the

book distributors to get the books to

you.

Bonus points

Bonus points can now be cashed
in to earn discounts of $1 per point

off books under $20, $1.50 per
point off books between $20 and
$39.99, and $2 per point off books
over $40. Bonus points carried by
the book you are buying cannot be
used to reduce its price; and bonus
points will not be credited on books
discounted by the use of previous
bonus points.

Our price $18.95 Save $1.00
and earn 1 bonus point.

Using Your IBM Personal Computer Lon Poole
After previous popular hooks on iho Apple U, BASIC and trie'

Atari. Ion POotfl lUS IMHV ;;.m-.'<! to Ihe IBM PC. Tfus
. i .m,i. (•! .• !k.iok is tu two Dans for ttioM who want to

use onlv packaged programs: and tor those who have never

programmed a computt*/ but want to learn BASJC
programming Also includes fannluntv chapters with the
hardware, tectfons <>' graphics and sound, and summaries ol
BASIC. PC DOS. i-rr^t messages and characters, codes and
Keystrokes
Sums Our price S33.80. Save SI.70

and earn 3 bonus points.

Executive VisiCalc for the IBM Personal Computer
Roger E. Clark

Guides you to (tiftdlmy specific tiusmess needs with examples
lor sales analysis, forecasting, bookkeeping, accounts
receivable and sn on tips lot beginners, and discusses all

command statements, logic functions to develop more
complex and helpful models.
Addison-Wosiev Our price S26.00. Save S1.35

and earn 2 bonus points.

PCjr Primer. A Guide to the IBM PCjr
Steve Stern & Greg Young
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Our price $32.00. Save SI.65
and earn 3 bonus points.

Sinclair

I Wish I Knew . . . about the Spectrum & ZX81
Jonathan Chappie

A book to help both parents ar.d children grasp the haste ideas

ol computing and provide an elementary knowledge of

programming in BASIC language Both can team together

through a "come-on" visual approach attiactivcly laid out

and easy io lollow.

Pitman Our price SI 7.05. Save 90 cents
and earn 1 bonus point.

Thirty-four Amazing Games for the IK ZX81
Alastair Gourlay

Claims to be moie lhan just a games collection; maintains it's

a guidebook to show vou how to make the most of your IK
2X81. Invites you to enter programs, then improve and
modify them with your own stamp And you can use the

author's compressing tricks on other programs
'htertnee Our price S16.85. Save 90 cents

and earn 1 bonus point.
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Problems can crop up anywhere.
Now your computer

can too.

;«t ._..- -i-- ;,--- > - ,._? -•
i

'
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Now, there's a new personal computer that

goes further.

TheIS-11 fromSORD.
It's designed for not only the travelling

businessman but for professional people . . .

engineers, lawyers, surveyors whose work is not

necessarily restricted to an office.

With its big 64 K capacity yet modest
physical dimensions (300 x 215 x 48mm —
Weight: 2kg), the IS-1 1 can help you in a way no
personal computer has done before. Because you
can use it wherever, whenever you need it.

Comes complete with rechargeable batteries. All

data retained even when turned off and when you
return to the office your IS-1 1 will input field data

into your main frame.

The IS-11, like other models in the SORD
range, lets you forget about (he hassle of buying
the right software for your application.

With its inbuilt software system 'HIPS', the

IS-11 is ready to work for you the moment you
switch it on.

And like other SORD models, the IS-11

responds to commands in plain English, not

computer jargon.

Linked with a printer, the IS-11 can become
a portable word processor. Plus, there's a range
of equally-compact optional equipment including a
bar code reader for inventory control. The IS-1

1

will also drive a full size printer or a separate
monitor for office or home use.

The IS-11 from SORD. A new concept in

personal computers with a compact price tag. Yet
the capabilities and versatility to make it the only

personal computer you'll ever need.

SORD COMPUTER SYSTEMS LIMITED
15-19 Wigan Street. P.O. Box 9447, Wellington

New Zealand. Telephone (04) 848-069

See the full range of SORD Computers on Stand 14 at the Wellington Computer Show.
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BOOKS! BOOKS! BOOKS!
*for home computerists to business users even James Martin fans

NEW ZEALAND'S LARGEST RANGE OF COMPUTER and ELECTRONIC BOOKS

If it's in print we can get it
- because we have access to publishers throughout the world.

See our display at the Wellington Computer Show including, Irom Whitehall, books published by Prentice Hall and Sams from ANZ. books published by

Sybex. Dilithium, Duckworth and Wiley.

Come to Stand 1 6 or visit our store or write or phone your request to

BelVs Techbooks Ltd.
New Address: Dunbar Sloane Building, Maginhity St, Wellington.

PHONE 728-544
BITS & BYTES, Wellington Computer Show Catalogue - 1



NEW APPLE TECHNOLOGY
MAJOR HELP TO BUSINESSES!
Now you can see the latest microcomputer technology at work. We have new manage-

ment and support staff - and we've moved to new premises in Fletcher Challenge

House, so we can offer the following services: * Sales & service for the entire Apple

computer range.

* Word processing bureau.

* Database management bureau.

• Consultancy service for computer

users from our highly skilled

support staff.

• Wellington's first Apple local

area communications
macintosh network.

[apple computer
SIMPLYGOODBUSINESS

DATA LIIMK LTD
Wellington's Apple computer sales & support experts.

P.O. Box 1483 WELLINGTON
PHONE 858-669

LaJ

SP€CinLSM
ON ALL COMMODORE EQUIPMENT,

AND SOFTWARE

5 YEAR WARRANTY!!!

CASH DISCOUNTS
On all Equipment & Software

Sold at the Computer Show

HOME ENTERTAINMENT

JENNESS
BITS & BYTES. Wellington Computer Show Catalogue - 2

CENTRE
173 HIGH ST, LOWER HUTT. Tel 661-145



STAND LAY-OUT
Upstairs Lounge, Overseas Terminal

^ies

T± fo 1

DOOR

I 2 3 18

q II 13 15 17 19 21 23 25

10 12 14- lb 18 20 22 24 2fc

27 2S 31 33 35 37

28 30 32 34- 3fc 38

3<»

40

EXHIBITORS

Stand Stand
Number Holder

1 Whitcoulls 23 Control Data

2 Whitcoulls 24 New Zealand Post Office

3 Whitcoulls 25 Datalink

4 BITS & BYTES 26 Datalink

5 Andas Centres 27 Sanyo/Computers for People
6 Andas Centres 28 Computers for People
7 Business World Computers 29 Dick Smith Electronics
8 Personal Computer Power 30 Farmers
9 Einstein Scientific 31

10 Einstein Scientific 32 Farmers
11 AVM Electronic 33 Microware
12 Warburton Franki 34 Moonshine Computers
13 Digital 35 A.V. Electronix
14 Sord Computers 36 Jenness Home Entertainment Centre
15 Digital 37
16 Bell Tech Books 38 Jenness Home Entertainment
17 Genisis Systems Centre
18 Silkwood Manufacturing 39 Fountain Marketing
19 Check-Point Computers 40 Fountain Marketing
20 Philips Electrical Industries

21 The Report
22 Computer Reviews

Providing the BEST business systems from the TOP ingredients.

@SANYO 16 bit microcomputers glE^lf Prinlers

Cix/li\I hl\ accounting software

JOB COSTING software ^SHTON-TATE- dBase II database

See us on Stand 13 with the 'Star' printers.

Turning BUSINESS PROBLEMS into COMPUTER SOLUTIONS for YOU !!!

Nil Mil ELU'lEH SVSIEiTlS

BITS & BYTES. Wellington Computer Show Catalogue - 3



EXHIBITOR DETAILS
STAND l\IO(s):

COMPANY:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:

PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:

Hardware:

Software:

Other:

1, 2, 3

Whitcoulls Ltd

31 2 Lambton Quay, Wellington
721-921
Dave Harris, Glen Chadwick &
others

Books, Computers. Peripherals

and Software
Acorn Electron, BBC Micro plus

Peripherals

Acorn Soft, BBC Soft,

Micropower, May & Associates
Business Software and many
more
Computerbooks. Pitman,

Prentice Hall and others

STAND NO(s):
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:
PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:

BITS & BYTES
P.O. Box 827, Christchurch

(03) 66-566
Paul Crooks, Dion Crooks
Magazines, Books

BITS & BYTES will be on hand

to seek new subscribers for

what is by far the largest selling

computer magazine in New
Zealand. We will also be taking

subscription renewals and have

a range of back copies available.

TELEPHONE:
PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:

Software:

STAND NO[s]:
COMPANY:

ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:
PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:

Hardware:

Software:

Other:

731-152
IBM Personal Computer
Systems, BBC Computers,
Hewlett Packard Computer
Systems
Vaiious productivity tools.

Accounting software and many|
other applications

Personal Computer Power Ltd|

Trading as P.C. Power
420 High St, Lower Hutt
693-050
Mike Nelson. Marg Mabbutt
Computers, Books, Peripherals,

Software
Corona PC's (IBM compatible)
print buffers, Okidata printers

Available for Commodore 64
and VIC 20 — IBM and
compatibles, Apple, Cat, Atari.

Covering business, home use.
games, education systems and
utilities

Nashua and Fact floppy discs,

Rediform computer paper.
preset forms and labels, books
for Commodore, IBM, Apple,
etc.

STAND NO[s):
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:
PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:
Hardware:

Software:

STAND NOfel:
COMPANY:

ADDRESS:

5, 6

Andas Centres
99-107 Dixon St, (Private

Bag). Wellington
850-777
Apple Computers
Apple lie, Apple III, Macintosh,

Lisa 2 series

A wide range for the above
hardware

Businessworld Computers
Limited
1 1 Johnston St, Wellington

STAND NO[sl:
COMPANY NAMES:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:
BRANCHES:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:

PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:

9, 10
Einstein Scientific Ltd
177 Willis Street, Wellington
P.O. Box 27-138, Wellington
844-353
Throughout New Zealand
Raju Badiani, Michael
Holdsworth and David Thomas
Hewlett Packard HP150, Apple
Macintosh, Apple lie,

Spectravideo SV328,
Commodore 64, Commodore
SX64. Atari 800XL. Spectrum
48K, BBC, Electron

CHECK-POINT COMPUTERS LTD
PRIVATE BAG, 36 MAIN ROAD, TAWA, WELLINGTON

TELEPHONE 326 999
Apple compatible AJAR | COmpUterS

80-Column Z-80
Card Card

Printer Card

(lor Epson)

SANYO computers

BITS & BYTES, Wellington Computer Show Catalogue - 4



EXHIBITOR DETAILS
STAND IMO(s):

COMPANY:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:
Hardware:

STAND NO[s]:
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:

PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:

Hardware:
Software:
Other:

STAND NO[s]:
COMPANY:

ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE NO:

11

A.V.M. Electronic Group Ltd

149 Hereford St, Christchurch

P.O. Box 2823
797-279
Trevor Luke, Warwick Brown
Tandy 2000. Radio Shack
Model 4P, Radio Shack Model

4. Radio Shack Model 100

12
Warburton Franki Limited

44 Oxford Terrace. Lower Hutt

P.O. Box 30651 . Lower Hutt

693-016
Daniel Pettengell. Murray
Wright, Ross Mudie, Phil Eyton

Logitec Printers, Plotters,

Shugart Disc Drives, Zenith

Computers, Peripherals

As Above
General
Test Equipment

13,15.

Digital Equipment Corporation

(New Zealand).

Head Office: 540 Great South
Rd.. Greenlane, Auckland. P.O.

Box 17039. Wellington: 169
The Terrace, Box 1300.
728-286 Wellington.

PERSONNEL ON STAND:

Hardware:

Software:

Datacom Systems Ltd. 89
Courtenay PI., Chris Ashman;
Lyndsay Williams, Capital

Business Systems, Cuba St.

Petone; Colin Green, Business

Control Systems, 69a Dudley St,

Lower Hutt & Regent Centre.

Wellington.

Rainbow 1 00 Personal Business
Computer, Colour Screens, etc.

Demonstrating business

solutions, wordprocessors, file

managers, graphics, financial

modelling.

A.V. ELEKTRONIK
(N.Z.)

P.O. BOX 864
WELLINGTON 6000

• Imported TRS80 Software

• Custom Business
Software for small N.Z.

Businesses

• Installation, maintenance
& servicing including disk

drives & monitors

USER FRIENDLY
COMPUTER FURNITURE

«£ <^ DATA CENTRE

THE DATA CENTRE is a

compact unit designed specifically

for storing serious PCs such as

the IBM — WITH printer.

Locks together, wheels anywhere,

opens out providing an efficient

all-purpose work station. Polished

Silkwood Walnut finish.

fcrgononuc copy stand •

COMPUTER BUREAU'

THE COMPUTER BUREAU is

designed to compliment any home
or office environment. Your
computer can be tidily stored in a

desk unit. Keyboard slides out

providing work copy stand; cables

and disks can be tidied away.

MoO'le work slalion

Mobile File Umi

Con Dulci 3u'eau
Prmier stand

YOU choose the units needed to make a station as complete as

you want — knowing you can expand or change it around.

You will like the appearance — Polished Silkwood Walnut or

blonde finish — and you will like the prices. Send for data sheets

and retail outlets.

There are matching Silkwood bookcases, desks, cupboards and

CabinetS tOO. "Reg d design pending

Manufacturing Lid

8 Tironui Road Papakura. Auckland Phone 298 7089

BITS & BYTES, Wellington Computer Show Catalogue - 5



EXHIBITOR DETAILS
STAND NO(s):
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:
PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:

Hardware:
Software:

Other:

14
Sord Computer Systems Ltd

15-19 Wigan St,

P.O. Box 9447,
Courtenay Place,

Wellington
848-069
J. Hardwick, I. Woodmore
Sord M23 Series, M68 Series

and IS- 11

PL-200 Multipen Plotter

CAD and Graphics, PIPS
system (spreadsheet and
database management system)
Business software

Hardware:

STAND NO[s]:
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:
PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:
Hardware:

17
Genisis Systems Ltd

65 Huia Rd, Otahuhu, Auckland
(09) 276-7349
L.R. Howe. G. McLennan
Printers

Popular Range of Star Printers

both dot matrix and daisywheel.

Priced from S867 to $2287.
Star printers are now one of the

largest selling range of printers

in the world.

Other:

STAND NO(s]:
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:
PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:

Sanyo 16 bit MBC555 and
550, Atari 800, 600 and 400,

|

Daisywheel typewriter/printer,

Dot matrix printers and Apple
compatible disk drives and
cards and BBC and Commodorel
compatible disk drives
5%" floppy disks

18
Silkwood Manufacturing
8 Tironui Rd, Papakura,
Auckland
(09) 298-7089
Kevin Shuker
Full range of computer furniture

STAND NO(s]:
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:
PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:

21

Eckford Enterprises Ltd
P.O. Box 3295, Wellington
753-207
V. Eckford

THE REPORT — a

comprehensive, comparative
survey of computers available

on the New Zealand market.

STAND N0[5 ]:

COMPANY:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:
PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:

16
Bell's Techbooks Ltd
Dunbar Sloane, Maginnity St

entrance. Wellington
728-544
Patt Bell and others

Books, Whitehall agents for

Prentice Hall and Sams: ANZ
Books agents for Sybex,
Dilithium, Duckworth, Wiley.

STAND NO[s]:
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:
PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:
Software:

20
Philips Electrical Industries

P.O. Box 41021. St Lukes.
Auckland
Auckland 894-160
Mr P. Gillingwater

P2000 micro computer
"The Last One", Dataplot Plus,

Executive II

STAND NO(s}:
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:

PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:

19
Check-Point Computers
36 Main Rd, Private Bag, Tawa,
Wellington
326-999. 326-988
Tony Pointon, John Davies,

Andrew Chisholm
Computers, Peripherals and
cards

STAND NO(s]:
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:

PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:

23
Control Data
53 Boulcott St. Wellington

739-505
Ian Gardine-Wright, Liz

Dengate-Thrush
Plato Computer Based Training

System

FLOPPY DISK OFFER!
Suitable for all 5.25 inch drives. Guaranteed for 5 years

Description Price Qty Total Cost

SSDD $5.40

DSDD $7.20

10or

more

Price Qty Total Cost

$4.80
disks

$6.48

(Special quotes on 50 disks or more — Send details on number and type required.)

Add $1 for postage and packing and send to: Dept BB8, P.C. Power, 420 High Street, Lower Hutt. Telephone (04) 693-050.

Name

Address

City Phone

My cheque for S.

Signature

. is enclosed Please charge my _; Visa

Expires

BITS & BYTES, Wellington Computer Show Catalogue - 6



EXHIBITOR DETAILS
STAND NO(s):
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:

PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:

22

Computer Reviews
P.O. Box 295, Auckland
396-526
Clive Mathew Wilson and John
Schroeder
Latest issue and previous
issues of Computer Reviews

STAND NO:
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:

PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:

24
New Zealand Post Office
Post Office Headquarters,
Wellington.
738-444 (Telecoms ext 980 &
657)
A range of Post Office

equipment for data
communcations use.

STAND NO[s]: 25, 26

COMPANY: Datalink—
ADDRESS: Fletcher Challenge House. The

Terrace (through Lambton
Square), Wellington

TELEPHONE: 858-669
PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY: Amazing Apple, Lisa and Apple

Macintosh displayed and
operating

Software: Microsoft range (MAC) and full

Lisa range

STAND NO[s): 27
COMPANY: Sanyo Business Systems
ADDRESS: 1 24 Dixon St, Wellington

TELEPHONE: 845-713
PERSONNEL ON STAND: Ken Davis and others

PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY: Micro computers
Hardware: Featuring our new MBC 550

Series Personal Computer,
together with the MBC 1 1 60
Micro, and the MBC-4000

acorn _
electron See us

The BBC
Microcomputer

System

on

\

THE COMPLETE HOME &
EDUCATION COMPUTER
A smaller, simplified version of the BBC

educational computer. 64K of memory,

outstanding graphics and colour

reproduction. The perfect computer for

serious home use, fun and learning.

Whrtcoulls
LIMITED

Distributed hv
BARSON COMPUTERS XZ LTD
New Zealand's leading independent Computer Co.

I XCAIKI, AVKXl'K, EPSOM, BARSON
AUCKLAND. P1IOXE 504-fi.n. fS»M^»ft«3

stands

1,2,3

Designed by educators at Cambridge University

for education, Approved for use in New Zealand

schools. Preferred by teachers because of its

simplicity, power and high resolution graphics.

Whrtcoulls
LIMITED

Distributed by
BARSOX COMPUTERS XZ LTD
New Zealand's leading independent Computer Co.

1 XGAIRE AVEXUE, EPSOM,
AUCKLAXD. PHOXE 504-631. ©SargXCftSBS

BITS & BYTES, Wellington Computer Show Catalogue — 7



EXHIBITOR DETAILS
Software:

STAND NO(s):
COMPANY;
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:
Hardware:

Software:

STAND NO[s]:
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:

PRODUC, PLAY:

• Productivity tools, including

Word Processing and financial

modelling • Accounting
software • Educational software
• Games and entertainment
• Data Base Management
• Programming Languages

27 28
Computers For People
35 Taranaki St, Wellington
847-628
John Foot, John Duncan
ICL PC's. Kaypro II, Kaypro 4.

Kaypro 10, SANYO MBC
550-555, BOSDATA - retail

point of sale system
Concurrent CP/M, Charter
Series. Agrisoft, dBASE II

Applications

29

Dick Smith Electronics
98 Carlton Gore Rd,
Private Bag, Newmarket,
Auckland
504-409
Maurice Bryham, plus other
sales personnel
Computers, Peripherals, Books
and Software

Hardware:

Software:

Other:

!>

NZ's lowest priced colour

computer the VZ200! Extra

1 6K RAM module, centronicsl

printer interface, dual joystick!

and interface. 4 colour
printer/plotter, special

Datacassette for computer
programs Half price Apple
compatiable computer the CAi
Full 64K RAM. 80 column and!

printer int. inbuilt! Cat disk
drives (1 60K storage) A range|
of CAT add-ons. N.Z.'s best
value TRUE RGB monitor with

high-res tube. Also high quality

Epson lookalike dot matrix

printer, the BX-80 with graphic|

capabilities. Full feature daisy

wheel printer with tractor feed
option. Professional hi-res

green monitor with anti-glare

screen. And a preview of Dick
Smith's IBM compatible
Challenger computer with twin

320K Disk Drives
Full range of VZ200 software
including many new releases.

Also business, educational and
entertainment software for the
CAT computer.
The growing range of VZ200
books will be on display along
with NZ's highest quality disk
media from Xidex. Also Dick
Smith Electronics 84/85
catalogue with our exciting new

UNLIMITED SOFTWARE!!
^leW^o^ Write for P.C. Power's FREE Catalogue

;$0W^/^dr*We have access to more than 8000 U.S. software
AlW^ packages for home, business and education use.

^Software runs on: APPLE II — APPLE lie — APPLE III — MACINTOSH — ATARI —
COMMODORE 64 and VIC 20 — IBM P.C. (P.C. DOS) and IBM

COMPATIBLES (MS-DOS) — CPM and others.

Check our prices first!! All products supplied with a warranty to perform.

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL MASTERTYPE $95.95
Normally $11 9.95

Typing instruction for: (post devaluation)

APPLE — ATARI — C64 and All IBM P.C. compatibles
Vastly improve your typing and have fun doing it — All your computer activities will become more

enjoyable and productive with this well proven popular package.

^ Mail Order Form to: DEPT BB8,^ PC. POWER LTD,
^K 420 HIGH STREET. LOWER HUTT.

==:POWER lTD»Telephone (04) 693 "050

I 7! 4Z0 High SI, Lower Hult

co^pmo. Phone (04) 693-050 Send me a free catalogue

Dealer Enquiries Welcome

Send: MASTERTYPE at S95. 95

My Computer is:

:::

Name

Street

Phone

Cheque No.

City

My Computer brand is:

Please charge my Visa

Signature Expires

BITS & BYTES, Wellington Computer Show Catalogue - 8



EXHIBITOR DETAILS
range of computer products will

be available

STAND NOfs]:
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:

PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:
Hardware:

Software:

Other:

STAND NO[s]:
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:

30 32
Farmers Ltd

Cuba Mall, Wellington.

843-969
Phil Kenyon, Greg Harrison,

Stephen Tustin.

Sega range.

Sega SC3000 home computer
with its new disk drive systems
with its large storage capacity

and fast operating speed.
Educational software and the full

range of Sega software with

approximately 50 titles and more
coming.
Enrolments for the Sega user
group will be taken.

34
Moonshine Computers
70 Victoria St. Lower Hutt and
Shop 13 McDonalds Centre,
Herbert St, Wellington

697-757, 739-146

MICROWARE
(N.Z.)

P.O. BOX 6309

Software and Hardware
for

ZX Spectrum — CBM64
BBC - ELECTRON

Dealer Discounts
available

BITS & BYTES, Wellington Computer Show Catalogue -



EXHIBITOR DETAILS
PERSONNEL ON STAND:
PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:
Hardware:

Software:

STAND NO[s):
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:
PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:
Hardware:

Software:

Other:

2

STAND NO(s):
COMPANY:

ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:

Peter Sinke
Spectravideo and IMC
Spectravideo SV318 and
SV328 cpmputers and IMC
640
A large range of software for

the Spectravideo and IMC
computers

33
Microware (N.Z.)

P.O. Box 6309. Wellington

0553-88940
Mr C. Penman
As below
For the ZX Spectrum e.g.

Joystick interface, Full-size

keyboards, speech synthesiser

For the Spectrum, CBM64.
BBC & Electron

Also on our stand "Sportsdata"

(Mr G. Evans Ph: 722-245)
displaying software for the ZX
Spectrum of value to sports

teams and players and fans.

35
A.V. Elektronik (N.Z.) and D.J.

Reid Ltd

P.O. Box 864, Wellington

278-542. 849-189
Mr A. Dewsnap

PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:
Hardware:

Software:

STAND NO(s]:
COMPANY:

ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:
PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:

Hardware:
Software:
Other:

STAND NO[s]:
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
PERSONNEL ON STAND:
Hardware:

Software:

TRS80 III and as below
ZX Spectrums and Interface

and Microdrives
Custom Business software for

small N.Z. Businesses

36, 38
Jenness Home Entertainment

|

Centre
1 73 High St, Lower Hutt

661-145
Colin, Ian & Kevin and 6 others

|

Commodore equipment and
software

C64, VIC20, SX64, printers

C64 and VIC20 software

Video and Television equipment

39,40
Fountain Marketing Ltd

Maidstone St, Auckland
763-064 Auckland
Anthony Butler, Jenni Turner

Commodore VIC-20, VIC-1541
disk drive, Commodore 64,
VIC-0802 Business Printer,

SX64 Portable

A range of: educational,

entertainment, productivity from

the world's leading software
houses including Commodore,
Computer Classics, Sega, Utv

COMPUTERS COMPUTERS COMPUTERS COMPUTERS

THE REPORT
UPDATED EVERY THREE MONTHS

The only comparative computer survey of the NZ market.

The report compares price against performance
and tells you which are the best bargains

from $200 to $10,000

Tick
To: Eckford Enterprises Limited

Please send me:
Box 3295

-
Wellington.

Part One: Small Computers
Part Two: Intermediate Computers

Part Three: Executive computers

Parts one, two & three together

Special yearly subscription rate. All three parts for 4 quarterly issues.

$7.50

$12,50

$30.00

$45.00

$150.00

SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR Section One: S25 Section Two: S40 Section Three: S100

Name

Address

Cheque enclosed Expiry Date

l

l

l

l

I

l

l

I

I

I

l

I

I

I

I

I

l

l

J
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Now in NewZealand

#1

Apple Macintosh.
Come on in and meet Apple Macinlosli,

tlie revolutionary personal business computer

that has taken America bystomi

'Hiere's no complicated commands. No

languages to leani. No complex manuals to

decipher.- In tact the Apple Macintosh is so

simple to operate it' you know how to point

you already know how to use it.

See for yourself why over 7(),(KK) were

sold in America in the first 60 days after it

was launched.

Be quick though our stocks of Apple

Macintosh are not limitless either.

® SIMPLYGOODBUSINESS

CENTRES
Branch 8o» ,\'0 Tel No Branch Box No Tel No Branch So. No Tel No

WELLINGTON Private Bag 850-77 7

HASTINGS 700 82-089 CHRlSTCHURCH 645 796 080

AUCKLAND 767 30-369 GlSBORNE 341 86-133

WHANGAREI 342 83-550 TAURANGA 390 B6-U2 OUNEOIN 5342 778-551

HAMILTON 3 75 82-059 PALMERSTON NORTH 493 85-106 TIMARU 164 89-188

ROTORUA 554 SO- 149 WANGANUI 228 53 566 INVERCARGILL 353 82 082

THE FUTURE IS HERE



WIN R COMMODOR6 64!!

and accessories to the value of more than $1200

ClR INST
— *C DEI

•.,#• "V*"'* s r 1>JB m {^t p ® * i ««*

im »' « • n

t, sh„, 2 X C V 8 if M * > ; SHifi «>. cfs.

It S Simpl6! Just complete the panel below, answer the question and place the entry

form in the box provided on the Fountain Marketing Stands, 39, 40.

The winner will be drawn at 4.30pm on Sunday, September 2, but it is not necessary to be

present for the draw. If not present the winner will be notified as soon as possible.

WIN A COMMODORE 64 ENTRY FORM
Name

Address

Telephone

Question: How much random access memory (RAM) does the Commodore 64 have as

standard?

(Clue: The answer is in the name of the computer or ask anyone on the

Fountain Marketing stands).

fitcommodore
^COMPUTER
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Choosing a micro is a daunting task for

the new -comer ,itu! with an ever increasing

number of micros emerging on the NVa

Zealand market Even up-grading, say. from a ZXSI

can be a risky and expensive exercise wiih tin- wrong

decisions made Al Einstein Scientific Ltd. wo believe it

is important to look at the rca] fads and

specifications, and check cxactlv what you gel for

your money lieforc chousing your micro computer

system.'

THK PIT-FALLS.

Don'i buy a games machine.
I nless you want games and nothing else' » ith a

games computer you are limited Some computers,

however, have the advantage of both games facility

plus the whole world of computing to explore as your

interest and skills develop A real computer svstnn will

allow you to expand your knowledge of the high

technology world, and help earn its keep with its

added uses in the field of education, home, business

use and communication

Software.

Make sure the system you choose has a growing

libran of support software, to enable you to realise

the full potential of your machine

Check the quality of the product.
Low quality components and bad design will

seriously affect the reliahnlv of the end product, and

lead to false economy Watch out for unreliable edge

connector., corrosion and poor I'CHs. Make sure that

your supplier can provide an after sales service in case

of product failure

Don't let the add-ons add up.

A number of outlets are offering packages that

seem to be good value at low cost. t'nfonunately these

offers have a hidden sting in as much as the essential

accessories such is power supply, peripherals and

software often carrv a very high cost premium Make

sure yon gel an all-up price to enable yon to start

Operating the system Software for low cost hardware

usually costs between >>d and Sinn for a ROM
cartridge

KEY POINTS TO LOOK FOR.
Computer language.

It is loo difhc.ill to programme a computer m lb

binary language so high level languages are used, the

mosl popular being liASIC However, there are a

number of b;isics. some being very different from the

rest. A de facto standard in the computer industrv is

Microsoft UASIC Learn this and yon will in- ahle to

programme in the majority of computer basics, such

nn important point if the home computer is to be

used lo educate your children to face the technology

of the future

Expansion.
As your interest and knowledge of computing grows

you will need a computer system that will grow with

you, able lo accommodate primer, disk drive, joy-

stick. communications modem and colour monitor as

well as produce Hi hi sound effects

Software.

The computer you choose should have a growing

selection of utility software to make the most of its

capabilities Remember computing is lure to slay

You can I learn to compute on a toy or a device that

does not behave like a real computer

High resolution colour.

In general most home computers have a poor

graphics resolution lor detail) Check on tile vertical

and horizontal resolution in graphic mode and

multiply the two numbers together — if the result is

less than 35.000. then the graphics can hardly be

considered high resolution Low resolution graphics

displays, such as those used in games, tend lo he

chunky'' m appearance

Keyboard.
For accurate entry of programmes and data into a

Computer it is important that the keyboard has a good

tactile leel and operation. A siandard computer

keyboard layout will familiarise die user with the vast

majorit; of computers which are used m the world of

business and professional applications, very Important

if llw purpose of purchasing the computer is

educational

RAM (Random Access Memory).
One of the niosi important features of a computer

is the amount of ram. or memory included In

general, tin' more powerful and exacting a computer

program, the more RAM il requires Bui lake care, all

computers are advertised quoting the total RAM used

in the system. Computers use up a great deal of their

own RAM for storing essential data, in particular

supporting the graphics display and the Cl'l ' [central

processing unit) If il is less than ,-iJK. think again, is

it enough?

In short look out for a computer which offers all

the points above and you will be sure of getting good

value for money.

I" Willis sircci wau\(;n>\
Im Bread*?) Amine. PALMKRSTON mikiii

llsklimSlreel Xiinh. HASTINGS
ciir KumiHii and King Street. xi:» mvHilTII

Soon In open in vnckljml. ILmlilton -intl Tjuuiusi

Einstein
1 S 1 1 . 1 1 111'
'

'
I ..

h»r j copy ill thi.v

'V advertisement and

Li '*-, rripicM (o join our

i . '% tumling list plcjM-

fc- ' - aJ urlk' to us m
T' ffr ro b»v njs.

^Jtm Wellington.

Th* Computer ftorld

Midi- Simple.
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Our new
selection
Virgin Computer Games Series Edited by Tim Hartnell
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Commodore 64 edition S 1 1 .35. Save 60 cents
and earn 1 bonus point.

Spectrum. ZX 81. TRS 80. VIC 20, Oric, Dragon.
Atari. BBC editions S8.45. Save 50 cents

and earn 1 bonus point.

Getting Started on Your BBC. Atari, Spectrum, Oric.

Commodore.'VIC 20.
Tin Hartnell nsi i

ornbmed .n't
i J ill 'h lo v Kl • :nis

cries di - gned lu )ul lusi-i'mi "; iter users .' k:i ..
•
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fuiu-3 Our price $8.95 per book. Save S 1 .00
and earn 1 bonus point

Computer Games to Play and Write Dan Isaaman

• >.-. - • progiams wcii

Sparrov* Our price S5.65. Save 30 cents
and earn 1 bonus point.

Computers for Everybody Jerry Willis & Merl Miller

10 tluY one. v.i< h ">;

-\ : > ginr
i i

r.'-ii

'i

Our price $9.45. Save 50 cents
and earn 1 bonus point.

Computer Dictionary for Beginners Arthur Naiman
.. - ei »vlri more 't v- I00C c<xririirtei lurri v*| . :

clearl\ ai d 5'mpr> • conversation;] Engl ' <
.

: .>

ptonuncialic-ri, (.-xiimples ' now le'rrs in i and
explanations o' when '' •• comq I'O'n ~'os

carlooris. arw loti ind a straight-forward loo- it hou.

eonvuiois .'.

BaUanmie Our price $14.20. Save 75 cents
and earn 1 bonus point.

Disk Systems for the BBC Micro Ian Sinclair

Seis ou the advantages ;. us ' .; ,: .• explains the jaigoi and
covers the principh V ri oco« '•• ',--., ,

d l :• -' '
: • ' :• '.,

I Jem 11 .: r. il .-.
Ii

lake '..
I i !- ii v. ;• . i- lis- I

Gianacla Our price $23.70. Save $1.25
and earn 2 bonus points.

Simply VisiCalc Barbara Chirlian

Outlines basK onceptsof : l l .-. ••

Sets n..! :-i bri :
:•• i>m :..; :• Iwc - :: •• 'orma

VisiCa'c documeniaiion, "eacruin) vA'i finougl

uartustfig i Exam| es ind . :raiu Iflomi

lucks with labels lormulas eieciroic rows : columns
dililhiurr Press Our price $21.80. Save $1.15

and earn 2 bonus points.

The RS-232 Solution Joe Campbell
Easy-to-folkM (juiiji; ;o >-

* liny row ":.:• system iu

printers, modems, terminals, plotters o> any oihe* RS 7'XJ

peripheral No expensive lools and <y<lv minimol electronic

knowledge needed
Sybex Our price $35.10. Save $1.85

and earn 3 bonus points.

You've got a computer and you're
wondering how you can get the most
out of it. The "Things to do . .

."

series is for you.
Top computer writers — Jerry and
Deborah Willis, Merl Miller, Nancy
Morrice and Cleborne D. Maddux —
have produced a book for each of:

• Apple lie

• Atari
• Commodore 64
• Commodore 64/VIC 20
• IBM PC
• Osborne
• Texas Instruments 99/4a
• TRS-80 Model 4
Each book has suggestions and ideas
for games and entertainment; arts

and crafts; teaching; home finance,

record keeping and health care;

telecommunications; word proces-

sing, business and professional

applications; programming; peri-

pherals.

BUY AT OUR SPECIAL
AUGUST PRICE - $7.95 each
- AND SAVE $2.

ATARI

COIYIPUTER
commoDORE
6a
COMPUTER

'TRS-80
moDEia
COIYIPUTER

IBIYI

PERSONAL
COIYIPUTER

-.-.
.

40 Educational Games Vince Apps
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ida Ourprice $18.95. Save $1.00
and earn 1 bonus pont.

Computer Companion series Robert P. Haviland

The Best of IBM PC Software Stanley R. Trost
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.! Ourprice S36.15. Save $1.80
and earn 3 bonus points.

The Business of Data Processing Roger Carter
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l\m Our price $10.40. Save 55 cents
and earn 1 bonus point.

Delving Deeper into Your ZX Spectrum Dilwyn Jones
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Ourprice $27.50. Save $1.45
and earn 2 bonus points.

Spectrum Graphics and Sound Steve Money
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Our price $23.70. Save $1.25
and earn 2 bonus points.

Get Personal With Your Tl 99 William A. Manning
& Lon Ingalsbe
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and earn 2 bonus points.

The Electron Programmer S.M. Gee & Mike James
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Ourprice $2325. Save $1.25
and earn 2 bonus points.

Using and Programming the Timex/Sinclair Computer
Ken Knecht
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Spectrum Graphics and Sound Steve Money
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m Ourprice $23.70. Save $1.25
and earn 2 bonus points.

The IBM PC Connection James W. Coffron
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21 Games for Electron Mike James, S.M. Gee
& Kay Ewbank
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Control Things with your Timex/Sinclair
Robert L. Swarts
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dihthium Pioss Our price $15.15. Save 80 cents
and earn 1 bonus point.

Sixty Programs for the VIC 20/Commodore 64
Robert Erskine & Humphrey Waywyn
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Business
Databases for Fun and Profit Nigel Freestone
for users wanting to do their own programming. Provides
Straightforward introduction III data processing, with

explanations ul routines m BASIC Examples of system
designs fo* home and (>..' .--

.
.« which you can combine

;i.ind. Systems for names and addiesses
Mi tgtie-index; diary. Mock control; bant,

account budgeting: debtors list sale purchase ledger, payroll

Gianada Our price $1895. Save $1
and earn 1 bonus point.

The Best Book of Lotus 1-2-3 Alan Simpson
While the basics of 1-2-3 are fairly easy to grasp, it takes

some time and practice 10 extract Ml advantage from this

large and sophisticated program
.
this book easily followed

with lots ol graphs and illustrations gives guidance in

cieating • worksheet: loimatting and editing a worksheet;
creating graphs. database management; macros
ptl ••' "'0

Sams Our price $25.85. Save S1.35
and earn 2 bonus points.

Database: A Primer C. J. Date

Dissects data and file management, focussing on how ynu
can effectively use modem database systems and how to get

ihe besi from their. Thorough overview ot databases*
practical examples and exercises, discussion of widely used
databases. in* how tos' of report writing, indexing and
cataloguing, database design for protecting data

Addison Wesley Our price $26.00. Save S1.35
and earn 2 bonus points.

Basic Systems Analysis {2nd ed) Barry S. Lee
Sets out to give an overview of the knowledge and skills

needed by a systems analyst. Assumes a basic understanding
of computer technology, programming and data orocessiny
methods. Describes nature of data processing systems, looks
at the analyst's job and the development stages of now
computer -based systems.
Hutchinson Our price $21.15. Save $1.10

and earn 2 bonus points.

Understanding dBase II Alan Simpson
Clea' concise text and eye catching graphics help you
master the basics, then guide you ihrough programming
techniques fur useful applications such as mailing label

systems, graphics, bookkeeping, printing and formatting
reports. You also learn to interface dBASE II with other
software systems to expand its capabilities.

Sybex Our price $48.90. Save $2.60
and earn 4 bonus points.

1,2,3, Go! Julie E. Bingham
Easy workout of the 1-2-3 progiam demonstrating the basics

of the package, how to build a spreadsheet, how to cieate a

graph, how to manage financial daia collection, how to
customise 1-2-3 to your business requirement. Well
presented and plenty of examples

Addison-Wesley Our price $31.00. Save $1.65
and earn 3 bonus points.

CP/M Database Management Systems
Carl Townsend

Compares 12 database management systems loi CP.-M
based microcomputers, providing an overview with facts on
installation, file creation, data retrieval, reporting and
summary notes along with the important advantages and
disadvantages of each system. Part one introduces general
database terms and concepts; pan iwo examines the major
CP'M database management systems.

dilithium Press Our price $42.75. Save $2.20
and earn 4 bonus points.

All About 1. 2, 3 Robert Schware &
Alice Trembour
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Our price $21 .40. Save $1.10
and earn 2 bonus points.

On-Line Computing for Small Businesses — Silver's

Wall
Maurice A. Silver. John Jeacocke & Ray Welland
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Our price $9.95. Save 55 cents
and earn 1 bonus point.

Choosing Your First Computer System; A Guide for

the Growing Business
K. Ian Mitchell & Bevan J. Clarke:':•
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Our price $6.60. Save 35 cents
and earn 1 bonus point.

Electron

; Acorn Guide to the Electron Neil & Pat Cryer
Comprehensive tour aiound the electron, packed with

[oustanding diagrams and graphics. Discusses hardware,
software, tunning programs on the Electron, making your
[own piogroms, Electron BASIC, getting data in and out of
Ipiogiams, graphics, colour, coloured shapes, programmed
[characters, animation, sound, assembly language.
|penyuin Our price $13.25. Save 70 cents

and earn 1 bonus point.

Games and other Programs for the Acorn Electron

A mix of competitive action, dexterity, imagination,

judgement and skill in a collection of 20 colourful programs,
And "program rescue" programs are provided lobelp you put
these games, colour graphics and sound programs on tape.

One for arcade fanatics and those who prefer to develop
thinking skills

Penguin Our price $13.25. Save 70 cents
and earn 1 bonus point.

Advanced Programming Techniques for The Electron
Jim McGregor & Alan Watt

Gets inio the progiammmg principles and techniques behind
arcade games and chatactei animation, data structures and
databases, text processing, hoard games and the beginnings
of ariificial intelligence Emphasis is on applying these
techmgues in your own programs, with plenty of suggestions
for refinements ,uui developments o 1 the material presented.

Addison Wesley Our price $35.10. Save $1.85
and earn 3 bonus points.

Basic Computer Simulation
Lawrence L. Mc*

Games
Tim Hartnell's Giant Book of Computer Games
More than 40 gamos compatible with Microsoft BASIC able
to run on mosi micros, including BBC. VIC 20. One. Apple II

and lie. Commodore 64. Dragon 32. Tandy Color. IBM PC.
Laser. TRS-80. PET. MZ30K and Spectrum, flange covers
board, dice, space, brain and adventure games, simulations,
artificial intelligence, and some just for fun.

Collins Our price $14.20. Save 75 cents
and earn 1 bonus point.

Tim Hartnell's Giant Book of Spectrum Games
More than 80 programs covering just about every sort of
game imaginable arcade action, mind menders, chance and
skill, adventure- space, board and card, fun, simulations. And
there are utility and demonstration programs, games to
convert notes on error trapping and a glossary

Collins Our price $14.20. Save 75 cents
and earn 1 bonus point.

Games for

Apple,

C64, VIC-20
Three classy collections of games

for three computers. Thrill to adven-
tures in imaginary environments; test
your reflexes in arcade-like games; pit

your brain against the computer in

hard-to-win board games; have a lot

of fun improving your programming at
the same time.
Editions for:

• Apple Rohan Cook & Tim Hartnell
• Commodore 64 Robert Young &

Paul Copeland
• Vic-20 Paul Copeland
Our price $16.10 each. Save 85 cents
and earn 1 bonus point.

General

Fundamentals of Computing Neil A. Sheldon
Intended to provide a grasp of fundamental principles bv
which digital computers work, concentrating on the concepts
necessary for an understanding of all computer technology.
Oeals with how computers store and manipulate binary data:
the facilities a computer system must have to store large

quantities of data and communicate with users, the functions
and organisation of processois and how they communicate
with the rest of the hardware; and the software required to
make a compuiei <*" efficient tool.

Hutchinson Our price $21.15. Save $1.10
and earn 2 bonus points.

Working Smart: How to Use Microcomputers to do
Useful Work Colin K.Mick
Sets out to answer two questions: "What's right tor me'" for

the prospective user, and "How can I get the most out of
this'" for the experienced user Jargon free guide to
hardware and software gives a component-by-component
description of how computers work, and explains software
programs lor word processing, financial analysis, filing.

database management , accounting and other special
purposes. There's also a six step buying strategy, operating
tips, trouble-shooting methods, and a l»ig glossary,

Collier Macmillan Our price $55.95. Save $3.00
and earn 5 bonus points.

The Computer Book: An Introduction to Computers
and Computing

Robin Bradbeer, Peter de Bono & Peter Laurie
The book which has taken Britain by storm written loi

the lay person in plain English to explain what computers can
do. how and why thev were developed, and how they woik.
Looks at problem solving, provides an introduction to
programming, explores how the micro can be used as tool in

many areas, and looks into crystal ball aboul the direction and
limitations of this technological revolution.

BBC Our price $22.60. Save $1.15
and earn 2 bonus points.
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Our price $32.25. Save $1

and earn 3 bonus poir

The Penguin Computing Book
Susan Curran & Ray Curnl

Siraightforward account of what computing is aboul. wri

in a stylo the non technical reader can understand. Thob
outlines what a computer is capable of. and how its si

abilities build up to complex, real-life applications.

Penguin Our price $15.15. Save 80 c

and earn 1 bonus p

Micromania: The Whole Truth About
Home Computers Charles Plait \

David Langfej
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Our price $26.55. Save $1.

and earn 2 bonus poin]

Apple

Apple II: Basic Programs in Minutes
Stanley R. Tro
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Our price $20.85. Save $1.1
and earn 2 bonus point;

Apple II Computer Graphics
Ken Williams, Bob & Lisa Kernagh
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Our price $39.70. Save $2.1
and earn 3 bonus point

Programming the Apple II in BASIC
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Our price $36.25. Save $1.91

and earn 3 bonus points

Applesoft Basic: A Teach'Yourself Introduction

B. M. Pea
Second edition revised to cover |he Apple ll Plus and le

manual lor Newp Zealan<]ers to learn BASIC with the Appl
instead of picking mfurmanon fiom two or three BOurC
Includes model answers. Enquiries *oi class sets we^orr
Mclndoe Our price $13.25. Save 70 ce

and earn 1 bonus poi

Understanding the Macintosh Computer
Rick Dayto]
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Our price $40.15. Save $2.1

and earn 4 bonus points!

Language/programming
Microsoft BASIC and its Files

Jacques Boisgontier & Suzanne Ropieque
Handbook on programming techniques and a guide to data fd

programming. Reviews fundamentals of Microsoft BASK
programming language and piovides more than 2<l workm
programs as building blocks as you learn to design your ow
programs. Introduces data lile programming principles an
concepts, and discusses and compares random access an
sequential files. Instruction on use of index files to access an
sort hie recoids. Lots of examples, programs and fiyures.

]

dilithium Press Our price $ 18.95. Save $ 1 .00

and earn 1 bonus point

Structured Programs in BASIC Peter Bishof
Opens with a discussion of progiam structure and design
The rest of the book composes example programs, with fly

complete progiam design process (from initial specification!*
final listing] carried out Excellent source of piogiamminj
techniques, algoihythms, program modules, readyto-tuc
programs and ideas.

Nulson Our price $26.35. Save S1.4C
and earn 2 bonus points
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C64 debtor

accounts
package
By Philip Verstraaten

This is the second article in a series on
business software for the Commodore
64.

Last month we reviewed a
comprehensive business system with a
variety of modules to handle most of the
basic accounting functions.
As one of the main concerns to many

businesses is to keep a record of
customer-accounts (debtors), a stand-
alone package has been developed,
which provides a facility to enter
transactions, keep a record of aged
account-balances, print statements,
invoices, and labels. The programs have
been written by a Mr Barkman, of

Wanganui, and are distributed by
Viscount Electronics Ltd, P.O. Box 513,
Palmerston North.

Mr Barkman informs me that his object
was to write a system for a small-

business user, inexperienced in the use
of a computerised accounting package.
The programs have been converted by a
BASIC compiler and so cannot be
accessed at all.

All programs and data are kept on one
disk, which means that, except in the
case of a back-up, no disk-swapping is

required. When loaded, all accounts are
kept in main memory, which increases
the access speed and reduces the
number of disk transfers. Besides a
screen and a 1 541 disk drive, the system
will accommodate the following printers:

Commodore 1525, 1526, the MPS-801.
and the Admate DP-80.
The package consists of seven

separate programs, which may be
accessed by means of a menu (list with
options). A particular option is chosen by
pressing a key which makes one of the
programs load into main memory. When
a key is pressed the option is

immediately accepted, without having to
press RETURN. This means in the case of

a mistake that one has to wait for the
loading to finish, then go back to the

main options and try again, which is

fairly time consuming. If RETURN must
be pressed before acceptance, the user
can still change his mind.
The accounts are set up in a file which

may hold up to 1 70 separate customers,
with up to 450 transactions per month.
More customers could be accom-
modated by creating another file, which,
however, means separate processing
runs for each one of the files. The main
features of the system are
adding/changing of customer-details,
print a customer file, enter transactions,
print invoices, labels and statements,
and the set-up of a new system.

As the package does not provide a

separate customer screen listing option,

the ADD/CHANGE facility is also used
for that purpose. Accounts may be
added, deleted, or changed in a very
easy manner. Each line has a number,
which when entered provides the
possibility to make changes in that line.

When a particular account is deleted it

still remains in the file, at the end, but
has a DELETED notification attached to

it. This provides an excellent check in

case a mistake has been made. Besides
the usual account information, such as
address and aged balances, each
account contains a "last active" date
and a key according to which it is stored.

This key may be anything, but it is

suggested in the documentation to use
the first four characters of the customer
name for a meaningful reference.

By choosing the PRINT CUSTOMER
FILE option, the user may print details

about the customers or their account
balances.

There are basically two ways to affect

the account balances: through the

transactions option or the print-invoices

option. To print an invoice, the system
will request for a number of items, such
as prices, quantity, discount percentage
and any freight and handling charges.
The invoice may be included into the
transaction-file which will show on the
end-of-the-period statement. If, however
just a pro forma invoice is required, this

option is provided.
By entering transactions, a transaction

file is updated, which contains
information about the type of

transaction, date and a reference, such
as, for example, an invoice number.
These transactions are picked up by the

Print Statements program, which will

provide a list of transactions for a

particular month. After entering a

transaction it is very confusing though to

exit the option. If one uses the FINISH
option, the transaction option
terminates, but the transaction that was
entered is lost. If one chooses the
CONTINUE option, one saves the

transaction, but continues with the next
transaction. From here the option may be

JvAyvv

"Viscosoft"

STATEMENTS/INVOICING
MAILING LABELS

"the easy way" for the Commodore 64

Programme
only *

. $295

" Capacily I75 accounts, 350 transactions (approx only)
" Comprehensive account tile tacilities

"Prints Invoices
" Prepares lull Transaction Files

"Prints Statements
" Prepares Label File and prints labels - all tile or selective

This debtor accounts package has been designed m New Zealand for
both the first-time and expert computer user. It will enable anyone to
handle their monthly statements in a rapid and systematic manner -

with only simple details to remember and no complicated disk backup
procedures

Accounts systems may be set up for different Dusinesses or organisa-
tions, and files for the previous two months are retained on the disk

The programmes have been written to be as "user-friendly" as possible,
to facilitate use by non-technical persons with minimal training.

A comprehensive manual is supplied and contains an outline of the
accounting procedures used in the progrdmme. to
comply with a recent Inland Revenue directive (or

small businesses.

All programmes have been compiled using the
DTL-BASIC 64 compiler.

Equipment requited:

" Commodore 64 Computer
"Commodore 1541 orVCl Disk Drives
" Commodore 1525, 1526. 801, 802, DP-80,
CP-80 or similar type printers.

See it at selected Commodore 64 dealers or from

ViscountElectronicsLtd
306-308 CHURCH ST, PHONE 86*96, P.O. Box 513

PALMERSTON NORTH
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exited by pressing F-1

.

At the end of a period statements may
be printed and account balances are

aged, which wipes the current balance,

while the system keeps transactions in

the accounts for the current month and

up to two previous months.

NO ANALYSIS OR
REPORTING

Besides the usual accounts and
transaction print-outs, the system does
not provide any sales analysis and
reporting facility. It is a basic recording

package, with regular updates according

to receipts, payments or credits.

As I wrote before, immediate
acceptance of the keys in the options is a

bit abrupt and does not provide much
room for error. A strong point of the

system is the regular prompts for file

back-up, which the package handles
nicely. If, for example, an unformatted
disk is used for the back-up disk, the

system provides an adequate error

message. The system does not

remember the current file and month,
which means this has to be entered each
time for most options. The system is

fairly slow to work. For example "having

a quick look at an account balance" is

not performed as quickly.

For audit-trail purposes a very useful

feature is the existence of deleted

accounts, which always provide the
possibility of checking an old account.

The screen lay-outs are clear and easy
to understand. The accompanying
documentation is not so good, as it is

very hard to read, due to reduced dot-

matrix print, and some areas require

further explanation.

The supplier provides a warranty to

the programs in regard to quality of

workmanship and freedom from

manufacturing faults up to six months.
During my testing of the programs, I

came across some minor errors, which
sometimes occurred and sometimes not:

The PAUSE (P) or HALT (F-1) facility

during printing did not always perform.

When entering a password, I pressed a

couple of buttons at the same time,

which made the system fall over. And
once when entering (F-1 ) to stop printing

and subsequently choosing another

option, the package stopped and

transferred to the operating system. I

have informed the supplier about these

matters, and it is to be hoped that

something will be done about it.

At S295, which should include some
implementation advice, the system is not

very comprehensive and some areas

need some working on. New
documentation seems to be in the

pipeline, but I had not yet received it at

the time of completing this review.

Subscribe
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Human
judgment
better
By John MacGibbon
According to researchers at the

University of New South Wales,
anything the computer can do, we
can do better. At least in business

forecasting.

Tests undertaken over a two-year
period in the university's School of

Accounting have cast doubt on the
popular attitude that statistical

models outperform human judg-

ment, and that computers are

essential for adequate business
forecasting.

The study showed that human
judgment could beat sophisticated

forecasting techniques when
forecasting an activity that has been
irregular or unstable in the past.

In the study, 200 commerce
students forecast more than 100
time series, including demographic,
GNP and product sales figures.

These were compared with
statistical forecasts by computers.

"It turned out that, on average,

there was no significant difference

between what a human being could

do and what a computer could do,"
said researcher Bob Edmundsen.
Mr Edmundsen said the students

were able to use a good deal of

judgment, for instance about what
past occurrences to ignore, or

whether or not they should take a

new approach. By contrast, a

computer would do its own thing

blindly, and was less likely to spot
underlying changes.
The study was undertaken after a

survey of 10 big corporations in

1981 had revealed general disap-

pointment with computer fore-

casting.

ICL-FujitSU

ICL has extended its agreement
with Fujitsu to use the Japanese
firm's technology in its larger com-
puters. ICL is believed to be keen to

tap into the technology of Fujitsu's

VP200, a rival for the Cray XMP and
the Control Data Cyber 205 in the

top-of-the-range super-computer
class, used in such fields as

meteorology, engineering, and
defence.

::•:•:•:'•:•:•:-:::•:-::::>:•:

Mr Edmundsen claims the stud

shows large companies may b

throwing away money on extremel

expensive computer forecasting tha

could be adequately left to th

judgment of middle management.
The study was carried out i

mainframe and minicompute
systems, using forecasting softwar

such as the Box-Jenkins package

The software was much mor
sophisticated than person;

computer programs such as Visical

or Lotus 1-2-3, which Edmundse
says contain only "very primitiv

forecasting methods".
But the computer still has a role t

play, according to the researchers. I

may not always be accurate, but iti

fast. A computer might still bj

preferable where a company hai

1000 lines to forecast and
confident of the accuracy.

"But if you're going to forecas

your company's total sales, there'

probably no reason to use

computer model," Mr Edmundse
says. "By using his judgment, th

manager could do just as well."

One problem in all this, accordin

to Mr Edmundsen, is that while

great deal of work has gone int

computer forecasting, very littl

work has been done on improvin

forecasting by human judgment. Hi

department is now looking into way
of welding the best computi

processes, with the best of th

judgment processes, into superii

decision-support
management.

systems fi

*

Gorvus
Hard Disks to 80MB
Cartridges to 200MB
& Local Area Networks

for

IBM PC and XT
IBM Compatibles

DEC Rainbow
DEC LSI-11

Apple II, He & III

Zenith Z-89/90/100
Franklin ACE 100
TRS-80
Osborne 1

NECPC-8000
Xerox
Corvus Concept

Computer Broking Services

Limited

Tel; 723-481 or Box 934
Wellington

New Zealand-wide field support

optionally available through

the Andas Group Ltd

(Dealer Enquiries Welcomed)
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Available in a wide range ol models, both portable ana
desktop, the AWA CORONA Personal Computer is

designed to give you MORE of everything

HARDWARE Based on a 16-bit 8088 microprocessor,

the IBM -compatible CORONA PC comes with 128K bytes

for twice as much memory and a fast access 320K
byte floppy disk drive.

POWER The CORONA PC is equipped with an extra

large power supply for an extensive hardware growth

path capability.

SPEED The addition of a 10M byte CORONA Personal

Hard Disk affords you a highly reliable, greatly

expanded storage system at 10 times the speed.

EASE The CORONA PC has several features,

economically designed to ensure greater ease of

operation with an appreciably reduced fatigue factor for

the user.

SOFTWARE MS-DOS is not the CORONA
PC's only standard feature. Standard as well

are GW (Graphics Writer) -Basic, the MultiMate

Word Processor and the self-teaching PC Tutor

training course. Mosl IBM-compatible software

tools will run on your CORONA PC.

"REVELATION" PC SOFTWARE A Pick-

compatible operating system wKh access to a

wide range of application software.

"Revelation", combined with your CORONA
PC. will more effectively place computer power

m the hands of all operators, including those

with minimal levels of DP experience.

In a word: AWA's CORONA Personal Computers
offer just one thing— MORE.

For further information contact

AWA Data Systems Division

AUCKLAND
PO Box 1363. Grey Lynn
Phone. 760-129

WELLINGTON
P.O. Box 50248. Porirua

Phone: 375-069

CHRISTCHURCH
P.O. Box 32054
Phone 890-449

CORONA PERSONAL COMPUTERS
THE PORTABLE PERSONAL COMPUTERS

Ocorona
data systems, inc.

Guaranteed by:

AWA NewZealand Limited
AWD 2102

ritc a. ovTrq <n
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Teacher's

view of

Plato
By GORDON FINDLA Y, head of
mathematics department,
Riccarton High School.

One of the largest collections of

PLATO
Educational Courseware
for Microcomputers now

available from:

Auckland Area Dealer:

Computer World Ltd.

Cnr Lome & Victoria Sts.

Auckland. Tel: 31-394

Wellington Area Dealer:

Office Requisites

(Microshop) Ltd.

Cnr Waring Taylor &
Feathcrston Sts.

Wellington. Tel: 721-902

Christclmrch Area Dealer:

Computer Corp.

78 Riccarton Rd,

Christchurch. Tel: 488-300

In All Other Areas:

Contact: D.R. Britton Ltd.

3 Sydney St.

P.O. Box 38400.

Petone. Wellington.

Tel: (04) 688-066

Attention: Mark Britton

Dealer and Public

Enquiries Welcome.
45 Apple and 15 IBM

Titles in stock.

PLATO <§§>
Clanging How The World Learns.

educational software is now being
distributed in New Zealand. This is

the Plato system, developed by
Control Data, one of the world's

largest computer companies. I have
spent quite a bit of time looking at

some of the first courses to be
released; here are some conclusions.

But first, how am I looking at the

software? Not as a programmer, but

rather as a teacher. Suffice to say on
the programming that it works.

The Plato system originates from a

very large, mainframe based system
in the United States. I gather that the

modules of work being marketed are

adaptations of some of these

courses. The modules I looked at

were in the computer literacy and
secondary mathematics areas,

running, of course, on an Apple 2 +
or 2e, it doesn't matter.
Each course comes on one to eight

disks, enclosed in a colourful plastic

box rather like a video-tape library

box, with a manual. The manual is

supplementary to what appears on
screen. It contains general

instructions about operating the

system, what to do when (some)
things go wrong — all at a real

beginner's level. Also included are

some suggestions for student
activities, and sometimes additional

information such as a glossary. The
disks are not copyable, but

permission is granted to reproduce

some of the activity sheets if

desired.

The programs all use the high-

resolution graphics mode of the
Apple and a character generator, to

allow mixtures of graphics, such as
diagrams or graphs, with the text.

Each module begins with a

seemingly interminable list of

trademarks and credits, even down
to a credit for the operating system
software and the development tools.

This is not very interesting,

especially as it all appears to crawl

on to the screen.
Within each module is a wide

variety of activities, covering a lot of

ground. Presentation is always
excellent. The lay-out of each screen
has really been thought about, and is

altogether very professional looking.

Some of the material covered in the
units I looked at is detailed below.
Before getting into them, one or two
general comments.
Within each module it is always

possible to repeat a section, or re-

start. The modules are virtually

paged, so that a pupil may go back
and forward as he or she needs or

wants to. The prompts are clear, and
consistent.

There is very little animation, anc

few sound effects included. Thos
which are may be turned off —
blessing if you've got a whole clas

working on this sort of stuff!

The preliminary sequences ar

slow and repetitive. There is

tendency, especially in the compute
literacy courses, to use the sam
graphics effects time and time again

These will certainly not appeal to

Defender/Pacman, etc, victims.

Text appears rather slowly on the

screen — a side effect of the use of

the graphics mode. This becomes
little wearying, but perhaps I saw too

much together, and the effect might

not worry pupils. Thank goodness
the screen never scrolls — the user is

always asked to press a key to

continue. And thankfully, the various

key assignments are consistent

within each module, and across the

various courses.
Excellent use is made of every text

trick in the book. Names are used —
type them in any way you like, they

will appear in lower case, correct

capitalised. Text appears in various

places on the screen, rather tha

always in the same place - this-

keeps the interest level up. However
the basis is words - pupils will need
to read, and carefully.

Sometimes the language worried
me: each part of a course is called an

"objective". Probably American
students know, or think they know
what these words mean, but not all

New Zealand students do. The
general level of the language is

advanced - the units I looked at

were certainly not for bottom stream
classes! For example, in the

databases unit, pupils are told that

they will be able to "initiate searches
of existing databases". The over-all

reading level is quite high for material

which will most likely be used at

third or fourth-form level.

Occasionally, words are taught for

the sake of themselves - there is a

whole section, with illustrations and
plenty of practice questions on the

meaning of the word "character" in

the "keyboard" unit. The definition

is questionable ("Anything which
can be typed" — which excludes
graphics characters on the Apple)

but isn't really that important,

anyway. Similarly, the words,
"record" and "field", are

emphasised rather too much.
The software is protected, and this

will worry many teachers. What
happens when Joe Thirdformer
drops the disk, and Jane Thirdformer
stands on it as she is looking for it?

Accidents do happen. Most
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DOYOU HAVE
THE DRIVE
TO SUCCEED?

*«

You do?
Good. So do we.

Shugart's 3.5" microfloppy drive.

The SA300 by name.

And, considering where the personal/

home/portable computer market is headed

(betterfastercheapersmallerwithmorestorage),

it's not a moment too soon.

It's also quite an achievement. One that

allows you to engineer a wealth of advantages

into smaller, more competitive systems.

Take the most obvious advantage, for

instance.

Size. With the SA300 you can make your

personal and home systems less imposing,

more, well, personal. Our microfloppy takes

up 75% less room than a standard sized

Minifloppy."'''

And it weighs just a tad over a pound.

So your portable system can be more, you

guessed it, portable, even with two drives in

it.

Yet the SA300 still delivers. 500 Kbytes in

the single-sided version (1 Mbyte in the

double-sided version) and uses less power,

worst case, than an 8-watt night-light.

It's also so quiet, you can't

hear it running unless you put

your ear right down on top of it,

And with an MTBF of over 10,000

power-on hours, it should run for quite some
time.

Then, of course, there's the not-so-small

matter of the industry standard 3.5" micro-

floppy diskette.

Which offers a few important advantages

of its own.
Like Minifloppy compatibility.

A track density that allows room for a

generous upgrade path to more capacity.

And a hard shell plastic media cartridge

for protection against the rigors of pocket and

purse, with an automatic head access shutter

as a last line of defense against little computer

users who eat a lot of peanut butter and jelly.

Want to learn more?

Contact your local Warburton Franki

office and you'll be amazed at what you can

do with a little drive.

Shuqart
Right from the start.

CONTACT: - warburton franki ltd for more informa tion

Head Office: 44 Oxford Terrace, P.O. Box 30651 LOWER HUTT. Telephone 693 016 Telex NZ 3824
Auckland Branch: 142 Broadway NEWMARKET, P.O. Box 9301 AUCKLAND. Telephone 504 458

WARBURTON FRANKI Trading in Technology
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packages, but strangely not the

computer concepts and life skills

series, contain back-up copies. The
lack of back-ups in these cases is (to

my mind) unforgiveable. I can
understand the need for protection,

but no back-up? Damaged disks will

be, I am assured, replaced within

seven days — stocks are "on hand at

all times" according to the importer.
Schools with several computers

need several copies — the disk

cannot be moved from machine to

machine, because it is accessed
regularly throughout the lesson. A
discount of 5 per cent is offered on
the educational price for multiple

copies.

Costs vary — depending on the

size of the course I suppose. Retail

prices range from $87.50 (most
common) to $171. Schools can
expect a discount of around 10 per
cent.

COMPUTER
GAMES
FOR HIRE

Games available for weekly hire

for the following computers

• ATARI 400/800 * APPLE
• TRS 80/SYSTEM 80

• COM 64 • VIC 20 *BBC

Send for catalogue and
membership details to

COMPUTER GAME RENTALS
P.O BOX 30947. LOWER HUTT

Name

Address

Type of Computer

ORIC-1
64k = $699

COMPARE THE FEATURES
• 64K • 60 Programs
• Full colour& sounds
• High res. graphics
• Centronics Interface

• Hard keys • Monthly mag.

FOR ORIC INFO PACK:
BARRBROS. COMPOTORS,
P.O. BOX 177, PAPAKURA,
AUCKLAND. PH 2989181.

A summary? Difficult. If the
material covers what you wish to
teach, then you may rest assured
that it is covered thoroughly, and
professionally, albeit not via an
arcade speed game. The material is

expensive, so ask your dealer to let

you see it in action first.

Plato courseware is distributed in

N.Z. by D.R. Britton Ltd., P.O. Box
38400, Petone; through many Apple
dealers.

LANGUAGES TO 'LIFE

COPING'
A list of 45 courses available now

has been circulating. Control Data
claims that another 180 courses, in

many fields, are under way this year.

The courses out now cover some
primary and secondary mathematics,
French, German, and Spanish
languages, physics, computer
concepts and life coping skills. Very
brief comments on some of those
which interest me are listed below:
this is not a complete run down by
any means — each one would
require pages to describe fully.

Computer concepts
1. Computer Literacy: introduction.

One disk. $87.50: A brief introduction to

the history, uses, and issues surrounding
computers. Covers, with examples, the
way in which a computer is used; the
roles of input devices, output, memory,
the CPU, etc; limitations of computers
(an excellent introduction) and some of

the social implications. Includes a
rudimentary discussion of the origins of

computers; this is developed further in

the booklet. Good potted summaries of

several applications. Involves student
interaction by question/answer, with a

good positive response even to wrong or

questionable answers.
2. Storage and Memory. Two disks,

$121: Two disks is a bit too much for

this topic. Illustrates the idea of storing

information for later recall, using names
and addresses typed in, stored and
retrieved for use in letters. Mentions the
transient nature of memory, hence the
need for disks, the idea of a variable as a

piece of information which can be
changed.

3. The Computer Keyboard. Two
disks, $121.00: Introduces the
keyboard, with the return key,

backspace, and so on. Gives plenty of

practice at typing accurately through
little exercises which are unimportant in

themselves, but which expose the user

to the keys. The second disk is a number
of demonstrations using the keyboard to

design letterhead, make designs —
based on keyboard characters and
some elementary animations.

4. Files and Editing. Three disks,

$121 .00: An introduction to concepts of

text files and naming; and the idea of

editing text. The second disk describes

and demonstrates the use of

elementary text editor, provided on
(copyable) third disk. This is

WordStar, but is good as an introductio

and gives some practice in using
editor. There are suggestions f

exercises. Each student is restricted

three files — that's enough.
5. Databases. Two disks, $121.0

Discusses the nature of data, record
and fields; the gathering of data, creat
and searching databases, and keyworj
searches. Allows student to add data t

'a small database, and search it in variou

ways. Imaginative exercises, could
snappier.

Mathematics
I had a look at two of the mathematicl

modules. They are straight CA
(computer aided instruction): show

them, let them practise, tell them how
they are doing then either move on o

practise some more — at the user'

choice.
Graphing Lines on a Plane. Two disks

and back-ups, $105.00: Graphini

points, then equations in gradien

intercept form, and recognition of a

equation from a graph. Carefull|

sequenced, good correction of errors

with lines added to diagrams to sho\

what's going on. Answer sheets ar

included in the booklet, and a "person,

record sheet". There is also a reviei

module, which I didn't investigate -

have to sleep some time!

Rational expressions. Two disks wit

back-ups, $105.00: Simplificatior

addition, and subtraction of ration;

expressions • mainly with linear

quadratic denominators. Not so carefull

sequenced — a tendency to move froi

simple to complex, then back again t

simple examples. Works on the basis o

'Watch, then do'.

There is also a Diagnostic and Master!
Tests module to accompany this (tw

disks, with back ups, $113.00) wit

diagnostic tests to determine what
pupil needs to cover, and to determin

how well he or she did.

More PCs

Supplies of the IBM PC ar

improving significantly and then
should be free supply by Septembe
1 , according to company spokesmai
Mr Murray Jurgeleit. While the pricf

in the U.S. has been lowered, n<

similar movement had followed

New Zealand by mid-July.

"Normally there would have beerl

movement here," Mr Jurgeleit said

'•'But the dollar position has meant a

lot of uncertainty about it."

There is still no date for the officia

local release of the IBM PC Junior,

fact it could be next year before thel

machine becomes available here

through IBM New Zealand.
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if Come In and meet the son
of the BBC Micro — the

acorn1 CLUUII1

1

electron
THE NEW EDUCATION AND HOME COMPUTER

ELECTRON
$795.00

$80.00 Dep. $11.45 Weekly.

Electron, a handsome outstanding performer, has a total memory
of64K with the facility to store 32K 1 32000 characters).

It is versatile and can utilize youiT.V. screen: most cassette

tape recorders loo can be linked directly into the system. With
each unit there is a free introductory cassette which includes 19

programmes, a comprehensive user guide and a programming
course in Basic.

There is a large and growing range of software programmes
(cassette tapes) readily available and much of the original BUC
software is also compatible.

Most people don't realize how much a computer can help them,
so gel curious, ask our people how Electron will promote your
interest: they'll be glad to explain.

Whitcoulls
^orethano6

0oksso<
e

We accept VISA: BANKCARD: AMERICAN EXPRESS: DINERS CLUB .W

MEGURO m
FORMERLY AARON V^t*^

20 MHz OSCILLOSCOPE

r
A 1 vrf

lit Kr-ii
•& ^ .„ 9T. •

J.i &1&

A SUPERB SCOPE FOR THE
PROFESSIONAL AND HOBBYIST
Featuring: * 5m V/div io 20 V/div

* 0.2/!s to O.SSs/div

* Dual Trace

* Built-in Component Tester

/ENCR DIODE ^_.j,

SPECIAL PRICE TO BITS & BYTESREADERS
NEW STOCKS—$797 incl. 2 PROBES

Please sendyour order and cheque to:

Introducing the

Little Big Board
as featured in

ETI Oct '83

From

$294.00
(incl. tax)

Complete Single Board
Computer
Runs CP/M 2.2

Z80A at 4 MHz
6<1K on board RAM

8" and 5'/4" DS/DD disk
interlace

Full STD Bus interface to over
1 .000 other cards
Two RS-232 ports

Battery backed real-time

clock/calendar

For further information phone or write to:

GTS ENGINEERING LTD
52 Broadway. P.O. Box 9613, Newmarket, AK.
Tel: 546-745, 543-214, Telex: NZ60430
161 Featherston St, Wellington. P.O. Box 27-357

Tel: 726-701 Telex: NZ30280
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New disk

controller
By Shayne Doyle

This month I want to bring to attention

the imminent local availability of the

DREAMDISK disk controller for 16K and
32K Microbees. and a really useful set of

utility routines developed by Dave
Rowsell: TOOLKT is a trio of utility

programs, a full screen editor, FSEDIT; a

versatile function key program. FNKEY;
and SNAPS, a snapshot screen-dump
program for text and both low and high

resolution graphics displays.

FSEDIT enables BASIC programs to be

edited on screen in a 24-line mode. The
cursor is manipulated using CTRL keys.

A number of additional time-saving CTRL
keys are provided, such as move left or

right in eight character blocks, scroll the

listing up or down, etc. As the cursor is

manoeuvred around the line, characters

being added or deleted, the new
composite line being created appears at

the bottom of the screen. This might be
called a "hold" buffer, and CTRLX (the

"X" is in fact the upside down, "V" sign

unable to be printed here) will transfer

the line into the BASIC source, as many
times as required. One little gem buried

in with all these text manipulation

commands is CTRL Z. This renews a

BASIC program that has been cleared by

NEW or a cold start.

FUNKEY assigns key words.
functions, or statements to each of the

keys. A-Z. When TOOLKT initialises, it

sets up 26 "standard functions" to the

keys and displays a menu of them.
Thereafter, the defined function may be

invoked by pressing ESC and then the

appropriate key. This standard set of

functions are those normally used when
writing a program, but each key also has

an "alternate" function, and these are

normally used when modifying or

debugging a program. Any key may be
temporarily reprogrammed with up to 18
characters, and restored to its original

function.

SNAPS-S, the third utility, offers four

main formats: Epson RX and FX mode;
Epson MX and Mannesmann Tally mode;
Logitec FT5000 mode; and Pacesetter

mode. If your printer emulates the

graphics mode of one of these units,

then it will be handled all right. The
screen dump may be optionally output
left justified, or automatically centred on
8in paper. Depending on the type of

printer, further optional graphics

densities may be selected, with 80 dots
per inch most closely matching the

horizontal vertical ratio of the Microbee
screen. The screen dump routine may
also be called from BASIC by the USR
function. A command is also included in

TOOLKT to switch between alternate

EPROM sets on machines fitted with the

Ochkas paged memory boards. MEMn is

similar in operation to the PAK command
in 5.22 BASIC.
An extremely versatile package, then,

of immense value to the programmer,
available either in 2532 EPROM for $70,

or on tape for $60. A 2764 EPROM
version is also available. P.O. A. Contact

Dave Rowsell, 11b Barraud St, Avalon,

Lower Hutt.

For some five or six months, the

DREAMDISK controller has been
advertised in Australian magazines,

offering owners of 1 6K and 32K
Microbees a low cost route into disks. I

had hoped to have one up and running by
the time I wrote this, but because of a

fault on the master disk, that is delayed

until a new disk arrives. I can, however,
give you details on it. It runs either its

own low-cost operating system,
BEEDOS, or CP/M for an appropriate

extra cost.
The boot ROM for each version resides

in the NET slot, and a 50-pin connector
goes on to the system bus socket. The
controller uses the Western Digital WD
2793 chip with built-in data separator

and handles up to four mixed 5.25in or

New double-disk

drive unit

Apple Computer has released a new
5% in disk-drive unit which consists of

two half-high 140K drives side by side in

a single case, named Duodisk.

The Duodisk is exactly the same width

as an Apple II and combined with the

Monitor II, will fulfil Apple's vision of an

integrated system. Technical improve-

ments (such as a new eject mechanism!
and a lower price than two separate Disk

II drives makes it a good choice for

professional or business applications as

well as the more serious enthusiast.

In operation, it works exactly like two
Apple Disk II drives and is fully

compatible with all Apple II software.

The cost is $1995 and they are
available from all Apple dealers.
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Bulletin board
The Wellington Micro Computing

Society has come a step nearer its

bulletin board goal. One of its two
modems is definitely working and

the other requires work on the

housing. The society has had the co-

operation of a local printing firm,

Bryce Francis Ltd, and at the

July meeting a communications
experiment was set up using Digby

Turner's hand-held machine.
"David Francis set up a

programme allowing us to enter files

into the Bryce Francis system and
we were able to display files already

in that system," a society

spokesman, Mr Bill Parkin, said.

While there is still a vast amount of

work to be done before a bulletin

board can be entertained, never-

theless progress is being made.

8in drives, single or double-sided, singl

or double density. Depending on tl

drive you use you can have up to 1

Megabytes per drive. A wide range
disk formats can be read; Microbee
Microbee B, Osborne I, Kaypro
TRS-80 SD. Xerox 820. and Morrow
Decision. It will also run 8in drives
either CP/M distribution standan
(SSSD), 128 byte/sector DSDD. or 51
byte/sector DSDD formats.

Recommended drives are Mitsubisl

4851 giving 500K per unit ($411

includes tax for a bare drive) althoug

Shugart, Teac, Sony, Hitachi, MPI, et

are all right, too. The boot ROM contain:

a machine-language monitor am

automatically senses machine clod

speed to allow tape, RS232 and vide

routines to function in Plus or

machines. It will also test the compute
to see if it has 24 x 80 video fitted, and f

so then this mode is used; otherwise

uses 16 x 64 for CP/M.
Under BEEDOS, commands include

DIR. KILL, LOAD, NAME, OPEN, COPY,
CLOSE. RUN and SAVE. The latter tw.

have three formats, depending on]

whether BASIC programs, machine-cod'
programs, or CP/M utilities are beingl

accessed. Data files are handled exactly

like tape files, but using data streams 6

and 7. Unfortunately, random files are

not supported, but then this is intended]

to be a low-cost way into disk. All file

the DOS creates are in CP/M compatible!

format. It is worth noting that bothl

WORDBEE and the MYTEK wor
processor are supported as their file:

may be written to disk. By using the!

RUNB command. CP/M utilities may b

loaded and run.

Spending a bit extra gives you CP/M,

and the extra versatility that goes with it.

CP/M utilities include tape-to-disk and

disk-to-tape copying, disk formatter,

CONFIG, EDASM-CPM, and WBEE-CPM
to convert files to a format compatible

with other CP/M word processors and

text editors. EPROM is the updated

EPROM programmer driver while

M0DEM2 and MODEM3 are intended fo

use with a modem to communicate with

RCPM and CBBS systems by phone

SUB, ZCPR, and ZIP are all improved

versions of CP/M's own SUBMIT, CCP
and PIP utilities. XERA and UNERASE
delete and recover files. The supplied

manual gives just enough information to

get started, but most commands will

give operating details if called with no

parameters. The usual CP M HELP files

are also included on the master disk.

THE DREAMDISK system will be

assembled and marketed locally by

Moonshine Computers, 70 Victoria St

Lower Hutt.

Finally, I would remind all Microbee

owners out there that the fate of a

column such as this is very dependent on

some feedback, be it original offerings or

requests for help. I Write direct to Shayne
Doyle at, 18 Holdsworth Avenue, Upper

Hutt - Editor).

Subscribe today
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Operating

systems
By Gordon Findlay

Imagine you are using a computer
for something. It doesn't matter

what. I am using one right now for

word processing, but it might be for

a game, for accounting, for storing

information, or for whatever takes

your fancy. You press a key, and
something happens. A paragraph
moves, a missile is fired, an invoice is

printed, a record is altered. Let's

unravel what happens between your
finger hitting the key and the event's

occurring.

When you press a key, a switch
closes. This allows, or perhaps
stops, a flow of electricity. This

becomes a signal that something has
happened — a key has been pressed.

This signal is understood by the

program you are running to be an
instruction to do something different

to what it has been doing, which was
probably just sitting waiting for you
to press a key! The program is sent
off in some direction, and presents a

series of commands to the
computer. Most likely the program
you are using is written in BASIC, so
the series of commands must first be
translated (by the "interpreter") into

instructions the machine under-
stands. These, eventually, get
carried out.

You, as the user, see only the
program you are using: the

application program.

The program is written in BASIC,
and itself does not see the computer
itself (the central processor), but
communicates rather with the
interpreter.

The interpreter does not see or

Each article in this series is a gentle introduction to some topic in the
computing field. It is written for the beginner, so may appear very simple to

the rest of you. If you find it too easy, and so, not worth reading,
congratulations, you are a beginner no more. -Each issue will deal with a
different topic, of general interest. Occasionally material may seem to repeat
what has already appeared in Bits & Bytes, but remember, new readers are
coming along all the time.

communicate directly with the
hardware either, but with the
operating system. This is a complex
program which controls all the other
programs (applications, interpreter)

and relates them to the hardware of

the computer.
What does an operating system

do? It manages:
• Manages the keyboard, detecting
when a key is hit, and which one it

was.
• Manages the screen, displaying

whatever is required.
• Manages memory, making space
available as requested by the other
programs, and moving the contents
of memory around as necessary.
• Manages mass storage, such as
tape cassettes and disk drives. Here
it may be required to find a particular

program or file, to keep track of how
much space is available, to remove
programs no longer needed, to shift

them around, and to keep track of

what is on a particular disk or tape
(not all operating systems can do all

these things).

• Manages hardware, requiring

sound chips to make noises,
requiring disk drives to rotate, and so
on.
• Manages other software, moving
programs around, loading them,
merging programs together,
transferring them to tape and so on.

Nebulous ("cloudy") isn't it?

There seems a great deal of

confusion about where an operating
system starts and ends. Most people
agree that the operating system:
• Detects key strokes.
• Starts a program running.
• Turns a cassette motor on or off.

• Makes the computer system ready
to receive a new program typed in.

But what about the time when you
are typing in a BASIC program? Are
you working with:
• The operating system; or
• an editor program; or

• the BASIC interpreter?

The answer is probably "yes".
It rather depends on the way in

which the operating system/BASIC
interpreter has been written. In the

TRS80, and the Apple, without
disks, it is just about impossible to

separate the three options out, as
they all form one large lump of code.
Where is the operating system? In

a simple computer, the operating
system is part of the ROM, or

permanent memory built in to the
machine. This memory is permanent,
in the sense that it doesn't lose its

contents when the power is

switched off. Every time you turn it

on, the programs in ROM — the
operating system, BASIC interpreter

and possibly others — are instantly

available.

With more expensive systems,
with a disk drive, a new operating
system is needed — a disk operating
system, or DOS (pronounced
"doss" usually). This is loaded from
disk each time the system is

"booted" or turned on. ("Booting
up" is performing whatever must be
done to get a computer ready to run
programs.)
Some systems have a choice of

operating system. If the system is

being loaded from disk, it may be
changed easily, just like any other
program. This means that the
computer has a choice of operating
systems. The machine can behave
quite differently with another
operating system loaded — even
down to such fundamentals as the
number of characters across the
screen. Such is the flexibility.

Some common operating systems
are available for several machines.
Examples are CP/M, MS-DCS, the P-

System, FLEX, UNIX, and the like.

There are a number of reasons for

making the same operating system
run on several machines. It helps
program portability — makes it easier

to produce a program to run on
several machines. This is obviously
advantageous for the program
writer. Changing machines becomes
easier, too. Many of the programs
and data files can be swapped across
when you upgrade to better
hardware. It also means that
changing machines is easier on the
user there is less to re-learn.

Programmers need not often worry
about the detailed workings of the
operating system. Sometimes an
operating system routine must be
used to alter some settings, such as
communication speeds between the
computer and a peripheral such as a
printer. BBC users will be familiar

with operating system calls to enable

Turn to page 52
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Computerbasedtraining

The Fad or theFuture ??
Nearly everything new is treated with

scepticism.

It's the same with computer based training. A 1

of people have heard of it. Bui not many know
very much about it.

So (ion! rol Da I a New Zealand, innovators

in computer based training, are running
seminars to explain what computer based
training is. how it works and what il can
oiler you.

Seminars scheduled in —
WELLINGTON
August 7, August 17, September 6, October 4,

November 8

AUCKLAND
August 14, September 11, October 18,

November 12

CHRISTCHURCH
September 1H, November 15.

PHONE:
WELLINGTON 739-505
AUCKLAND 770-844

We a ini to dispel the fallacies and locus on

the facts.

II you'ic a training manager or someone
responsible lor training in industry, commerce
or government, our seminar is a great way lo

find out about computer based training.

And what il can and can'l do lor you.

So Nil in the coupon or call Control Data today

for more information about our computer based

training seminars.

Yes. I'm interested in Control Data's seminar on
computer based training.

Name Organisation

Address Phone

Mail to Control Data New Zealand Ltd.

Box 3301 Auckland or Box 3946 Wellington
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Typing file

sectors

together
By Gerrit Bahlman

While the physical activity of any
computer application is staggering in

its detail and complexity, the
components of the activity are all

logical and essentially straight

forward.
The essential idea is simple. I want

to be able to use a computer to type.
I want to be able to correct my
typing. I want to be able to shift

parts of my typing from one place to

another. I want to save my typing. I

want to be able to print it out. I want
to check my typing for spelling

mistakes. I want to be able to type
something once and not have to

repeat it every time. I want to be able

to use a name and address list in

letters without having to re-type

them every time. I want to be able to
find words or letters I have typed
without reading the entire typed
document. I want to be able to
change one word to another
throughout the entire document
without having to re-type
everything.

These simple desires and wants
result in the sophisticated software
tools used in word processing. Each
of them has been implemented in a

wide variety of ways, important
decisions being made that
compromise between speed and
efficiency, ease of use and
sophistication. The programmers
have found ways of making binary
switches "click" in the right order to

do a job. Significantly, the right order
does not mean one order because
there is more than one task to be
considered. Compromise is always
necessary when multiple require-

ments are to be met.
In the last article I described cne

method in which data is organised
and stored on disk. The method was
fast but involved the user in some
organisational clean-up work to

overcome a problem called fragment-
ation. Fragmentation occurred when
a disk had sufficient space to store a

particular file of information but the
space was spread over a number of

parts of the disk. The system of

storage organisation employed
insisted that one gap be large enough

to store the file because storage
would be contiguous, or, to put it

another way, the sectors of

information stored would all be next
to each other.

In this article I will describe
another method of organising disk

storage which effectively overcomes
the fragmentation problem. What we
are faced with is a file of information
which is to be stored on a disk under
a file name such as "mailing list".

The mailing list has a large number of

records in it. There are probably a

number of records per sector and so
the file will involve a large number of

sectors. Recall that a sector is the
"piece of pie" occupying a particular

track on the disk surface and that

these tracks and sectors have been
labelled and identified by the

formatting program.
For a given machine there will be a

unique number of tracks per disk and
a unique number of sectors per track.

The tracks and the sectors are

a free sector somewhere it can be
used.
There is, of course, some lost

space in that if a sector at the end of

a file is not filled completely it will be
wasted because we allocate space
for storage by sector but this ought
to be reasonably small.

The other problem you may have
considered is the need to keep some
sort of track of which sectors are

free. What if the pointer in the last

sector points at a full or used sector?
How are sectors allocated to a file?

In the earlier scheme it was
relatively simple to decide if space
was there because the directory kept
track of the file's first sector and the
number of sectors used. A kind of
map would show the gaps and the
size of the gaps could be found by
nothing more complex than
subtraction.

The scheme I am describing here will

also have to have a directory which
stores the file's name and its length

Volume table of contents

Directory first sector

Track/sector list

Third sector

of mail list
First sector

of mail list

effectively identified by their unique
positions. As far as we are

concerned we can think of them as
being numbered. In fact, they may be
identified by physical position in

relation to a hole in the disk or indeed
by some special pattern of binary
digits that signals the start and the
end of a sector. The actual method is

not relevant to our discussion. All we
have to know is that each track and
sector is numbered and that it is

identifiable.

The storage method involves a

series of links or pointers being used
to tie all the sectors of a file together.

Each sector used for a file has a

pointer in it which stores the track
number and sector number of the
next sector the file will use. By
allocating the following track-sector

information to the current sector and
ensuring that the disk operating
system always reads it, we are no
longer tied to the requirement that a

file be stored contiguously. If there is

in sectors used. In fact there are a

number of components to the
directory. The most important of

these - the first thing accessed by
the disk operating system is the
volume table of contents (VTOC).
The VTOC is always found in the

same place and stores a. bit map of

sectors free on each track. When a

new sector is needed for a file a

quick reference to this map identifies

a free sector. The free sectors are

allocated in a systematic way
bearing in mind the time it takes to

shift the read/write head to the
sector.

The VTOC also stores other
information such as the location of

the first sector of the directory of

files and their length and type. Other
information related to the system
can be found on that sector as well

but that need not concern us. We
have the next link.

The directory sectors are also
linked together. The first points to
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the next, and so on. The number of

sectors allowed to be used for the
directory may well be limited but it

will be large enough to fulfil the task.

Each entry for a file will be a pointer

to the track/sector list for that file,

the name allocated to that file, the

file length, and additional inform-

ation such as file type, or whatever.
The track/sector list is yet another

list of sectors which records all those
sectors, in order of the file, that are

used to store the file. Once the
VTOC and directory sectors have
been read and the track/sector list

has been found each sector used to

store the file can be found by simply
following the list until some end-of-

file signal is registered.

The advantage of this system is

that the user is completely unaware
of the file management process
when using the system. There is no
tidying up. When the disk is full it is

reported and there is no need to try

to overcome the fragmentation
problem. There isn't one.

However, there are some
important overheads. Access will be

slower. Each addition list that must
be consulted will take time. Also,

extra disk space must be allocated to

store the additional sectors used to

store track/sector lists. In the

simplest case of a single sector file, a

sector will be needed for the VTOC
(shared by all the files), a sector will

be needed for the directory entry

(shared by some other files), and a

sector will be needed for the

track/sector list. So to store a single

sector of information at least two
sectors are needed. A disk which
only contained that one sector file

would need four sectors to do it. This

is why the actual storage capacity of

a disk compared to the physical

storage space is different. In the

case of the Apple lie disk operating
system the physical 560 sectors

reduces to 496 sectors when ail the

overhead is taken into account,
which amounts to an 88 per cent
efficiency. Effectively, 1 2 per cent of

the disk space is used just to

maintain the storage system.
With a little probing into your

computer's manual you ought to be
able to determine the efficiency of

your computer's disk operating
system and also find out how it goes
about storing its information.

From page 49
or disable editing keys and the like.

Machine-language programmers,
who don't have the interpreter's

help, need to work very closely with
the operating system, especially for

input and output.
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Joysticks

and
interfaces
By Gary Parker
What is your Spectrum used for most?

It probably spends most of its time
entertaining the kids with games. Ninety

percent of commercial programs are

games for the reason that this is what
people want. I don't see this as a bad
thing; most kids become interested in

computers through games, and soon
know more about computers than their

elders.

So what does a good games computer
require, if it is to approach (and exceed)
the standard of coin-arcade games? High
on the list would be fine graphics, colour,

sound, a reasonable amount of memory,
and a joystick. The Spectrum has most
of these features, as evidenced by the

high quality of its games, but notable for

its absence is a joystick.

Simple games such as Space Invaders

work fairly well without a joystick,

because there are only three keys to

press, but the more up-to-date games,
with a multitude of controls, are often

spoiled by the difficulty of using the
keyboard.
So the Spectrum needs a joystick, and

for this an interface is required. One way
a joystick can be connected is to open
the case and solder leads to the keyboard
wires, to which a joystick can be
connected. Then the joystick is

physically part of the keyboard. I have
seen this done very succesfully. but not

many Spectrum owners are that keen to

undertake such a hazardous task, and to

do so while the computer is still under
guarantee would be foolhardy.

Commercially available joystick

interfaces plug into the back of the
Spectrum. There are two main types:
programmable and non-programmable.
Because the Spectrum did not have a
joystick standard for the first 18 months
of its life, games use a large variety of

keys. The only interfaces which will

work with all games are those that can
mimic all keys. Programmable interfaces

can be programmed by you, to make the
joystick act like the keys you specify, so
that a programmable interface will work
with all software. Some programmable
interfaces contain their own memory,
and allow you to specify keys through a

program, while others have a grid of

plugs, where you specify keys by
connecting plugs in certain patterns.
Non-programmable interfaces cost

less than programmable ones, because
they do not require such complex
electronics. Some non-programmable
interfaces work by mimicking certain

keys, such as the cursor keys, while
others use a different system which does
not use keys at all, and requires software

designed for them. No non-program'

mable interface will work with al

software, so check how many games
will work with any such interface you are

considering buying.

Most of the new games coming on to]

the market are designed to work with th

Sinclair joystick interface, Interface 2

which is non-programmable, and allow

for two joysticks to be connected, on

mimicking the keys one to five, and th

other mimicking six to zero. The ability t

connect two joysticks is a distinc

advantage, in that it allows two-playe

games to be played. Let's hope tha

games appear which utilise this. All ROIV

cartridge games work with the joysticks

Most joystick interfaces come without

a joystick, and with Interface 2 available,

a lot of Spectrum owners will be buying

joysticks for the first time, so here is

word of advice on these.

TWO TYPES OF
JOYSTICK

There are two types of joystick. Those
under about $40 consist of a plate at the

base of the stick. As the stick is tilted,

the plate is pressed against contacts on a

lower printed circuit board. This system
is rather easy to break by a person who
gets a bit carried away by the game, but

will give good service if treated with

care.

More expensive joysticks use an

identical system to that used in coin-

arcade machines. The stick contacts
eight leaf switches, producing a system
which will withstand rugged use, and
which gives a better "feel" to the

joystick's movement. The stick has a

wider field of movement, and does not

click into position. The more expensive
joysticks often have more than one fire

button, but realise that they are wired

together inside the joystick, and cannot

be used for different functions.

A game which is excellent with
joystick, but also fun with the keyboard
since it allows you to define your own
keys, is Gnasher, by R & R Software. It is

the best Pacman-type game I have seen,

with large, detailed ghosts, and all the

little niceties such as bonus fruits. The
ghost's eyes even flee back to their den
when you catch them. Gnasher works in

16K and 48K, and retails at $19.95. A

cassette of this game has been donated
by Software Supplies Ltd, and you could

win it by entering this contest: write a

short BASIC program which will make i

ghost-like character move in a circular

path around the screen. I'll be looking for

speed and brevity. Send your solution

on paper or cassette (although

unfortunately I cannot return entries) to:

Gary Parker
(Gnasher Contest)
P.O. Box 4063
Christchurch.
Remember to include your address.

Entries close on the 25th of this month.
You can also write to me at that address

if you have any comments about, or for,

the column.



ZXSPECTRUM
COLOUR COMPUTER
GIVES YOUR FAMILY
SO MUCH MORE
FOR LESS!

16K Model
ONLY

$399.00
48K Model
ONLY

* ^'Mat/at—'•""•"

ZX SPECTRUM BEGINS A NEW ERA IN
EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT —
Spectrum instructs visually and systematically.
Information can be replayed as often as
required to any number of children, offering a
highly sophisticated yet simple to use learning
tool. Traditional forms of education can get dull

. . . ZX Spectrum changes all that! Specially
devised programs turn chores like spelling and
punctuation into loads of learning fun.

IT'S CONVENIENT ... SO EASY TO USE
Spectrum plugs directly into your TV giving you
the perfect picture every time, and when not in

use. can be easily stored.

USE YOUR OWN CASSETTE RECORDER
Spectrum comes with all the leads necessary
for connection to your TV and any domestic
cassette recorder. No need to buy a special
data recorder.

ZX SPECTRUM IS THE ALLROUNDER, THERE'S
MUCH MORE FOR EVERYONE!
Many computers are designed specifically for

business, some are just games machines, but
the ZX Spectrum Home Computer is a true
allrounder! It's a superb educator, a brilliant

entertainer and competent business machine!

SOLE AUTHORISED NEW ZEALAND AGENTS

DAVID REID
ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 2630, Auckland. New Zealand.

AVAILABLE FROM OVER 200 COMPUTER STOCKISTS NATIONWIDE!

$599

-

00
***********

SPECIALOFFER
FREE
SOFTWARE!

Special August offer . .

.

three exciting games programs FREE with
every ZX Spectrum (16K or 48K) sold this

month. Includes the very popular HUNGRY
HORACE and the thrilling PLANET OF
DEATH.

ZX INTERFACE 2
enables you to use ZX ROM
Cartridges (instant load programs)
and 2 joysticks for extra fun
— you just plug in

and play! $99.95

FREE JOYSTICK
WORTH S-1Q.95
.-• '••

i /E^V 7X iNTtHCACF?
Hurry while stocks last'

NEWS FLASH!
Just Released! The very latest Sinclair
Software Catalogue is now available!
Over a hundred titles are listed, as well
as books and magazines! See your Sinclair
dealer or write lo us lot your FREE copy.

•; ii- :''!.
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Centronics

interfaces
By Steven Cragg
The USP input/output board and USP

Centronics port are part of a range of

expansion boards for the Spectrum
which include RS232 ports, prototyping

boards, and mother boards.

The USP input/output board is

SOFTWARE
As aav&iiseo m overseas magazines

Manic Mechanic
If vou enjoyed Manic: Miner (S24 9o",

you will love "
i

Only $24.95.

With 3 monthly prizeC S?00 lor righesT score.

-Twin Kingdom Valley
;7s :

"• ren' reensu 11 is x .

oavenlure Avail sb e loi Commodore 64
Electron or 3RC

$34.95

Valhalla
The Micro Movie

' v :* :: new aereroi .:" :' 'or , r-e'oc? .-:-

Available (or: Speclium 48. Commodore bi

$44.95

Other New Releases for Spectrum 48K

ComputerCookBook $29.95

Wheelie $2495

Antics $24.95

BUSINESS SOFTWARE

(All compatible with Interface
1/Microdrive and full-width

printers)

Tasword Two $39.95
(Word Processor)

Masterfile-Ver09 $39.95
(Database)

-MF Print $14.95

- Ver 09 & MF Print $49.95

Omnicalc $44.95

(Spread sheet)

Over 100 titles now available.

Selected titles at Whitcoutls

aid leading retailers or order by enclosing

cheque/postal order to:

Software Supplies

P.O. Box 865 Christen urch
:•::.•

cbewe aacrc
: . iencingSAI lo

controlled by a Z80 PIO chip. The USP
CENT is an upgrade kit which turns the
USP I/O board into a standard Centronics
(parallel) printer interface. Supplied with
USP CENT is some software to drive the
interface via Sinclair BASIC'S LPRINT,
LUST, PRINT#3;, LIST#3 and to divert all

the text normally sent to the screen to
the printer, OPEN#2, "p".

The USP I/O printed circuit board is

very professionally laid out, being both
solder masked and silk-screened. The
board is designed to drive two 8-bit ports
which can be configured in the following
ways:
Port A

8 bit input

8 bit output
8 bit input/output

Port B
4 bit input and 4 bit output
8 bit output
8 bit input
This is a very flexible system,

providing just about everything a
hobbyist could need.
The board is connected to the

Spectrum via two back-to back edge
connectors, bringing to mind the dreaded
"RAM pack wobble" that seemed to
plague the early ZX81's, as the board is

at a slight angle when plugged into the
Spectrum. However, the distributors of
this system plan to introduce a slightly

different connector, joined by ribbon
cable instead of being soldered back to
back as at present. It is a pity that a

better connection system could not have
been found, as it is a weak spot in what
is an extremely well-designed system.

The documentation is first class with a

full-circuit diagram and a complete data
sheet on the Z80 PIO. However, it does
assume that you know what you are

talking about in the first place and is

definitely not for the newcomer to

computing.
The USP CENT upgrade kit consists of

two integrated circuits, a printer cable, a

manual and the necessary software. The
software works equally as well as some
of the dedicated Centronics interfaces

and indeed is the only one that supplies a

fully commented assembler listing of the
printer driver routine. The interface

provides only the minimum number of

iines. There seems to be no provision for

adding more. I am not sure how this

compares with other (dedicated)

interfaces: this is the only one that tells

you the lines monitored or which ports

the interface uses.
In summary, it really does show that

the suppliers have until recently

concentrated purely on boards for the
Apple, as these boards are similar to the

expansion boards for that computer. The
prospect of mother boards, etc, gives
the Spectrum almost unlimited

expansion possibilities. However, the

prospect of having two mother boards
with up to seven cards (which mount
vertically on the mother boards)
extending out the back would be horrific

to some people.
If you want only a Centronics interface

then I cannot recommend this system, as

there are better dedicated interfacei

available. However, if you want a flexibl

input/output board with futun

expansion possibilities, then this systen
is for you.
The USP range of peripherals <

distributed in New Zealand by:
Vision Computing
P.O. Box 13455
CHRISTCHURCH.
The costs of the components are a

follows:

USP Adapter $35.5(1
USP I/O $140.20
USP CENT $25. 5C

INTERFACE - AND A
WORD PROCESSOR
Another upgrade option is the

Hilderbay Centronics interface, which
comes in a small black box that fits firmly

on to the Spectrum's edge connector.
There is no provision for peripherals to

be added, as there is no duplicate
Spectrum edge connector on the box.
This is particularly annoying when you
own more than one such add-on.
The Centronics output comes via

26-way flat cable type connector. Apart
from the interface itself you are supplied
with a 90cm printer cable (with suitable

connectors) four pieces of software,
including the excellent Tasword Two
word processor and all the necessary
documentation.
The software for the interface is very

powerful with LPRINT, LLIST, PRINT#3;
and LIST#3 all being supported. As well
as these you can also use OPEN#2, "p"

which sends all text that would normally
go to the screen to the printer saving you
having to tediously change all the
PRINT'S to LPRINT's, etc.

The software also provides for two
types of copy. The first is for a screen of

text and the second is for a high-
resolution screen dump for the Epson
RX80 and look-alike printers. If,

however, you do not have an Epson or

one of its clones, the interface
documentation provides BASIC routines
to produce the high-resolution copy.

Paraxon
/ofUuore

Specialists in Spectrum soft-

ware & peripherals from
Imagine, Artie, Ultimate,
Visions, Stonechip & Fox.

For FREE catalogue, send

SAE to:

PARAGON SOFTWARE
16 ARCHIBALD ST

DUNEDIN
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Inside

the

memory
By Brian Gibbs

This month I will try to clear up some
of the confusion surrounding the

memory map lay-out of the Sega.
As the Sega uses a Z80

microprocessor, the maximum address

video RAM is accessed through a port,

and is not to be considered as part of the

main memory map.
Thus for normal memory, excluding

video RAM, the addresses range from
0000 hex to FFFF hex as in Figure 1

.

All the BASIC language cartridges

occupy RAM space above hex 8000
depending on the cartridge level. These
BASIC language cartridges hold not only

RAM but also the BASIC ROMs. There is

no ROM on board the Sega. The only on-

board memory is the 2K of system-work
RAM at C000-C7FF hex, and the 1 6K of

video RAM.
Games cartridges use ROM chips and

also make use of the 2K of onboard
work RAM previously mentioned.

8000

0000

FFFF

7FFF

RAM area

BASIC ROM or

games cartridge

Figure 1

range is 64K bytes, without using bank
selection. Confusion exists because the

Sega is advertised as having a maximum
of 32K useable RAM and 32K of ROM
containing the BASIC operating system
in addition to 16K of video RAM. This

adds up to more than the 64K previously

mentioned. The trick is that the 16K of

Internally, on my machine, the BASIC
level 111A and level 111B cartridges

contain 2 * 27128 EPROMs containing

the BASIC interpreter and either two
(level 1 1 1 A) or four (level 1 1 1 B) 1 6K by
4-bit RAM chips. These RAM chips are

type 44 1 6. It may be possible to upgrade
your level 1 1 1 A cartridge to level 1 11

B

by the installation of the two additional

441 6 chips. Later machines contain two
16K, 8-bit ROM IC's.

The BASIC operating system
apparently uses some of the RAM space
for variable and data storage in addition

to using the normal work RAM. This

would explain why only 26620 bytes are

available to the user on the 32K
expansion, and proportionally less on the
1 6K expansion.
The 16K of video RAM is accessed

from I/O ports at hex BE and BF. Note the
difference in syntax when POKEing or

PEEKing to video RAM. POKEs and
PEEKs to video RAM must be prefixed

VPOKE or VPEEK and cover the video
RAM address range hex 0000 to hex
7FFF.
Page 148 of the Sega manual gives a

reasonable idea of the mapping of the

video RAM.
Finally, a Sega users' group has been

established in Wellington. At present the
group is quite small and informal with

meetings once a month. Beginners are

especially welcome and anyone
interested should contact me at WN
787159 (home) for more information.

SP€CTRUM
It is perhaps unfortunate that the

COPY command already present on the

Spectrum cannot be altered to use the

high resolution dump in the way that

LPRINT, etc, have been. The third piece

of software that is supplied is a simple

word processor which is used by storing

the required text in REM statements and
then typing the simple word processor to

print out the text. This is very slow and
does not even bear comparison with
Tasword 2.

The documentation is very good,
telling everything about the software.

However, it fails to tell anything at all

about the hardware, such as which
output ports the interface uses or the pin

connection of the connectors (i.e. which
pins are monitored). This could be very

important to the advanced BASIC or

machine-code programmer who wants
to write routines.

Although a little expensive at $236,
the inclusion of Tasword 2 maj<es this

package extremely good value and
means that the Spectrum can be
upgraded by the addition of a full-size

printer.

The Hilderbay Centronics interface is

available from:
Vision Computing
P.O. Box 13455
CHRISTCHURCH

SPECIAL
OFFER

FR€€ Disc Holding Box (worth $9.00)

with every

10 NASHUA% DISCS
Normal

High

Quality

OUR

Description
Suggested

Retail

5W Disceltes

Nashua M01 D (SSOO) number ol

sectors and bytes per sector

is format dependant

Nashua MD2D (DSDD) number ot

sectors and bytes per sector is

forma; dependant

Nashua MD2F (DSQD) number of

sectors and bytes per sector is

formal dependant

Price per 1

with Sales Tax

^4d 51.76

TU5^m. 64.08

T29t€H 83,v'

~n4rOCL 65.41
8" Discettes

Nashua FDID(SSDD) 25 soft

sectors 1 28 bytes per sector

Nashua FD2D (DSDD) 8 soft sectors

1 024 bytes per sector
These prices are interim in view of the sudden devaluation

1^6tO£L 72.00

Qty
Price

Extn

Packing & Postage

TOTAL
Cheque herewith

95CASH with Order PLEASE

Please make your cheque out to :

Post to Microcomputer Specialists & Software Ltd

61 Hobson St. P.O. Box 39-075
Auckland West. Ph 798-569
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How to print

labels for

your disks

By Gordon Findlay

Last month we looked at the memory
mapped display of the TRS-80, and how
information may be obtained from the
screen by PEEKing. This month, an
application of this idea, in the form of a

disk label maker.
This program prints a label for the front

of a disk packet (not the disk itself) with

the name of the disk, and the files on it,

listed in alphabetical order. One or two
explanations are in order:

The directory is displayed on the
screen in line 130. Most operating

H-P tape drives

Hewlett-Packard has announced a

new format for quarter inch tape
drives, that will provide cheap back-
up for personal computers with hard
disks. The format has been
developed in association with
Tallgrass Technologies, an American
firm that makes hard disks and
cartridge-tape back-up systems for

bigger computers. The new format
enables users to store about 60
megabytes of data on currently
available tape cartridges and to

access tape using familiar DOS
commands.

* TAPE COPIER 5 •
(new version)

NOT TO BE USED TO INFRINGE
COMMERCIAL COPYRIGHTS

Makes BACK-UP copies of ANY type of SPECTRUM
(1 6/48 K) program (incl. headertess, m/c, unstoppable)

easily with MANY UNIQUE features.

Full MONEY BACK GUARANTEE if you are not satisfied.

MAXIMUM 5 STARS from Home Comp. Weekly with 3 cut

of 4 100% RATINGS.

'LOADS in all program parts CONTINUOUSLY even

without pressing a key. Other copiers require many
loadings. MASSIVELY saving you time and trouble!

•M/Drivc GENUINELY copies BASIC, M/CODE arrays on to

MICRODRIVE. Stops programs. VITAL to alter loading

instructions to HELP make them run.

'BREAK at any time/continue loading feature.

'MAXBYTES makes a working copy of programs

occupying the full 16K or 48K.

'Verifies. Repeat copies. Auto, Abort, Program name
plus HEADER data.

'Copies HEAOERLESS and other types. Indeed ALL
programs that we are aware of.

'Very user friendly and simple to use, with FULL
instructions.

TAPE COPIER $35 TAPE COPIER WITH M/ORIVE $45,00

RODA ELECTRONICS
P.O. BOX 26-074

(99 BEECROFT DRIVE)
AUCKLAND

systems allow this from within a

program, although the form may differ.

The key idea of the program is

illustrated in lines 150-160. These lines

get the name of the disk. The string N$ is

initialised to be empty (line 150). Line

1 60 moves along the appropriate row of

characters on the screen, PEEKing each
location in turn. The result of the PEEK is

naturally numerical - the appropriate
character is found, and added to the end
of N$. This results in the name of the
disk being built up as the variable N$,
available for later use (line 390).

Lines 180 to 320 perform a similar

trick, reading the file names off the
screen one at a time into the array
PR$(I). This is dimensioned with 40
elements, which is enough unless you
have extended directory space. Once all

are read, they are sorted into

alphabetical order, and printed, 3 to a
line.

The variable LR <line 85) is set to one
less than the number of lines required for

the label. The remaining line is a string of
"-" signs to act as a separator. The
number of blank lines required is found
by examining location 4029H, which is

part of the printer "device control

block", and records the number of lines

printed since a form feed. At line 580
this is reset to zero for the next disk. The
program as written repeats endlessly, or

until you press BREAK.
Only rudimentary formatting of the

label is included here. You may want to

include other information, either typed in

or from the directory, such as the
amount of free space, or the date the
label was printed. You will also want to

make use of the special features of your
printer to dress the labels up.

Here is the program listing, and a

sample of its output:

Example

D i s k n am e : T I METBL

E

For a very full disk, reading the file

names from the screen can take a time.

Add the line 225 PRINT @ 960, X; if you
want to see progress being made.

Disk label listing

1* 'Dllk label maker
29 '

3© 'clsar a lot of string space
4« CLEAR ;»»»»
5« 'an a/ foi file nanes
4« ntn pivtcaoi
70 'E«L* is 12 Marl s

4* Bt»"9TRING*c 12. ?;>

35 LR"21 'one less than depth of label
» l, .

lf>» CLS:PRINT" insert disi. press enter";
n» line input xt
129 '9*t directory - checl vo'jr DO;-
13« i.'MD'OIR"
140 'vet name of oisl
:se fn*""
168 FOR I>15371 70 1

-537S:N*=N».CHRHPEEKC1 >>:n£XT
17ft '9et file narr.es from screen
188 ST=]S46&
: ?e for 1=1 io le
288 for j= :.t to st»4s &tep 15
21 » »j
221 P-PEEK(X)
238 IF P-32 THEN 00T0 278
248 F*«P»*CHRS(P>
258 x-x-i
240 BOTO 229
27* IF P»=-- THEN GOTO 358 ELSE N=N»1
260 PR*(N)*P«
2»» ?»=••••

;oe next j
;I8 ST=ST**4
320 NEXT I

330 'sort them: this is the NEWOOS way
3*10 'or use n.y sort routine IMay 19S3)
351 CMD"0".NiPR*<1 '

348 CLS
370 PRINT"rtake printer r ea4* > press EN~ER"

:

3'38 LINE INPUT XI
3'"'8 LPRINT "Cist r,ar»e: '••N»

'•08 LPFtlNULPRINT
111 FOR 1-1 TO N
428 W'lll >=Lfc"FT*iRR*< I l.&L*. 12)
.-. .•

I
.

448 M" 3* INT <N/3)
458 IF M 3 THEN GOTO 4 >8
448 FOR 1=1 TO M STEP
470 LPRINT F'Rtlll'," "IPRil 1*1 1

'. PRtdUl
438 NEXT I

490 FOR ;-I T.j NILPRIN1 PR»1J)I" "'.iNEXT

580 'lino line printed 'roe. D>.6

51« LP-PEEI C*H4»2»I
52« : i = = LR then GOTO 54t
538 FOR 1 = 1 TO LR-CF
548 LPRIN1
558 NEXT
540 LFRINT •lh']Ni>t(48. '-'

)

570 'reset lines printed
MO POI C «.H4»2°r«
. ) . ' 1

'"'»

BLANK/CI

M

DEMO IP/ EOF
FIVE/TKT
OPT /BAS
PRTT/BAS
SI X /TKT
TIMTBL/CMD

CHEKLINE/BAS CLASHES/BAS
EDITFILE/BAS EGFF
JUNIOR/TKT MISC/TKT
0PTIN/SEQ 0PT0U77SEQ
SETUP/BAS SEVEN/TKT
TICKETS/BAS TIMTBL/CIM
T I MTBL/SRC TTDATA/SEQ
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COMMODORE 64

Commodore
introduces

new
machine
By Steven Darnold

The last two years have seen
Commodore take the dominant position

in the home-computer market. This

success was based upon a two-prong
approach: the VIC 20, which competed
against the cheap computers, and the

64, which competed against the more
expensive, fully featured computers.
Commodore would be silly to abandon

this successful two-prong approach;
however, the VIC 20 is long past its

prime and it is unlikely to survive much
longer. Since the end of last year,

Commodore has been grappling with the

problem of where to go next. In the April

issue of Bits & Bytes I described one
of the computers Commodore was
considering: the 264. This computer
would have 1 21 colours, 60K bytes free,

and a fancy new BASIC. Its specifica-

tions were so good that it appeared to be
a fully featured computer, not a cheap
replacement for the VIC 20.

The announcement of the 264 made
me uneasy. What Commodore needed
was a cheap computer, not a computer
which would compete with the 64. It

would be silly to withdraw the $400 VIC,

and sell two different $1000 computers.
In fact, in my article I suggested that

either the 264 or the 64 would end up
falling in price to the VIC 20 level. That

way. Commodore could withdraw the
VIC and still maintain its two-prong
approach.
As it turns out, my guess was not far

from the truth. Commodore has taken
the 264, stripped its RAM to 16K, given

it a standard VIC 20/64 keyboard,
and called it the Commodore 16. By
Christmas it should be selling in New
Zealand for $500. Soon thereafter the

VIC 20 will disappear.

In every respect the Commodore 16 is

far superior to the VIC 20. It has 40
columns, compared with the VIC's 22. It

has 16K compared with the VIC's 5K. It

has 121 colours, compared with the
VIC's eight. Moreover, the C16 has a

comprehensive BASIC that includes

many things lacking in the VIC: a

machine language monitor and special

commands for graphics, sound, disk

drive, and structured programming. The
C16 looks set to give Commodore
another strong two years at the cheap
end of the market.

The CI 6 is only partly compatible with

the C64 and the VIC. Pure BASIC
programs will load and run, but

commands such as PEEK, POKE, and
SYS will have to be altered. Twenty-two-
column programs from the VIC will need
more altering than 40-column programs
from the C64 or PET. Machine-language
programs and cartridges will not work.
The C16 will be able to use VIC-20/64
peripherals, although a faster disk drive

will also be available for it.

C64 owners have nothing to fear from

the C16. The C64 has better graphics

and sound, and it will remain Com-
modore's premier home computer for

some time. It is worth noting, however,
that the C64's BASIC is the same as the

VIC's; in fact, the same BASIC was on
the 1978 PET. The new BASIC on the

C16 represents a major change for

Commodore, and once it becomes
established in a year or two, there may
be a move to upgrade the 64.

.-.:.-.:.x.:.x-o:.-:.:-:::.:-:-.-... ,.....-...•.-.-.-.•.

Telecomputing

Every night in America thousands of

home-computer users hook their

computers to their telephones and
communicate with databases, informa-
tion services, and bulletin boards. They
send messages, they ask questions, they
play complex multi-player games, they
book airline tickets, they check their

bank balances, they get up-to-the-
minute sports results, they get medical
advice, they order goods with their credit

cards. The list goes on and on.
Over the last year telecomputing has

become extremely popular in America.
The biggest information service for home
users is CompuServe. It has more than
800 topics on its main menu, some
topics having numerous sub-menus. The
most popular topic is the Commodore
section, where users can get up-to-date
information, down-load programs, and
leave technical questions for the
Commodore staff to answer. Compu-
Serve is a commercial enterprise and it

costs $6 per hour; however, there are

also many free services run by user
groups and individuals.

In Britain, too, telecomputing is

increasing in popularity. As part of the
Prestel network, Micronet is available

for Commodore, BBC, and Spectrum
owners. It offers electronic mail, bulletin

boards, up-to-the-minute news, buyer's
guides, direct ordering, etc. In addition.

Commodore has recently set up its own
service called Compunet, which offers

Commodore news and information and
down-loadable software.

In New Zealand, there is little

opportunity for telecomputing by the

home user; in fact the commercial use of

viewdata has only just got underway.
However, I predict that by Christmas, we
will see the beginning of telecomputing

for the Commodore 64.

The first thing we need is a modem to

connect the computer to the telephone.

People say you can't teach an old dog new tricks — but maybe they want you
To buy an expensive new pup.
In the rush of new breeds and features, it's important to remember that even basic training takes time, and the old breeds are already well

tamed. Our policy is to take proven show winners and with a little selective breeding upgrade the old pedigree to today's requirements. Take
the APPLE, for instance, breed out regressive cards and rigid keyboard, move the ROM into a slot for easy retraining, and you have the

DL'COM, with on-board CP/M, 64K and separate programmed keyboard,. Of course it can play all the Apple games, and even works
harder. We've new card tricks to teach the old clog — speech, music, memory, communications and a tremendous NZ-made Video Digitiser.

What of the other great pedigree — the TRS-80/SVSTE:M-80 family. We can teach them to talk, draw high-res colour & B&W, improve their

memories, run faster and use the latest in disk expansion. Even the newcomer in this breed, the COLOUR GENIE is learning how to use
disks, as well as 64K and all the other TRS-80 tricks.

So don't be caught like a cat up a tree — all paid-up and no way to expand — stay with the proven winners, with new hardware constantly &
masses of available software. We've years of experience at curing illness loo — we can usually have your pet well in less than a week,
whatever the breed. We handle them with care — including shipping anywhere in N.Z. So write or phone soon.

CUSTOM
COMPUTERS

247 Sawyers Arms Rd.

Ph (03) 596-074 Anytime

Please send information on:
Ducom

Apple cards

Colour Genie

Disk drives and peripherals

System-80 models

Contract servicing
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NOT TO BE
MISSED

on imported

Software and Books

Violent Universe

16 and 48K Spectrum
A fast colourful game making excellent

use of Spectrum s graphics and sound.

Also joystick option.

Normal
retail

Our
price

$23.95

Scuba Dive
Commodore 64

Can your diver find the submarine cave

with its fabulous treasure? Perhaps the

ultimate epic arcade adventure.

Normal Our
retail price

$&$&~ $26.95

Winning games on the

Commodore 64 (book)
Contains many advanced tips and hints

on programming the C64. Also 20 high

level games and joystick routines.

Normal
retail

Our
price

$29.95

Cut out and post to:

Sofpro Ltd
Box 3258. Christchurch

(26 Carnarvon St)

"I

ITEM PRICE

Please send your free catalogue

My Computer is

Name

Address

is enclosedMy cheque/p.o. for

Please charge my Visa Bankcard

No

COMMODOR€ 64
•".-.•.•.•.v,v. ..%v^y.-.x^v<^>^^:.:.>>XwX-:->x^->>x-x-X':v; :

Commodore (N.Z.) already has a suitable

modem and has submitted it to the Post

Office for approval. It will sell for less

than $500.
The Commodore modem can operate

at 300/300 baud, which is the usual

bulletin board standard, or at 1200/75,

which is what viewdata uses.

Telecomputing is bound to be one of

the most exciting aspects of home
computing, and I am keen to get on-line.

Fortunately for us rural types, the Post

Office has established a standard charge

of 8 cents per minute for viewdata calls.

That means we'll all pay the same rate

whether we live in Alexandra or

Auckland.

Quality games
In recent months I have reviewed

numerous Anirog games. Not surpris-

ingly, some were good and some were
bad. This would probably apply equally

to most producers of games: the quality

varies from author to author and from
game to game. Even the producers of the

more expensive games sometimes
produce a dud. However, Synapse
appears to be an exception.

Perhaps I've been lucky and have only

seen the very best of the Synapse range;

nevertheless, each of the Synapse
games I have played is excellent.

Invariably, the graphics and sound are

good; and, most important, the games
are truly challenging and interesting.

Certainly, I have my favourites, but I

could happily play the worst Synapse
game all day long.

My favourite Synapse game is Fort

Apocalypse. The graphics are not as nice

as some of the others, but the game
itself is very nicely paced. There are

moments of heart-pounding tension
which require split-second timing, and
then there are moments of tranquility

which need a more gentle touch. A
beginner must learn many things before

he makes much progress, but the game
is gauged very nicely for the player to

develop his skills. The game is well

executed, although I have two minor

niggles: enemy helicopters which
suddenly appear out of thin air and men
who inexplicably destroy my helicopter

as I try to rescue them. Nevertheless,

Fort Apocalypse is an interesting,

satisfying game.

Almost as good as Fort Apocalypse is

Blue Max. In fact the graphics in Blue

Max are far superior. However, Blue Max
is less appealing to me because of its

strong element of luck. In the game you
have only one life and the loss of that life

is sometimes beyond your control (for

example, an enemy plane can bomb you
as you sit on the runway refuelling). The
longer you play, the more anxious you
become about suddenly losing that life,

and the more frustrating it is when it

happens. Nevertheless, Blue Max is a fun
game to play. It's a real thrill swooping
down to ground level and strafing

everything in sight.

The Synapse game I like least is

Shamus. The problem is that the game is

mostly luck and reflexes. You wander

...........•.'.'.v.v.'...:.v.' " rvx-'XvX'X-xw.-.-.-.-...-..

from room to room blasting countless
little beasties and occasionally getting

walloped by the phantom. There's some
mapping to do and some obstacles to

overcome, but, over all, Shamus does
not capture my interest to the extent

that the other games do. It's a nice

game, which undoubtedly will appeal to

some people, but I prefer games with
more substance.
Shamus II is a completely different

game, and it is much more to my liking.

You climb ladders, jump chasms, and
dodge snakes. As in the original Shamus,
you shoot beasties, but here your bullets

ricochet and the effect is more
interesting. Most important, however, is

that Shamus II has a lot of charm. The
little man is quite appealing as he skips

around the caverns, and the snakes are

cute as they slither across the screen. I

particularly like the clever, intricate way
the caverns have been designed.

I have also played a brief game of

Zeppelin and have seen demonstrations
of Zaxxon, Pharaoh's Curse, Slamball,

Drelbs, Necromancer, Sentinel, and
Survivor. Each of these games appears
to be of high quality. If you are looking

for the very best in games for the

Commodore 64, Synapse would be a

good place to start.

Zork II

I have been interested in adventures
for several years. Before I got my
Commodore 64, I obtained every
available adventure for my PET. This
included the Original Adventure and the
first two Scott Adam adventures. I

particularly enjoyed the Adams adven-
tures and was disappointed that he did

not translate his other 10 adventures to

the PET. Even worse, I couldn't play the
Zork adventures because Infocom did

not support the PET.

When the Commodore 64 was
released, I was pleased to see that
Infocom was supporting it. I ordered
Zork I the first week I had my 64. Over
the next few months I played the
adventure to its conclusion. As I

commented in the September, 1983,
issue of Bits & Bytes, Zork I was an
excellent adventure. However, it was the
first Infocom adventure, written in the
days when there weren't many adven-
tures around. There was room for

improvement.
Recently, Alpine Computing sent me a

copy of Zork II for review. I had always
intended to buy it myself at some stage,
but there are now so many new
adventures for the 64 that I've had to
pick and choose. I figured Zork II would
be pretty much like Zork I, so I looked
elsewhere. As it turns out, however,
Zork II is a substantial improvement on
Zork I.

Zork I is an adventure in the traditional

style. You wander from place to place,

picking things up and putting them
down. You do a bit of killing, digging,
pushing, and the like, but over all the
activities are basically simple. Zork II,

however, is more realistic. Several tasks
require complex sequences of actions.
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An example follows.

At one stage in Zork II, I was
confronted by a door. I typed: OPEN
DOOR. The door was locked. I just
happened to have a key so I typed:
UNLOCK DOOR. It was the wrong key.
There was a window in the door so:
LOOK THROUGH WINDOW. I didn't
expect this to work, but I was curious to

see whether the adventure's designer
had catered for this. He had. I was told
what was visible through the window.
Among other things, there was a key in

the keyhole on the other side of the door.
My first reaction to this was to assume

that there must be some other way into
the room, and that the door was meant
to provide an exit, not an entrance. I

realised that there is an obvious real-life

solution to such a problem, but I doubted
whether the program would recognise it.

Nevertheless, I fetched a piece of
newspaper and typed: PUSH NEWS-
PAPER UNDER DOOR. It worked! It was
then a simple matter of: PUSH LETTER
OPENER INTO KEYHOLE. The key fell

out on the other side. PULL
NEWSPAPER. TAKE KEY. UNLOCK
DOOR. Voila!

This is only one example of many
complex sequences in Zork II. It is

moments like these when the adventure
borders on reality. You feel that you can
do almost anything and the computer
will respond. However, this is an illusion.

Everything works fine when you're on
the right track. But the rest of the time
you keep running into limitations. For
example, there is a piece of string in Zork
II which I have tried tying to many
different objects. On every occasion I am
told that it is impossible. This is not a
complaint. All adventures have such
limitations. Zork II is special because
sometimes it transcends the limitations.

I recommended Zork II to all

experienced adventurers. It is not
necessary to start with Zork I; as far as I

can see there is no link between the two

adventures. Beginning adventurers
should not play either of the Zorks. They
are both extremely demanding, and they
offer little help for the inexperienced.
Beginners should start an easy adventure
and work their way up.
Zork II occupies more than 300K of

machine code and, therefore, is available

only on disk. The cost is $90.

Alice- in Videoland

I have just received a disk of Alice in

Videoland from Viscount Electronics. It

is a clever multi-stage game based on the
Alice stories by Lewis Carroll.

The game begins with Alice following

a rabbit, which disappears down a hole in

the ground. Alice jumps into the hole and
begins falling. As she falls, various
objects drift by, and your task is to steer

Alice with the joystick so she can collect

them. First she needs to catch a basket
to store the objects in. You have to steer
Alice very carefully because if she strikes

one of the many iamps protruding from
the wall, she drops everything.

When Alice finally lands on the floor,

she uses the objects in her basket. She
can eat a piece of cake to make herself

larger. She can drink from a bottle to

make herself smaller. She can use
coloured keys to open the appropriate
doors. Your task is to guide Alice through
as many doors as possible.

Eventually Alice moves on to the next
stage: the Cheshire Cat and the
Caterpillar. Here, Alice jumps around
trying to catch bread-and-butterflies and
rocking-horse flies. If she touches one of

the Caterpillar's smoke rings, she shrinks

and loses her ability to jump. She then
has to eat a mushroom to regain her
normal size.

When Alice has eaten all the
mushrooms, she moves to the next
stage, where she finds herself on a
chessboard. Your task is to move Alice
to the top of the chessboard. You also

have control of two white knights, which

can be used to help her. Opposing Alice

are Tweedledum, Tweedledee, and the

Black Queen.
When the chess game is finished, the

last stage begins. Alice plays croquet

with the Queen of Hearts. You guide

Alice around the screen hitting the balls

with her flamingo. If the queen gets to a

ball first, she bashes it out of play. When
all the balls are gone, the game is over.

The best part of Alice in Videoland is

the lush graphics and sound. The scenes

look like they're out of a child's picture

book, and the music is bright and lively.

Over all, the presentation is excellent.

Children who enjoy the Alice stories

will probably get a thrill from the

COMPARE
PLUS BACKUP SERVICE AND GUARANTEE

OVERNIGHT DELIVERY N.Z. WIDE
PHONE OR SEND YOUR ORDER NOW!

TfflE YOUR CHOICE!
COMMODORE C64 **«—
1541 DISK DRIVE 6 Q IfK
FT5002 PRINTER *«JO&J
1701 COLOUR MONITOR **

CN2 DATASETTE $125
COMMODORE SX64 $2995

SPECTRUM 48K • $599
INCLUDES POWER PACK

MICRODRIVE/INTERFACE 1 $570

DK'TRONICS KEYBOARD S235 LIGHT PEN $135

KEMPSTON JOYSTICK it INTERFACE $135

SPECTRUM t. COMMODORE PARTS S SERVICE
ALL CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED (Except Sale Items)
SEND CHEQUE. M.O.. ETC. PLUS $10 P & P
PHONE OR WRITE - NOW Mon Sal.t0am.6pir

tSmanukau KSfiSRa
Trtj*miTrnr & PAH BD. EPSOM

.COMPUTERS (n.z.) ltd.

BUYNOW AT PRE-DEVALUATION PRICES!!

SX64
Commodore 64
BBC
Electron

Spectrum

Colour Genie
Vic 20

— S2995
— $895 ($200 deposit)

— SI 695 (S400 Deposit)
— $795 ($200 Deposit)
— (16K $399)

(48K$599 — Dep$150)
— $495 ($100 Deposit)
— S399 ($100 Deposit)

Auckland's largest selection ofprograms, books, games, programming
courses, paper, all accessories, cassettes, cartridges, etc.

Business systems also available. Mail orders and all credit cards
accepted. Hire purchase available.

SUPATECH ELECTRONICS
430 MT. EDEN ROAD, MT. EDEN P.O. BOX 2600 AUCKLAND

TELEPHONE 605-216

Patrick Diinphy (Manager)
— Patrick has 1 5 years practical computer

experience and can help you with the

selection and choice of computing 10 suit the

home user or small business.
— Patrick oilers you personal service before

and alter the purchase of your computer.
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program. However, the instructions for

some of the stages are rather

complicated, and young children may
not cope very well on their own. The
program would have been much more
suitable for young children if some of the
games had been slowed down and
simplified.

Teenagers and adults will appreciate
many aspects of the game, but I doubt
whether they'll find it compelling
entertainment. Despite what it says on
the box, Alice in Videoland is definitely

not an arcade action game. Rather, it is a
pleasant collection of minor games,
joined together with good graphics and
good music.

Competition

The winner of June's competition was
Ian McDonald, of Tokoroa. Ian has been
sent a copy of Galaxy (donated by Alpine
Computing).
A surprising number of June's entries

had to be rejected because the New
Zealand flags just didn't look right. In

particular, many people had trouble

displaying red on a blue background.
Therefore, I am including a listing of lan's

program.
The prize for this month's competition

is a disk of Alice in Videoland (donated
by Viscount Electronics). Entries close

on August 25. The winner will be
selected randomly from among the

correct entries. Only one entry per

person.
Your task this month is to make lan's

flag twice as long and twice as wide,

using only three POKE commands. Send
the three POKEs with your name and
address to Alice Contest, P.O. Box 201

,

Alexandra.

100 REM ********************
110 REM * *

120 REM * NEW ZEALAND FLAG *

130 REM * *

140 REM * BY IAN MCDONALD *

150 REM * *

160 REM ********************
170 PRINT"<clr>"
180 POKE 5328 1,0: POKE 53280,

O

182 REM
190 REM ** SPRITE 1 **
172 REM
200 FOR AD=832 TO 832+63
210 READ DA: POKE AD, DA: NEXT
220 DATA1 11, 150,249, 155, 150,230
230 DATA230, ISO, 155,249, 150, 111
240 DATA170, 150, 170,85,85,85
250 DATA85,85,85,85,85,85, 170
260 DATA150, 170,249, 150, 111,230
270 DATA150, 155, 155, 150,230, 111
280 DATA150, 249, 191,255,254,255
290 DATA255,255,255,255,255,255
300 DATA255,255,255,255,255,255
310 DATA255, 255, 255, 255
320 DATA255 , 255 , 255 , 255 ,

322 REM
330 REM ** SPRITE 2 **
332 REM
340 FOR AD=896 TO 896+63

THE N.Z.

COMPUTER
GAMES CLUB

CALLING ALL HOME
COMPUTER and
HOME VIDEO GAMES
SYSTEM OWNERS

MEMBERSHIP OF THE N.Z. COMPUTER GAMES
CLUB MEANS YOU CAN:
1

.

Hire computer and video games to try in your home
before purchasing.

2. Hire games on a weekly basis at a fraction of their cost

and exchange for different games when you wish.

3. Purchase games by mail from the largest selection in

N.Z. at discount prices.

Fill In The Form Below For Details Of Cost. Titles Available Etc.

Post to: THE N.Z. COMPUTER GAMES CLUB,
P.O. Box 93, Rangiora. Phone 6200 Rangiora.

Name

Address

ATARI 400
600/800

ATARI
CX2600

A! 'I 'I I-

SYS 80
TRS80

SEGA 3000

VIC 20 C64

ZX81 I VZ 200

FOUNTAIN ; SPECTRUM

WIZZARD

TUNIX

BBC

350 READ DA: POKE AD, DA: NEXT
360 DATA255,255,255,255,251,255
370 DATA255,230,255,255, 149, 191
380 DATA255, 230,255, 255, 251, 191
390 DATA255, 254, 111,254,249,91
400 DATA249, 190, 111,229, 111, 191
410 DATA249, 191,255,254,255,255
420 DATA255,255,255,255,255,255
430 DATA255 , 255 , 255 , 255 , 25 1 , 255
440 DATA255, 230,255, 255, 149
450 DATA 1 9 1 , 255 , 230 , 255 , 255
460 DATA251,255, 255, 255,255,0
470 VC=53248
480 POKE 2040, 13: POKE 2041,14
490 POKE VC+21,3:P0KE VC+28,

3

500 POKE VC+39,1:P0KE VC+40,

1

510 POKE VC+37,2:P0KE VC+38,6
520 PRINT"<wht.>";
530 PRINT"OUR NEW ZEALAND FLAG
540 PRINT"<blk>":POKE VC, lOO
550 POKE VC+1, 100:P0KE VC+2, 124
560 POKE VC+3, 100:P0KE VC+16,0

JOHN GILBERT
ELECTRONICS
PARNELL RISE, AUCKLAND
Box 37-245 Ph (09) 30839

REM EX DISC DRIVES

Double sided track density 80 trock

800k formattec in case with power
suppiy & leads, six months worranty:

Single drive complete $895
Twin drive $1595
Chdssis only

% Height fdcid $695

COSMOS PRINTERS:

.. .. -.- :

g |
only $695

ROM PROGRAMS FOR THE BBC:

Wordwise

Disc Doctor, Termi, Graphics

Communicotor, Printransfer

Caretdkerdll

ROBOTS

Beasty - Controller 8c

softwore only

Servos optional from

BBC BUGGY

$99.95

$79.95

each

MAGAZINES:
Beebug (UK BBC user group)

ELBUG (UK Electron user group)

Acorn, Micro 8; Electron user

Educo'icnol Cc""ipu :rg
50 cents Postage extra

Special tax free prices apply to

Educational users. Details on request.

Buy now at Pre-devaluation

prices!
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Whtfs keepingupwith
Commodore?

The Commodore 64 is designed

and priced so that you can pile on
the peripherals. Like a disc drive,

printer and even a printer

plotter. You can own the

Commodore 64 AND disc

drive and printer for little

more than you'd pay for

many other computers alone

With 64K memory, outstanding

colour graphics, a music synthesiser

to rival the professionals, a fantastic

range of games cartridges

and full upper and lower

case keyboard.

It's outstanding!

o
Cr commodore
COMPUTER

COMMODORE COMPUTER (N.Z.) LTD
P.O. Box 33-847, Takapuna, Auckland A

Telephone 497-081
Please send me more information on the Commodore 64,M

Name _

Address^

or Contact your local dealer
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Bad subscript

errors

and arrays
By Tony Graham

Commodore's VIC and C64 users-

manual definition of a BAD SUBSCRIPT
error is: The program was trying to

reference an element of an array whose
number is outside the range specified in

the DIM statement.

For a relative newcomer to programming
that is not a lot of help, apart from
suggesting that subscripts are somehow
linked to arrays.

Arrays are lists of variables. They allow
us to store information in the form of a
table. How long the list or table is becomes
the DIMension of the array. The position in

the table is the subscript number, and each
position is known as an element.
As actions speak louder than words

switch on your computer and enter PRINT
A(1). Your computer will print 0. Try again
with any number from to 10 within the
parentheses, each time the answer will be
0.

Now try PRINT A(11). The result this

time will be a BAD SUBSCRIPT error.

Why? You are looking for something that

does not exist. Your Commodore
computer allows subscripts of up to only
10 without the array's having been first

DIMensioned.
Enter DIM AI25I into your computer and

again try PRINT A(11). This time the
answer will be 0, as will any subscript up

ATTENTION ALL AGENTS
AND DISTRIBUTORS

Preparations have begun for Ihe annual round-up of
microcomputers in Bits & Bytes. This year (he round-up will be

printed over Ihree issues:

1. Machines up to $2000 November issue

2. Machines $2000 to S7000 December/Jan issue

3. Machines S7000 to $14,000 February issue

We need your help with material. We do our best to include ALL
information, but the onus is on you to ensure we have it. All

general information should be sent to the compiler by September 1:

Gordon Findlay

87 Somerfield Street

Christchurch 2

Deadlines for amendments, price changes, late additions will be:

1. Up to $2000: October 1

2. $2000 to $7000: November 1

3. Over $7000: December 12

Changes received after this date cannot be guaranteed inclusion.

Remember, we're relying on you to get your information to us. It's

no use complaining after the round-up that your information

hasn't been printed. Get it in now!

We also welcome regular, routine news on new products, price
changes, etc: Put both of the following on your Mailing List:

The Editor Gordon Findlay
Bits & Bytes 87 Somerfield Street
Box 827 Christchurch, 2

Christchurch

to 25. Above 25 the BAD SUBSCRIPT
error will re-occur.

At present, PRINTing the contents of
any element will always be 0, although we
have created an array we have not as yet
given it anything to store.

Try this short program, which creates an
array and fills it with a number equivalent
to its position in the array.

10 DIM A(25)
20 FORX = TO 25
30 A(X) = X
40 NEXT

After running the program entering
PRINT A(5) will equal 5, PRINT A(12) will

equal 12, etc.

The point to note here is we filled the
array by using AIX), but are reading the
array by replacing X with a numeric value.

It is also perfectly valid to read the
contents of the array with a different

subscript variable than the one used to fill

the array.

Try PRINT A(N). The answer will be
because at the moment N = 0. Enter N =
1 5 and then PRINT A(N). The answer will

now be 1 5, as we will be reading A(1 5).

In case you are beginning to think that
element 1 5 always contains the value 1 5
we will try another test.

Enter A(N) = 99, now PRINT A(1 5). The
answer now will be 99 because when we
entered AIN) = 99, N was 15.

Experiment with a simple array until you
fully understand what is happening, or you
will never master the complex situations in

which arrays are used.

So far, we have looked only at numeric
arrays, but string arrays are also possible

and are created and accessed in exactly
the same manner.
Type NEW to clear the memory. Here is

another program to experiment with:

10 A$(0| = "ZERO"
15 A$(1) = "ONE"
20 A$(2) = "TWO"
25 A$(3) = "THREE"
30 AS(4) = "FOUR"
40 FOR K = to 4
50 PRINT AS (K)

60 NEXT K
This program uses direct numeric values

as subscripts to store information in the

array, and then prints them out using the

variable K, in a loop.

The array has not been DIMensioned as
we are not exceeding A$(10). Try PRINT
A$(N) as we did with the numeric array.

Note that there is a zero element in any
array although it is frequently not used.
So far we have only experimented with

one-dimension arrays. Multi-dimension

arrays are possible but are best left alone

until the single-dimension variety has been
mastered. Another point with a multi-

dimension array is it requires more memory
than a number of "one dimension" arrays

doing the same job.

Check the memory uspage of each type
by entering DIM AI25) followed by PRINT
FRE(O). Now enter NEW followed by DIM
B (25, 2) and again PRINT FRE(O). You will

see the "two dimension" array uses much
more than twice the memory the DIM
A(25) array used.

Try DIMensioning larger arrays and see
how fast you run out of memory.
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A Mouse
for the

II family
By Alex and Fred Wong
At last, a mouse in the house!
The Mouse II, just released on the

market, kindly lent to us by CED
Distributors, is Apple's latest technology

(as espoused by the Lisa and Macintosh)
translated for the II e, II plus, and II family

of computers.
It is a hand-held device that works on

any convenient table top in conjunction

with the right software (such as Mouse
Paint, supplied with the package) to

provide amazingly fast and accurate

cursor control, on-screen pointer, menu
selection, and command input functions.

Fred won the toss so he set it up while

I sat uneasily on the sidelines.

The packaging is in the excellent Apple
style with the Mouse itself ensconced in

moulded foam rubber while the interface

card, Moust Paint disk, and manual, in

their various protective enclosures, sit

on top of it in a corrugated cardboard box
affair.

The opening pages of the user's

manual provide detailed instructions for

installation, which proves to be very

easy for any grown-up. The interface

card plugs into slot 4 preferably, and its

connector is clamped on to the back of

the Apple case, where it provides a

strong anchor for the 4ft long mouse
cable's mini 'D'-type plug, which is

secured by two thumb screws.

The Mouse itself comes in sturdy

cream plastic with the large, single,

highly positive and responsive button on

top in dark fawn colour. The ball in the

Mouse's tummy that provides the basis

of its control is solid rubber and very

durable. It's easy to clean, too.

Fred was all set to boot Mouse Paint,

Apple's graphics creation program

written by the assembly-language whiz,

Bill Budge, and strongly based on Bill

Atkinson's MacPaint.
As soon as it was booted, I knew we

should have got two mice — one for

each Apple.
Mouse Paint which is ProDOS based

(problematic for compatibles!) presents a

choice of either a short but effective

tutorial on Mouse usage — icons, pull-

down menus, and cursor control or goes
straight on to the sketch-pad. Fred's

artistic impulses ran wild and the

program, if not the results, were very

impressive.

To say that Mouse Paint is a picture

processor (as opposed to a word
processor) would be accurate. The
Mouse operates the pull-down menus,
the drawing tools, pre-defined shapes,

pattern and line widths selectors by

itself, and the keyboard is left far behind.

Apple Mouse II

With a slight roll of the Mouse it is

possible to use a pencil, paint brush

(there are many different sizes), spray

gun or rule a straight line, not to mention

set down any kind of shape, whether
solid with a pattern or colour of your

selection or just the outline.

Aside from all this, there is an editing

box, the placement, size and shape of

which is Mouse controllable, allowing

the contents of the box to be deleted,

inverted, flipped horizontally or

vertically, cut and pasted or brought to

another part of the picture. In addition, a

miniature image of the entire picture

(which is larger than the screen) may be

displayed or a greatly enlarged portion of

the picture may be produced, providing

much greater detail working of it.

The picture may be saved to or loaded

from disk and a hard copy may be

produced by an Apple dot-matrix,

Imagewriter or any printer that is capable

of doing graphic dumps.

There is no time lag between the
Mouse and the on-screen pointer, and all

commands have a good response time.

All of which contributes to the Mouse
Paint program's being the most
impressive graphics creation system we
have seen on the Apple II, and the very
few faults are minor or downright
insignificant.

Although it is easy to program the

BASIC Mouse, the icons and pull-down

menus associated with professional

Mouse activity could get a bit tricky.

Serious attempts at programming should

be done in assembly language, and this is

really for dedicated or professional

programmers.
Programs and instructions are

provided in Appendix A of the user's

manual to incorporate the Mouse into

BASIC programs and Appendix B

describes the assembly routines that are

included in the firmware on the Mouse II

interface card.

However, independent software

manufacturers are being encouraged to

develop applications that take advantage

of the Mouse. Most future Apple
software, whether from Apple or an

independent source, will work with the

Mouse as well: for example, a new
character generator ROM which will

facilitate the development of Macintosh-

like programs and the Desktop Toolkit,

which will let users create pull-down

menus and icons. The Desktop software

will handle all Mouse interfacing to give

machine-language speed and efficiency.

Half of the user's manual deals with

the Mouse and the other half with Mouse
Paint. There are relatively few instruc-

tions but as these products are so user

friendly, few are needed. Everything is

laid out and written in a clear and concise

manner although there is a separate list

of changes to the manual to cope with.

Summary: Your Apple will still work
without a Mouse II, (although it might

not think so) but the full potential of the

Apple II won't be tapped without this

revolutionary product and appropriate

software and what it takes up in table

space will be more than made up for with

all the advantages that it offers. This

product comes highly recommended,
even at the price of $429.

16-bit 6502?
A report in the Apple Orchard

magazine, announces Hayden Soft-

ware's new product for all computers

that currently use the 8-bit 6502 CPU,
for example the Apple II, Commodore,
and Atari.

The product - the 65816 - is a

16-bit chip that is totally hardware and

software compatible with the 6502. It

can replace the 6502 in an existing

system simply by removing the 6502
from its socket and plugging in the

6581 6. It contains the object code of the

6502 as a subset and in emulation mode
acts exactly the same. In the 16-bit

mode, it eliminates the limitations which

had rendered the 6502 unsuitable for

many applications and is a legitimate

threat to rival currently available 16-bit

chips such as the 8086/8088.
It should be released, with many

6581 6 software system packages, in the

latter part of this year. Contact: Hayden
Software Company, 600 Suffolk St.

Lowell, MA 01853, USA.
Internally, on my machine, the BASIC

level 1 1 1 A and level 111B cartridges

contain 2 * 27128 EPROMs containing

the BASIC interpreter and either two
(level 111A) or four (level 111B) 16K by
4-bit RAM chips. These RAM chips are

type 441 6. It may be possible to upgrade
your level 1 1 1 A cartridge to level 1 1 1

B

by the installation of the two additional

4416 chips. Later machines contain two
16K, 8-bit ROM IC's.
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Software for a hard-headed tradesman
Jade 3 powerful software, developed for the contracting and jobbing trades, specially

designed to solve the tough problems of the hard-headed tradesman.

How does Jade 3 work for me?
Jade 3 allows you to work while it works for

you. It gets your everyday time-consuming cal-

culating or accounting tasks out of the way
quickly and efficiently.

What does Jade 3 do?
Everything required by the tradesman: job
estimating and quotations; control and
reporting of job costs; job profit or loss

analysis: employee productivity reports:

invoicing, charge up, quotes, progress claims.

escalations: pricebook and inventory tile;

accounts receivable: bill of materials.

Would Jade 3 save me time, money?
Absolutely! Jade 3 can find information,
compare it. compute it, change it faster and
more accurately than doing these jobs by
hand. Which makes job costing a breeze, not a
chore.

Jade 3 cuts cost, reduces paperwork and
improves productivity in your business while
you get on with being a tradesman.

Available from IBM Product Centres and authorised IBM dealers
System 'equirements I28K RAM. DOS lany version) one dish drive or hail

CIA Ltd P.O. Box 12-571. Auckland
Telephone (09(665-561
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Econet
network
in action
By Pip Forer

In June, we looked at the general
outline of Econet and in July we
reviewed the 6502 second processor.
This month we see what happens when
the two meet in the form of a level II

Econet file server.

This should be of interest to schools
thinking of upgrading their network, but
has wider interest to BBC users
interested in machine communication or

the likely form of future Acorn disk-

operating systems. Apple has upgraded
its faithful DOS 3.3 operating system to

an enhanced product, PRO-DOS. When
Acorn does the same to its inelegant but
fast DOS the Econet file server may act

as a model.
The file server on Econet II consists of

a dedicated BBC microcomputer with a

second processor and one or two disk

drives. To turn this from a normal two-
processor machine into a file server

requires booting a program on the normal
DOS that alters the entire character of

the machine.
For a start, it treats disks differently.

While still identically formatted as
80-track disks, the disks for the file

server do not distinguish between
separate disk sides but manage the
entire disk as one storage area. Further

more the information on files is stored
differently. In place of the limit of 31 files

with eight-letter names of normal DOS
the network disks can hold considerably
more files with what are effectively

almost indefinite name length. Out, too,

goes the rigid use of space on the disk

and the need to compress disks every so
often with "COMPACT. The Econet
server reserves, frees, and allocates

space in a much more flexible way.
The most notable thing for the user is

the fact that Econet II offers a complete,
hierarchical file structure. It also has a

security system for determining who can
even get to use the disk. To access the

file server the user must log in at a

remote machine with the command "I

AM ZOG (or JUAN, or PETER, or

whatever you have as a user name). The
user is then put into a directory. A
directory is a working area of the disk

containing one or more files, and maybe
other directories. As a management tool

for the disk this is an excellent

arrangement since similar files (say

programs) can be held in dedicated
directories.

Since any directory can have a

10-letter name, and any file the same, it

becomes possible to provide memorable
and meaningful names for all the files on

a disk. With lots of users sharing a disk,

as happens on a network, directories

provide private work spaces on the disk

for specific users. In fact if ZOG (or

JUAN or PETER) had a directory on the

disk the file server would drop them into

it as soon as they logged on.

The file server does two jobs. One is

simply handling the disk and its files.

Here it is acting like an enhanced DOS.
However, it also has to act as
intermediary in sharing the disk between
several users. It does this by allocating

caches of its memory for buffers for each
user on the network. If someone opens a

file or loads a program the file server

notes whom the user is, opens the file

and loads part of it into that particular

user's buffer area in its own RAM. It is

constantly scanning to see who sends
file requests and administering the

buffers accordingly.

GEOGRAPHERS TEST
NETWORK OF 8

One advantage of the buffers is that

disk access is reduced since frequently

accessed parts of files will still be in the
server's buffers. Since memory access
to a buffer is much faster than disk

access this can speed up the entire

operation severalfold. The file server also

controls who is reading or writing to a file

at any time. Any number of people can
read from a file simultaneously, but only
one (naturally enough) is allowed to

write to it and update it at once.

The main problem with networks is

usually that their performance degrades
under heavy use as too many people
compete for disk and network wire
facilities. How does Econet stand up to a
laboratory test? Over the last month we
have tested an eight-station network
fairly rigorously at the Geography
Department at the University of
Canterbury. In general, we have found
the following to be true. With eight
stations we have experienced fast
access and no degradation with tasks
requiring low-intensity of disk use. A
class loading a simulation or spreadsheet
program from disk and occasionally
accessing a file of data works well with
each user hardly knowing that the
network is there. A programming class or

people running independent simulations
has this sort of work-pattern which
would also be typical of current school
use.

The worst possible case occurs when
everyone wants to use the network file

server at once. Access to sequential data
files is currently handled rather slowly,
and if eight stations are all suddenly
wanting to read a data file with, say, a
quiz exercise in it as lines of text, the
wait can be more appreciable. This
seems to be a function of the file server's
routines for handling sequential strings
and is likely to improve with system
updates.
However, a solution is at hand right

now in terms of the machine routines
available through Econet. One of these
allows block transfers of memory from
within disk files. When our quizzing
authoring program was rewritten using
this technique the disk loading time for a

single user was cut dramatically to a
state where the eight network users
were getting faster service than a stand-
alone disk user would get.

This is significant, because it points to

the power of the advanced Econet
commands. As we noted before, the
fundamental software unit of the Econet
system revolves around memory
movement techniques using transmit

and receive blocks in particular machines
along with some very useful filing

system operating calls. Most of these are

available to any programmer and work
through OS calls independent of BASIC.

New Zealand's BBC computer specialists!!
We also sell Torch, Hewlett Packard (HP150) and Sega computers

TOWER
COMPUTING (N.Z.) LTD

P.O. Box 25-091 , Chrislchurch, Ph (03) 61-275

I RetuionReturn to TOWER COMPUTING (NZ) LTD
P.O. BOX 25-091 CHRISTCHURCH
I am interested in the following.

The G.S.L Winchester System
- 10 MB. Hard Disc

- 20 M.B. up to 200 M.B. Hard Disc

- The Tower Slim Line Disk Drives

- Your lull range ot BBC Micros.

Peripherals and Soltware

- Torch Computers & Coprocessors
- Hewlett Packard Computers
- Sega Computers
or phone Campbell Egen (03) 61-275

Name:

Position: _
Company/School:

Address:

Phone:
.

send me by return lull technical mlormat ion.
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BBC ZX81

The Econet Advanced Users Guide
details these very well. In general the
user establishes a small control block in

memory which points to another, larger

block that is to be sent or is to be
the area for receiving information.

Depending on the particular contents of

the control block and the routine called

different effects may occur, including

the wholesale 'theft' of an area of

someone's RAM or the imposition of

your RAM on someone else. In practice

the level II routines are very powerful,

easy for a programmer to use and very
fast. They should prove the foundation

for some exciting interactive class

exercises when software gets developed
further.

In general, Econet II in the flesh is a
well-pitched educational network with a

lot of potential. If its filing system
capabilities are a pointer to the next
Acorn DOS it would be a significant

advance. There are some outstanding
queries such as the arrangements for

printer sharing and sequential file access
speeds.

Just what is happening in these areas
will be reported back on. Meanwhile,
next month we look at data structures

in RAM and the use of indirection

operators, all of which is not quite as bad
as it sounds.

Subscribe today

Mastermind
The object of this 16K ZX81 adaption

of the peg board game known as

"Mastermind" is to solve the hidden
combination of four different digits that

will be picked up by computer. It has
been sent in by Michael Higham, aged
13, of Christchurch. After each guess
the computer will tell you how close you
are to the correct code. There are four

skill levels and as there are 840 possible

combinations on level 4 you will need a

lot of luck.

A picture of the board is shown and
instructions for playing are included in

the program. If you are unable to find the

code after six guesses then the game is

over and you have lost.

The program:
90-178:Prints board and instructions.

186-270: Routine for entering guesses.
350-439: Analysing of inputs.

455-570: Winning of game.
1000 1090: Skill level and combination
preparing.
2000-2060: End if you fail.

Note: The poke in line 80 makes the
bottom two lines on the screen available

for printing on.

l'~ RCn MRSTCRMIND BY II .HICHOM
*e rand
58 LET B* = "

S3 GOSUE 13*33
60 POKE 16*18,3
93 PRINT

ICO FOR fl=i TO 6

nrm
EN PRINT

. .1-3; RT *,11 .175 PRINT AT
LEMflB 23, "1
176 PRINT RT

113 PRINT
1S3 PRINT
133 PRINT
14-3 IF R;S THE*T
1S0 NEXT R
163 PRINT RT , *; "MRSTERMIND"
173 LET C»l
171 PRINT RT 2,17; "SKILL LEUEL »

" "TUBNs^C
D,17;"N11M8EBS LIS*M<
TO ";vJ
9.. 17; "2. CURSOR LEF

T" : RT 11, 17; "X: CURSOR RIGHT",
178 PRINT RT 13, 17; "TVPE IJBNTED

":TAB 32, "NUMBER"; TRE< 17; "PRESS
NEU-LINE";TRB 17; "UMEN READY"
183 DIM R<(*>
181 LET CC=1
182 IF C=2 THEN PRINT RT 19,16;

"B' CORRECT NUMBER";TRB 16; "CORRt
CT POSITION"; RT 82, 16; ": CORRECT
NUMBER"; TRB 18;"URONG P05ITION"
136 PRINT RT 26-Ci*,CC»3*l;R»(C

C>
193 LET I*=INKEY*
195 IF I*="X" THEN LET CC=CC»1
196 IF Ii="2" THEN LET CC=CC-1
21S IF CC=S THEN LET CC=1
223 IF CC»B THEN LET CC=*
225 IF INKEY*=CHR« 118 RND R»>"1233" THEN GOTO 353
233 PRINT RT 26 -C **, CC #3 + 1, C-HR*
(CODE R* (CO +128)
2*0 IF I*<"1" OR I»>STR« ij THEN
GOTO 182
8*5 PRINT RT 26-Cii , CC»3+1; I»68 LET R*(CC)=I*
270 GOTO 182
333 PRINT RT 13,16;"
360 LET Z» = ""

3.Z8 ^op X«S "TO *

Z*!*H" **"»=** IXJ THEN LET Z»«
~-i00 NEXT X
+31 IF B* (1) =R* (2.1 OR B*(l)-fl«l

3|, OR B*(1)=R*<4.' THEN LET Z»-2*
_*02 IF B* (2) =fl«(l) OR B*(2)=R«(al SR B*I8J=B*fi) THEN LET Z*-5«

-f ei2„ IF P* 13) =R*(1.> OR B* (3.1 =R» (
2). OR B*(3)=fl«<*) THEN LET Z»=Z«
4-0* IF e*(*)=A»(ll OR B*(*.1=R«(

=R*(3) THEN LET Z»=2*3 ) OR B * (4 .1

*26 IF LEN Z*<3 THEN PRINT RT a
S-C<4.,0: ZC
*30 IF LEN Z*>2 THEN PRINT RT £S-C**,0.:Z*( TO 2);TRB 0;Z$(3);*»9 IF LEN Z*>3 THEN PRINT Z*i*

hf4.1.mu l
FOR COMPUTER BOOKS

lVe have one of the largest ranges of
Computer Books in New Zealand
Books from CENTURY and other leading Computer
Publishing Specialists
Write for a copy of our Complimentary Catalogue
MAIL ORDER QUERIES/CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

• COMPUTERS AND YOUR CHILD
by Ray Hammond $19.95

— Plain Language Guide lor Parents.

• MICROMAN
by G. Pask and S. Curran $24.95

— Living and Growing with Computers.

• THE DATABASE PRIMER
by R. Deakin $19.95

— Storing and Using Information on Micros.

• THE ORIC HANDBOOK
by P. Lupton and F. Robinson $18.95

— Includes full details on new ORIC Rom.

• And many more — don't forget we will

order from overseas and supply
anywhere in N.Z.

• MICRO WARS ON THE COMMODORE 64
byH. Walwyn $18.95

• EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR THE
SPECTRUM
by Ian Murray $18.95

• BEST OF PCW : SOFTWARE FOR
THE SPECTRUM $18.95

• BEST OF PCW : SOFTWARE FOR THE
BBC MICRO $18.95

• 35 EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR THE
BBC MICRO
by I. Murray $21.95

Please allow min. $1.80 post and packing charges

BENNETTS BOOKSHOP (Special Interests)
P.O. BOX 138, PALMERSTON NORTH
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ZX81 ATARI
4-4.0 LET C=C + 1
141 IF 0*=B* THEN GOTO *SS
4-4-a ir C=7 THEN GOTO 2000
4.4.5 PRINT P.T 4. , 17 : "TURN-" ; C
4-50 IF R$<>B$ THEN GOTO 1S0
4-5S FOR Z = l TO SO
4-6S FftST
4.75 SLOU
479 NEXT Z
4B0 CL5
49Q PRINT RT O.IS ; "MASTERMIND";

i rb 10; ^^^^^^^^^^^™.«
495 PRINT RT 3 , 0; "CONGRRTULRTIO
*•• PgINT RT 5,B;"YOU TOOK " ; C•-
*505 IF COS THEN PRINT "S"
513 PRINT RT 7.0, "RT SKILL LCUC

L ":J-3
520 PRINT RT 9,0; "THE COHBINRTI

ON UR5 ";B*
530 IF J-3<4 THEN PRINT RT 11,0

; "NOU TRY R HRRPER SKILL LEVEL"
S40 PRINT ,, "PRESS R KEY TO PLR

V AGAIN"
560 IF INKEY» <>"•• THEN RUN
570 GOTO 56©
1000 CL5
1805 PRINT RT fl, 9. "HRSTERHINO";

T

RB 9; "i^——*••

1010 PRINT RT 10, 6, "SKILL LEVEL
1020 LET Ji=INKEY»
1030 IF J*<"1" OR J* > "4." THEN GOTO 1020
103S PRINT RT 10,6;
" SELECTED " , RT 12
IT"
104.0 LET JtUSL JJ +3
1050 FOR B = l TO 4-

1060 LET B$(S.'=STR*
* 1)
1061 IF B '- 1 THEN FOR F=I TO B-l
lO«S IF B>1 THEN IF B*IB)=B*IF)THEN GOTO IB^CH
1065 IF B>1 THEM NEXT F1O70 NEXT B
10S0 OLS
1090 RETURN
20O0 FOR R=l TO 232002 PRINT RT 3,16,"
S80J. NEXT fl

-:|10 PRINT RT 3,16, "VOU HRUE FRJ
3020 PRINT >VT 5, 16; "THE COnBINO".ION";TRB 16.. "IJR§ ",B*2O30 PRINT hT 20.17;"E
".;f=rr aa. IT! "TO Plsv RGBIN"
ri04.0 CKIMI VT 20,1 7, 'PRESS B KEV
i.QT aa„i7;"*=

fofc nun v, = "" ™'N eoT0 3*s*

If it's micro news in

Wellington — Phone
.

Pat Churchill 797-1 93
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Buy books

this month

Boyfriend

versus

dieting

ape
By Michael Fletcher

Donkey Kong is one of the new range
of Atari games that have just entered the

New Zealand market. These programs
are mostly arcade transformations and
are almost always supplied on
cartridges.

Donkey Kong is an arcade replica.

When I plugged the Donkey Kong
cartridge into my Atrai 400 I was very

surprised to see the excellent graphics

that made Donkey Kong such a hit in the

arcades so well portrayed on my humble
Atari computer. The graphics for the

legendary Mario is an arcade clone, the

girlfriend is as beautiful as ever, but the

evil Kong looked like he had been on a F

plan diet: for some reason this now
notorious ape looked a lot thinner than
he did in the arcade.
The game play for Donkey Kong is

simple: a gigantic ape has captured your
girlfriend and taken her to a building site

to hold her captive. You are Mario (a

heroic Italian) and it is your job to kill the

ape and rescue the girl. This is by no
means an easy task. The mighty Kong
will throw everything from flaming oil

barrels to rivet springs to stop you from
taking his prized possession.

There is an added bonus in Donkey
Kong for the Atari: a new level has been

Ladybird

Computer

Scric/...

If your family owns a computer or your children use one at school. Ladybird

have four new computer books you'll want your children to have.

These books will help your children learn basic computing principles while

still having fun.

Unbeatable value at $3.95 each, they are easy-to-read and full of step by step

instructions and bright, clear graphics.

Program listings are included in the series for use with the Sinclair

Spectrum', BBC 'B', and Electron machines.

Micros are Fun
Ideas for Micro Users
Projects for Programs
Micro Knowledge

only $3.95 each
available at your nearest

bookseller or computer stockist.

added making four levels instead of

three. The new level is one of the hardest

in the game. It consists of two conveyer
belts with pies and flaming barrels

running along them. The object of this

level is to travel along the conveyer belts

to a series of ladders, climb the ladders,

and then rescue your girlfriend at the top
of the screen.
The other three levels in Donkey Kong

are taken straight from the arcade -

these are the three famous stages: each
has a separate special name. They are -

the Barrel stage, the elevator screen, and
the rivet stage. These separate screens

are all very similar to the arcade original

and come within the Atari promise of the

closest arcade transformation possible.

One of my gripes about Atari Donkey
Kong is that after completing the first

two levels on the easiest stage the game
always returns to the first screen (the

barrel stage). This is annoying as the

barrel stage is a very easy screen to lose

a life.

The sound for Donkey Kong is quite

impressive. It really shows off how 16
octaves can affect the theme of a cute

game. Donkey Kong really has a very

catchy tune that plays throughout the

entire game. This music enhances the

over all theme of Donkey Kong by adding

to the melodrama.
Donkey Kong is supplied on an easy-

to-use 16K cartridge. This format
unfortunately adds a considerable chunk
to the price, which is $89.95. But this

program is really one of the best from
Atari.

Word processor

The Atari Writer is a new word
processor for the range of Atari home
computers. It is simple to use and yet it is

just as easily suited for use in a business
situation as it is for home use.
One of the good points of the Atari

Writer is that it is supplied on an easy to

Turn to page 76

THE SOURCE
for Computer Books
We deal with hundreds
of publishers world-wide,

ensuring that even if the
computer book you
require is not in our

extensive stock at present,

we can get it for you.
Further to Go, More to See

#

university Drive, ILAM.

ph 488579. Private Bag,
Christchurch
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MAIL ORDER
HARDWARE &
SOFTWARE
Best range available in

N.I. for home computers

ZX81

ZX SPECTRUM

ELECTRON

VIC20

CBM64

BBC

Plus a wide range of
peripherals

Join our mail listing for

updated specials and
prices

(Please state which model)

.:.x-xo:ox-:x: :•:-:-: ::'::-:-:':v:':->Xv':-.-.v:';v.v:v.'.v.-.'.';

Mail Orders Welcome

. BANKCARD - VISA - CASH PRICES

K'RD
Computer

65 PITT St., AUCKLAND
Ph. 399-655
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POLY

Polys in

action at

Rotorua
By Derek Williams and Linda
Slater-Hayes, of Rotorua Boys'
High School.
Over the last couple of years, we at

Rotorua Boys' High and three other
schools in the district under the same
board have participated in phase two of a

great experiment: the birth of a New
Zealand computer for education.

At the beginning of 1981, a three-

member committee was established by
the Rotorua High Schools Board to

investigate computerised systems as

both teaching and administrative aids.

The committee had at its disposal a

generous gift from the Ngati Whakaue
people which enabled it to consider two
inter-dependent systems: a centrally

located mainframe linked to networks of

10 linked microprocessors in each of the

four schools.

All members of the committee had
extensive and diverse experience with
computers. Each school also volunteered

one staff member familiar with
computers to provide specifications

relating to how their colleagues thought
such equipment could be best used in

their school.

The criteria arrived at for the system
included:

1

.

To provide an advanced teaching aid

for the classroom.
2. To enable school administration

systems to be set up.

3. To allow the board office to update
and maintain its financial and accounting
procedures.
4. Ability of the microprocessors in the

four schools to interface with a central

mainframe administrative system in the

board office.

Educational criteria included:

1

.

Good computer programs to provide a

high level of computer-aided learning

(C.A.L.).

2. Maximum ease of use by students.

3. Ability for teachers to control the
presentation.

4. Instructional material to have
maximum impact - e.g. colour.

5. More advanced students to be able to

write programs so that they could
embark on exploratory learning.

Twenty-two companies were invited

to tender. Of these, 12 tenders and six

proposals were received. Only two
companies, Prime and Polycorp, were at

that time able to demonstrate either the

ability to satisfy these criteria, or the
willingness to do so. Subsequent
developments have amply justified the
decision to accept these two proposals.

In this article we shall confine ourselves
to the educational experience with the

Poly, leaving our administrative

computing experience with Prime for

another article.

Not only did we receive tremendous
support from Polycorp during the
implementation period, but we have
since had two vast improvements in the

operating system with many advanced
features, all under the umbrella of the
original deal. Highly significant advances
are at present in preparation.

At the beginning of term one, 1982,
we received a temporary allocation of

four Polycorp microprocessors. We
waited impatiently for our entitlement

from the 41 ordered altogether and in

mid-March the system arrived. This

consisted of 10 "Polys", two disk

drives, an Epson MX100 printer, and of

course, the "floppy disks". These were
either for programming (e.g. for our
seventh-form applied maths course and
for clubs) or contained Poly courseware
in computer awareness, science,

geography, farming and typing - to get
C.A.L. under way.

COMPUTER CLUB
RUSHED
We were also in a position to start the

Computer Club. The response was so
great that we limited membership
initially to boys of the fifth, sixth, and
seventh forms and started five separate

clubs, one for each lunchtime.

Membership was also limited to those
boys who wanted to learn programming.
The many who just wanted to play

computer games provided on Poly's

Games disk had to miss out. Needless to

say, pupils' early programming efforts

were often in writing their own games,
some so sophisticated as to merit

addition to the games menu.
The staff in charge of each club taught

the pupils the elements of programming
in POLYBASIC (a very powerful form of

the BASIC programming language) and
the boys soon learned their way around
the keyboard and system. Several of the
seventh formers became so competent
that we allowed them to open up the

computer room themselves and so
initiate regular before and after school
sessions, in addition to the lunchtime
clubs.

As with all interests, it was soon
obvious which pupils were becoming
competent programmers and some of

our members drifted off. Their places

were soon taken up by several of the

younger boys who had nagged so

continuously throughout the year to be
allowed to join the club.

In 1983, the club continued to grow
and in fact became self-perpetuating as

the more experienced pupils taught the

younger ones. The computer awareness
course expanded and developed into a

really meaningful addition to the
curriculum and the staff, even those with

no computer experience, began, at first

hesitantly, to bring their classes along for

C.A.L.
As 1 984 progresses we notice several

staff showing interest in Poly's authoring

languages. Polytas is a particularly
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A Poly in use at Rotorua Boys' High

popular aid in writing class tests. It

allows the teacher options of tutorial

pages, multichoice, true/false, matching,
and completion questions.

MESSAGES IN

THE NETWORK
The Poly offers Omegasoft Pascal and

PolyBASIC programming languages, and
6809 Assembly Language. 6809
routines can be embedded either directly

or in one or more strings in any of the
high level languages offered. Authoring
languages include Pilot, Pro-Forma,
Polytas, Polygen, and the 6809 Text
Processor. The Poly operating system is

compatible with the Proteus recently
introduced by Progeni.

Other features include the ability to
send messages from one Poly to another
in the network or broadcast one program
to the entire chain. Each Poly can
operate in stand-alone mode or as an
independent unit linked to the system or

the mainframe. It is possible, without
any rewiring or rearrangement to have
for example, some pupils in standalone
mode, others in programming mode (i.e.

reading from and writing to disk), and
still others doing prepared courseware
selected from a menu program which
automatically loads with the system.
The text editor is organised so that

left-right up-down cursor movement can
be controlled without the need to resort

to escape keys. No matter where along a
line of up to 255 characters the cursor
may be, the entire line is read. Nor does.

cursor movement wipe out any
characters displayed. Line and character
insert and delete keys make editing a
dream. All the other function keys are
given meaningful names such as
"HELP", "CALC", "NEXT", "BACK",
"REPEAT", "PAUSE", "EXIT" and
"ENTER" (carriage return). Both upper
and lower-case characters are
recognised for all reserved words and
DOS commands, and are available

simultaneously on any text screen. The
numeric keypad can be programmed or

used as a calculator during the execution
of a program. DOS utilities can be
executed from within a program without
leaving program control.

Five superimposed text and graphics
screens can be independently or
simultaneously displayed, split and/or
scrolled with over sixty variations of the
basic eight colours. Seven half-intensity
backgrounds are also supplied.
Meaningful graphics commands like

"DRAW", "FILL", etc, make it very
easy for anyone to produce animated
pretty pictures and even sophisticated
revolving geometrical displays.

Whole or partial text and graphics
screens can be saved from any Poly in

the network straight on to or loaded from
any one of a gang of up to four chained
8in disk drives (or the multi-megabyte
mainframe) and/or sent to the printer

with one simple command. Any serial,

random, graph, or graphics data file can
be read simultaneously by all Polys in the
chain and random data files can be open
on 1 2 channels for both read and write
on any number of Polys.
Although we bought the Polys for

educational use, utilities are available for

a host of administrative tasks such as
printing class attendance registers,

timetables, reports, and so on. Maths,
English and other languages, music,
technical drawing, economics,
accounting, history, and many others
have since been added to the
increasingly abundant courseware
provided. We are nearing completion of a
teachers' program writer which enables
any person to write a program with
absolutely no programming language!
Also to come is a student learning centre
- but more of this in a future article.

UNBEATEN 1 YEAR - 1 MONTH - 1 DAY GUARANTEE - Instant Replacement

UNBEATABLE BACK-UP SERVICE - "HOT LINE" SUPPORT
w-EiNo stamp,

| mmsm spectrum - genieO Box 8100 Christchurch^ Phone: (03) 488-519

Name

Address emo„S S> - AT LAST!!! - (!*"<^"^ DISC FILE BINDERS
10 LEAF — 20 POCKET

: :c l4 -n, ,
-, T V \ HOLD 30-40 DISCS

SAFE CLEAR EASY TO GET AT
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Getting

the act

together
By Alex and Barbara Bridger

In 1983 there was a proliferation of

computers in the under-$1000 range.
The Spectravideo 318 stood out among
these with a very favourable price —
performance ratio and a number of

interesting features. Bits & Bytes
published an extensive review of this

machine in the December, 1983, issue

but it is probably worth while to repeat
the following key facts.

The Spectravideo 318 uses a Z80A
microprocessor for the CPU, which runs
at a clock speed of 3.6MHz. It has a 32K
Super Extended Microsoft BASIC
resident in ROM and 32K programmable
RAM, of which 16K is set aside for

display information - the VRAM. It is

also expandable up to a machine useful
in a small business with disk drives,

CP/M compatibility, parallel interface (for

a printer), and serial interface for

modems or networks.
Spectravideo seemed to keep a rather

low profile after receiving good reviews
when it was first released but that is now
changing as users get to grips with their

machines. The June issue of Bits & Bytes
saw the first Spectravideo program
printed and there will be more in future

issues. Computer Distributors, Ltd, in

Auckland, has held a competition for

software and a user group has been
formed in Wellington. (Anyone
interested in joining should send $10 to

the secretary, Don Stanley, c/o
Epidemiology Unit. Wellington Hospital.

Meetings are held monthly and the first

newsletter has been produced which has
a number of tips and tricks.)

The Spectravideo 318 sports a

distinctive looking built-in joystick and its

suitability as a games computer is

enhanced with the commands available

to form and manipulate sprites and to

use input from joystick movements. It is

possible to write reasonable games
without resorting to machine language.
The joystick is also quite convenient for

program editing.

However, the documentation could be
improved. There is no index to the user's
manual, there is insufficient explanation
of some functions, and no mention of

others. And there are inaccuracies. The
short program to demonstrate sprite

movement and trigger input is

incomplete and has errors. A correct
version follows:

Corrected proqrame from S
V31B & SV328 Manual Chapter
12.

70 - BITS & BYTES - Augusi 1984

10 COLOR 15,1,12
20 SCREEN 1,2
30 REM This part reads in th
e sprites
40 FOR T=l TO 8
50 READ A*
60 S*=S$+CHR*<VAL("&b"+A*))
70 NEXT T
80 SPRITE$(1)=S*
90 FOR T=l TO 8
100 READ B*
110 Lr»=U«+CHR«(VAL("8cb"+B*))
120 NEXT T
130 SPRITE*<2)=U»
140 REM This sets the initia
1 conditions of the sprite.
150 X=128:Y=96
152 STRIB(0)ON
155 PUT SPRITE 1,<X,Y),9,1
160 D=STICK(0)
170 F=STRIB(0)
180 REM this section makes t
he sprite move.
185 IF FOO THEN BOSUB 460
200 IF D=l THEN X=X:Y=Y-1
210 IF D=2 THEN X=X+1:Y=Y-1
220 IF D=3 THEN X=X+1:Y=Y
230 IF D=4 THEN X=X+1:Y=Y+1
240 IF D=5 THEN X=X:Y=Y+1
250 IF D=6 THEN X=X-1:Y=Y+1
260 IF D=7 THEN X=X-1:Y=Y
270 IF D=8 THEN X=X-1:Y=Y-1
275 PUT SPRITE1,(X,Y),9,1
280 SOTO 160
300 DATA 00011000
310 DATA 00011000
320 DATA 00011000
330 DATA 00011000
340 DATA 00011000
350 DATA 00111100
360 DATA 00111100
370 DATA 01111110
380 DATA 00010000
390 DATA 00010000
400 DATA 00101000
410 DATA 00101000
420 DATA 00111000
430 DATA 00000000
440 DATA 00000000
450 DATA 00000000
460 FOR I=Y-3 TO -20 STEP-2
470 PUT SPRITE 0, (X,I),9,2
480 NEXT I

490 RETURN

SOME TIPS ON
FUNCTIONS

A useful function BIN$(exp) which
converts a number to a binary string is

omitted from the list of string functions
in the BASIC Reference Guide. The
example of the PSET statement in

Chapter 5 has the row and column
numbers reversed, etc. However, a new
book should become available in August
and a full Spectravideo Basic Manual
should be available soon. Moonshine
Computers has been helpful with
assistance for Spectravideo's BASIC.

There are a number of special
CONTROL characters which facilitate

full screen editing. Among the most
useful are:

CTRL E - erases the line from current
cursor position to the end, but the erased
line is not lost until ENTER is pressed.

CTRL B — moves the cursor back to
the start of the previous word.
CTRL F moves the cursor forward to

the start of the next word.
CTRL N — positions the cursor at the

end of the line.

A full list is given in the Basic Quick
Reference Guide.
There are 10 function keys which can

easily be assigned different commands
to aid in programming and debugging
when particular commands are being
repeated often. For example, typing in

KEY 1 , list 200-300 means that pressing
F1 and ENTER will result in a listing of

lines 200-300.
When a function key is required to

execute immediately, ie. without ENTER
being pressed, add CHR$(13) to the
command. For example, typing in KEY 4,

cload +CHR$(13) will result in the
loading in of the next program from the
datasette (if the play switch is

depressed).
All the editing commands can be

programmed into function keys by
finding the ASCII code (n) in Appendix A
of the user's manual for the appropriate
character and executing chr$(n)eg CTRL
H = ASCII 8 so entering KEY 2,CHR$(8)
enables a CTRL H by pressing F2. (This
back spaces, deleting the character on
left of cursor.) The default functions of
the keys are displayed at the bottom of
the screen. This display can be deleted
by SCREEN 0, or reinstated by SCREEN
0, 1.

The debugging aid, TRON, results in a
printing of line numbers, enclosed in

brackets, as they are executed in the
program. TROFF stops the listing. These
two commands need to be placed
immediately before and after a problem
area to detect the sequence of program
execution. Also, PRINT CHR$(7) can be
used to give a beep to check that a
particular part of a program has been
executed.

The ON ERROR GOTO (line number)
statement can be used for error trapping
routines and is also a useful debugging
aid e.g. the following statements can be
incorporated into a program which will

then print out the error number and line

number in which any errors occur.
10 ON ERROR GOTO 500
500 G= ERR:H= ERL
510 CLS:LOCATE 50,50
520 PRINT G;H
The DRAW command is useful for

drawing shapes but the graphics pointer
must first be set at the location where
you require the DRAWing to start. This
can be done by the statement PSET (x,y)

where x is the column and y the row of

the appropriate position.

When in SCREEN mode VPOKE w,z
can be used to print a letter on the
screen. Z is the code for the letter and w
is a number in the range to 959 and
determines the position the letter is

printed. (Note: This code is a bit different

to APPENDIX A). VPOKE w.z can also be
used to put the graphics symbols on the
screen, here z is in the range 1 92 to 243.

Topics for future articles include sprite

movement and STICK and STRIG
functions.
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Elusive quality

caught
"Programming the Apple II in

BASIC/' by Paul Tebbe.
Prentice-Hall, $38.15.
Reviewed by Carol Miles.

Of the dozens of books available

on Applesoft BASIC, few have that

elusive quality of readability! Paul

Tebbe's book is clear, and concerns
itself not only with the essentials of

producing a functioning program,
but also with producing a program
which is itself as readable as the text

and which, in its turn, produces
readable output (i.e., is formatted).

Short chapters of five to eight

pages are typical, with a set of

carefully prepared problems
(answers at the back). Each chapter

takes up a separate point of

programming in Applesoft. A nice

touch is the short summary of

procedures to be employed before

and after the details of any command
structure.

Especially pleasing is his

presentation of handling random and
sequential access data files. This is

done in an extremely clear fashion —

••:•:•:•:•:•:•>:•:•:.'••:•:•...;•.•;•..

as if this were the core of the book,

prepared first but incorporated mid-

text as chapter 12. The emphasis is

not on mathematics, and procedures
involving more than simple counting

or algebra are relegated to an

appendix.
I recommend it as an excellent

book for the beginner or the student

taking a short course in BASIC. The
New Zealand price is not

unreasonable compared with other

computer books, but more than $38
is far in excess of what one would
expect on an exchange-rate basis.

Binding is of good quality paper with

sewn signatures glued in a soft

(paper) cover.

As always, with any book on
computing, it should be used rather

than just read, with your Apple

computer at hand.

A mixed bag
"The Spectrum Book of

Games" by Mike James, S.M.
Gee & Kay Ewbank Granada.
146pp, $19.95. Reviewed by
Martin Downey.
This book contains listings of 21

games all written in BASIC. Each is

accompanied by a sample of the
screen display, instructions for

playing and some brief programming
details. This means you can learn

something about programming as
you enter the programs. That is

certainly the advantage of typing in

programs rather than just buying the
cassettes.

However, don't expect games of

the quality of the "Horace" series as
those are written in machine code
and are considerably longer than the
programs in this and similar books.
But the games are certainly playable
and most make use of colour
graphics and sound.
Of the 21 games eight are

worthwhile, eight are mediocre and
five are just "fillers". My favourite is

"Spectrum Smalltalk", a simple but
elegantly programmed version of

computer psychiatrist. The programs
vary in length from about 80 to just

ove 200 lines. All are clearly laid out
and well documented.

If you just enjoy playing games,
save your money for a good piece of

cassette software. If you're
interested in writing your own games
as well, this book is probably a good
place to start.

Beyond
Basic

i

Structured Basic
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BEYOND BASIC
A beginner's guide to assembly language

programming using the easy-to-use BASIC
assembler built into the BBC Micro. Major topics

include computer arithmetic; recursive

programming; how to increase the vertical screen

resolution; moving three-dimensional graphics; an
intelligent disassembler.

BBC $25.50 SOFTWARE PACK ALSO
AVAILABLE $46.00

STRUCTURED BASIC
A step-by-step guide to writing well

structured programs in BASIC. This boQk

assumes that you can already write simple

programs in BASIC and shows you how to

write programs that are easy to control, test

and extend, and which take far less time to

prepare than in any other way.

BBC $25.50

SOFTWARE PACK ALSO AVAILABLE.

PITMAN PUBLISHING NEW ZEALAND
PO BOX 38-688, PETONE
PO BOX 2107, AUCKLAND
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COMPUTER
BOOKS
Our Best Seller on

BASIC:

YOUR FIRST BASIC
PROGRAM:

Requires no previous compuier
experience. Will teach you the basics

of BASIC — most popular compuier

language.

Sybex $19.95

VIC 20 FOR KIDS OF
ALL AGES:

29 practical exciting programming
steps to computer literacy. Includes

music, still & moving graphics, word
game, and much more.

Wiley Self Teaching Guide S24.95

ALL ABOUT 1-2-3:

All the information needed to

evaluate 1-2-3. Explore the incredible

versatility of 1-2-3 with examples of

how people use it & what they use

it for.

dilithium $22.50

AN APPLE FOR KIDS:
Using .an individualised, self pacing

approach encourages creative

programming as well as good
programming techniques,

dilithium $17.95

PRACTICAL PASCAL FOR
MICRO COMPUTERS:

Emphasises practical programming.

Learn Pascal in a thorough and

disciplined way. Includes dozens of

useful subroutines for graphics, word
& data processing.

Wiley Self Teaching Guide $33.95

All these available from booksellers

or:

AUSTRALIA &
NEW ZEALAND BOOK CO

PRIVATE BAG
TAKAPUNA, AUCKLAND 9

PH (09) 444-5346

BOOKS
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Please send me your free newsletter.

FROM:
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Keeping it

simple

"VIC-20: 50 Easy-to-Run
Computer Games" by Edward
Burns. Sams, 122pp, $12.50.
Reviewed by Steven Darnold.

Beginners often spend many hours
typing in lengthy, complex programs
from listings in books and
magazines. Such efforts, however,
are likely to be frustrating. Most
beginners make numerous errors as

they enter a program, and they

simply don't know what to do when
it fails to run.

The solution is for beginners to

start with simpler programs which
are easier to debug. Then, as they
become more experienced, they can
move on to more complicated
listings. In this respect, "50 Easy-to-

Run Computer Games" is ideal for

beginners. The listings are short and
easy to read, and beginners will need
only a few minutes to type in an

entire program. If they have made
any mistakes, they have to search
through only a few lines.

At 25 cents per program, this book
is good value for money. However, it

is only suitable for beginners.
Despite the comments on the cover,

the programs are not "packed with
excitement" and they are not "good
entertainment". The listings are very
short, and there is simply no room for

developing interesting ideas or

displaying interesting graphics and
sound. Nevertheless, the programs
are sufficiently entertaining to

reward the beginner for effort.

Pleasant &
thorough
"The BBC Micro for

Beginners" by Seamus Dunn
and Valerie Morgan. Prentice
Hall, $26.90. Reviewed by Pip

Forer.

The number of books offering an
introduction to the BBC micro-
computer is now considerable.
These include a variety covering
specific topics such as assembler,
graphics, sound, structured
programming techniques and
interfacing. There are also the
general guides — this book is one of
them.

One might initially question
whether such general works are
useful given that the standard BBC
User's Guide is a classic of its sort in

providing a general background
while the experienced user will head
for guidance on more closely defined
topics from specialist books.
Certainly, the reasons for buying a
poor general text are few.

Nonetheless, there is always a gulf

between the best of machine
manuals (which must be useful
above all else as ongoing reference
texts) and a book written specifically

to lead the initiate through the first

steps of competence.

Dunn and Morgan is valuable
because it covers this form of

assistance in a pleasant and
thorough manner. Throughout the
text, the authors provide plenty of
examples and posers against which
to test your progress and they give

an even coverage of the major
components of the system.
The examples used are not

outstandingly original but they are

coherent and emphasise the
practical uses to which many of the
BBC's features can be applied. As a

general introduction I would rate this

quite highly — probably above Cryer
and Cryer, an early frontrunner, also

from Prentice-Hall.

The book is nicely produced and
apart from a tacked-on final chapter
called "In The Classroom" (which is

transparently an attempt to woo a
particular market sector but is in

fact, a hindrance to the book overall,

a valuable guide. If you want an
initial starter on the capabilities of

the BBC computer, Dunn and
Morgan scores well.

Ufflfflm

Specialists in

COMPUTER
BOOKS
Over 1000 titles

in stock
phone on wR,TE

„,SABANKCftRD
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CDfTlPLJTfiSHDP.
For all products from Dick Smith Klectronics including:

CHALLENGER, CAT, andVZ200 c
SS!ies

d

We offer a friendly, unbeatable back-up service

CALL OR WRITE TO:

KANE AGENCIES LTD $$$$&*,
OPEN FROM 9am to 9pm WEEKDAYS, and 9am to 5pm SAT.

All orders despatched promptly, freight free!

Subscribe to:

The Electric Apple
New Zealand's only monthly magazine devoted entirely to the Apple
and Apple compatible Computers. Gain access to International

Apple Core disks, and Apple Technical notes. $30/12 issue

subscription.
Contact Noel Bridgeman

P.O. Box 3105 New Plymouth

WANT HIGH QUALITY SOUND
FOR YOUR SINCLAIR SPECTRUM?

0NLY $39.95AN EASY-TO-FIT UNIT
GIVES AMPLIFIED SOUND
THRU' YOUR T.V. S2.50 P.&P.)

P.O. Boxl02,
WAITARA RnvTRonics
RECOVERED COMPUTER PARTS

OLD MAINFRAMES DON'T DIE — they get recycled!

Switching and Linear power supplies, Power Transformers, Electrolytes,

Steppermotors, FHP Motors, Fans, RFI/EMI Filters 1 amp-1 50 amp,
Rectifiers, Power Transistors, Heatsinks.

And many other components salvaged from mainframe computers.

Phone (04) 687-277 or write Box 30-028 Lower Hutt with SAE tor lists.

COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE
for MICRO-COMPUTERS

Software division of the Micro-Bus New Zealand Ltd

Software consultants
P.O. Box 2489, Auckland. Phone (09) 486-452 (24 Hour answerphone)

Our name is our business

CASSETTE 50
FROM CASCADE

50 Games on one cassette for

C64 Vic 20 and Spectrum

It is impossible to tell you everything

about the 50 games on CASSETTE 50
but they include many types such as

maze, arcade, missile, tactical, and
logic games to suit most tastes in

computer game playing.

CASSETTE 50 will appeal to people of

all ages and the games will provide

many hours of entertainment for all the

family at a fraction of the cost of other

computer games. ONLY $35

Write for details to:

YOUNG GENERATION ELECTRONICS

P.O. BOX 61

8

PAPAKURA

COMMODORE 64

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
HIRE PURCHASE
lOO Contracts - calculates
rebatable & penalty interest.

Single disk. $299

PAYROLL
118 employees - mixed pay
periods - full tax calculations
- banking & cash breakdown.
Single disk. $299

TIME & COST
320jobs - 47 employees or

cost stations. Job selective

printing. $299

Write for details to James Electronics,

Box 527, Thames, Ph 86-893 or contact
your nearest Commodore 64 dealer.

COMMODORE 64

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
DE BTOR'S LEDGER
" 500customers - 3000
transactions per month.
Single disk. $299

CASH BOOK
150 payment codes - 50
deposit codes - full analysis

by code. Bank reconciliation.

$180

GENERAL LEDGER
250 definable codes.
Compiles trial balance. $160

Write for details to James Electronics.

Box 527, Thames, Ph 86-893 or contact
your nearest Commodore 64 dealer.
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Algorithm: A list of instructions fot carrying out some

process step by step.
Applications program: A program written to carry out

a specific job, for example an accounting or word
processing program.

Array: A data type found in high level languages,
which is stored in a contiguous block of memory.
Accessed by the array name and an index making
it easier to process groups of data in many
situations.

ASCII: American Standard Code for Information

Interchange. An 8-bit code.

BASIC: Beginners' All-purpose Symbolic Instruction

Code. The most widely used, and easiest to

learn, high level programming language for

microcomputers.
Baud: Speed of transferring data, measured in bus

per second.
Binary: The system of counting in Ts and O's used

by all digital computers. The 1's and O's arc

represented in the computer by electrical pulses.

either on or off.

BIOS: Basic input/output system.
Bit: Binary digit. Each bit represents a character in a

binary number, that is either a 1 or 0. The number
2 equals 10 m binary and is two bits.

Block graphics: Chunky graphics, built up in small

blocks rather than fine points.

Boot: To load the operating system into the

computer from a disk or tape. Usually one of the
first steps in preparing the computer for use.

Short for bootstrap.

Buffer: An area of memory used for temporary
storage while transferring data to or from a

peripheral such as a printer or a disk drive.

Bug: An error in a program.

Bus: Also called a trunk or highway a path on
which several parts of a computer system may
be connected so that signals can be passed
between them.

Byte: Eight bits. A letter or number is usually

represented in a computer by a series of eight

bits called a byte and the computer handles these

as one unit or "word".
CAL: Computer Aided Learning CAL programs are

written to take different actions on different

student answers.
Card: In hardware, a circuit board.

COT: An abbreviation for International Telegraph
and Telephone Consulting Committee. A
standard maker.

Chip: An integrated circuit on a single crystal of semi-

conductor, far smaller than fingernail si*e.

CMOS: Transistor technology when a pair of

transistors of opposite type are used together.

Means low power use.
Computer language: Any group of letters, numbers,

symbols and punctuation marks thai enable a

user to instruct or communicate with a

computer.

Courseware: Name for computer programs used in

teaching applications.

cpi: Means character per inch. A common way of

describing character density, i.e., how close

together characters are in printers.

CP/M: An operating system for Z80 based machines.
It is by far the most widely used DOS for 280
based machines and there is an extremely large

software base for it. See also disk operating

systems.
cps: Characters per second. A common way of

describing speed in printers.

Cursor: A mark on a video that indicates where the

next character will be shown, or where a change
can next be made.

Daisywheel printer: A printer in which the letters are

formed by impact of. a letter on a disk rotated

until the required character is in position.

Descender: The "tail" of the letters, g. j, p, q. and y.

Disk: A flat, circular magnetic surface on which the

computer can store and retrieve data and
programs. A flexible or floppy disk is a single 8
inch or 5 V* inch disk of flexible plastic enclosed in

an envelope. A hard disk is an assembly of

several disks of hard plastic material, mounted
one above another on the same spindle. The hard

disk holds up to hundreds of millions of bytes -

while floppy disks typically hold between
140.000 and three million bytes.

Disk drive: The mechanical device which rotates the

disk and positions the read/write head so
information can be retrieved or sent to the disk by
the computer.

Diskette: Another name for a 5 1
/* inch floppy disk.

Disk operating system: A set of programs that

operate and control one or more disk drives. See
CP.-M for one example. Other examples are

TRSDOS (on TRS 801 and DOS 3.3 (for Applesl.

DOS: See disk operating system.

Dot matrix: A type of print head, made up of a matrix

of pins. e.g. 8x8. When a character is to be
printed the appropriate pins push out and strike

the ribbon to paper forming the character.

Dot graphics; These graphics are individual screen

pixels. Used by either turning on or off one pixel.

Double-density: Floppy drives that store twice the

standard amount of data in the same space.

Dump: Popular term for sending data from a

computer to a mass storage device such as disks

Of tape.
EPROM: Erasable, user-programmable, readonly

memory.
File: A continuous collection of characters (or bytes!

that the user considers a unit Ifor example on
accounts receivable file), stored on a tape or disk

for later use.

Floppies: Thin plastic disks with a magnetic coating
used for storing information. Called floppies

because they are flexible.

Font: The complete character set of a style of letters.

Friction feed: A type of paper-feeding system for

printers: normal paper in a continuous sheet is

gripped between two friction rollers as on a
typewriter.

Handshaking: Transferring data across an interface.

Hardware: The computer itself and peripheral

machines for storing, reading in and printing out
information.

Hex: Abbreviation for hexadecimal notation, a
base- 16 numbering system convenient to use
with computers.

High-level language: Any English-like language, such
as BASIC, that provides easier use for untrained
programmers.

IEEE: A standardisation based on the Institute of

Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
Ink-jet printer: These printers form images by

spraying droplets of ink on to paper. Each droplet

is electrically charged and is deflected into the
required position by magnetic plates.

Input: Any kind of information that one enters into a
computer.

Interactive: Refers to the "conversation" or
communication between a computer and the

operator.

Interface: Any hardware, software system that links

a microcomputer and any other device.

I/O "Input/output".
Inverse video: When the background is coloured; e.g.

on a black and white screen white becomes
background and characters are written in black.

Justified: Printing is justified when the lines are flush

on the left and right sides.

K: The number 1024. Commonly refers to 1024
bytes. Main exception is capacity of individual

chips, where K means 1024 bits-

Kilobyte ior K): Represents 1024 bytes. For example
5K is 5120 bytes [5 x 10241.

LCD: Liquid-crystal display.

Line feed: A control code character found in the
ASCII character set. Its normal purpose is to
move the cursor down one line (on screen) or
move paper up one line (on printer!. Does not
return the cursor to the left-hand margin.

Lower case: Non-capital alphabetical letters.

Machine language: The binary code language thai a

computer can directly "understand".
Mainframe: The very large computers that banks and

other large businesses use are called

mainframes. Also in microcomputers the term is

sometimes used to describe the core of the
machine, i.e. the CPU plus memory.

Mass storage: A place in which large amounts of

information are stored, such as a cassette tape or
floppy disk.

Megabyte (or Mb): Represents a million bytes.

Memory: The part of the microcomputer that stores

information and instructions. Each piece of

information or instruction has a unique location

assigned to it within a memory.
Memory capacity: Amount of available storage

space, in Kbytes.

Menu: List of options within a program that allows

the operator to choose which part to interact

with (see Interactive). The options arc displayed

on a screen and the operator chooses one.
Microcomputer: A small computer based on a

microprocessor.
Microprocessor: The central processing unit or

"intelligent" part of a microcomputer. It is

contained on a single chip of silicon and controls

all the functions and calculations.

Minicomputer: Originally a computer that went with

a single equipment cabinet. Now a computer
between a microcomputer and a mainframe.
Note that the boundaries between mini's and the

classes on either side of it are unclear.

Modem: Modulator demodulator. An instrument that

connects a microcomputer to a telephone and
allows it to communicate with another computer
over the telephone lines.

Mother board: A large circuit board that has other

boards attached to it.

Network: An interconnected group of computers or

terminals linked together for specific

communications.
Output: The information a computer displays, prints

or transmits after it has processed the input. Sec
input and I/O.

Parallel interface: A type of communications
interface used mostly for printers. It sends a

whole character of data down eight (commonly)
lines, one bit down each line. The most common
type of parallel interface for printers is the

Centronics interface.

Pascal: A high-level language that may eventually

rival BASIC in popularity. It incorporates the form
of structured programmes.

PEEK: A command that examines a specific memory
location and gives the operator the value there.

Peripherals: All external input or output devices:

printer, terminal, drives etc.

Pixel: Picture element. The point on a screen in

graphics.

Plotter: An output device for translating information

from a computer into pictorial or graphical form
on paper or a similar medium.

POKE: A command that inserts a value into a specific

memory location.

Program: A set or collection of instructions written in

a particular programming language that causes a
computer to carry out or execute a given
operation.

RAM: Random access memory is the very fast

memory inside your computer. The access time
for any piece is the same. Your program and run-

time data are usually stored in RAM.
REM statement: A remark statement in BASIC. It

serves as a memo to programmers, and plays no
part in the running program.

Resolution: A measure of the number of points
(pixels) on a computer screen.

ROM: Read only memory. Any memory in which
information or instructions have been
permanently fixed.

Serial interface: A type of communications interface

used for a wide variety of purposes [printers,

terminals, telephone correction etc.). It uses a
minimum of two wires, and sends the data one
bit at a time down one wire. The most common
type of serial interface is RS232C.

Sheet feed: A type of paper feeding system normally
used for high-quality document printers. A
special device picks up a sheet of paper and
feeds it into friction rollers.

Software: Any programs used to operate a
computer.

Spike: A disturbance in the power supply an
unwanted pulse of short duration.

SP: Second processor.
Sprocket feed: See pin feed.
System: A collection of hardware and software

where the whole is greater that the sum of the
parts.

Tractor feed: A type of paper feeding system for

printers. Special computer paper with holes along
both sides is fed by the tractors gripping these
holes.

Word: A group of bits that are processed together by
the computer. Most microcomputers use eight or
16 bit words.

WP: Word processor.

A bit clearer

Some readers have reported
problems deciphering the. last few
lines of the Business Helper ZX81
program in our June issue. For those
still battling with it, here are the
offending lines:

6130 PRINT " + NON-OPERATING
INCOM E";TAB 23; "$";
6140 PRINT
6150 PRINT "NET PROFIT"; TAB 23;"
$"; (O+TOTAL) +SUN
7999 STOP
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Your chance
to win a
$1200 CAT

(The computer that is)

WWA1

It's simple! Just list your answers to the questions below and post to:

CAT Competition, Box 827, Christchurch
All entries must be received by September 3

(the winner will be announced in the October issue of Bits & Bytes)

Question I What kindofmicroprocessor does the CAT have? Question 5 What computer is the CA Tup to 96 per cent software

Question 2 How much RAM does the CA Thave inbuilt? compatible with ?

Question 3 How manyfunction keys does die CA Thave? Please explain in 100 words or less what you intend to use the

Question 4 Name three standardfee/lures ofthe CA T. CA Tfor ifyou win it.

DICK SMITH

ELECTRONICS

Sponsored by

and

#ff/l)'."""Hffl

BUS.. 6.
. .BVTES
N€iu zenirws

P6ASONAI COMPUTE MAGAZINE

Conditions of entry

The contest is not open
lo 0<ct< Smith Elociforv.es

and BITS & BYTES
employees ot me*
immediate families.

The judges decision is

final and no
cofrespondancc will no
entered into

All enuios must be
received by midnight.

September 3. 1984
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APPLE II El ROPI.IS. disk drive, BMC
monitor, joystick, variety of software. Highest
offer. Ph. Auckland 673-175.

WANTING: to contact people wiih'Wizzard'
computers. Contact: Greg Kroon. Pit 679-585

Auckland.

MICKOBEE:, Speclravideo joysticks $40.

S.A.E. for details. 14 Roys Road, Plimmerton.

M. VICKERS: of llowick. Please contact editor
of Bits & Bytes with your address.

FOR SALE: IS Minidisks lor S75. Ring Ed on
ChCh 557-484.

FOR SALE: ZX8I. I6K. power supply, joystick,

manuals and M/C games. Sell all SI 50. Graeme
Bowie, Morisons Bush, R.D.I, Greytown.

WANTED: Software or any info, for driving

stepper motors in X-Y plotter. Apple II BASIC"
or 6502 machine code.
Write W. Spence, 34 Weatherlv Rd. Auckland 10

or ph 403-8789 collect.

FOR SALE: System 80 computer with manuals
and lots of software S650.00 o.n.o. Phone Twizcl

749 or write to B. Rae, 1 Tekapo Drive, Twizel.

WANTED: Plans for modem suitable for C-64.
Ph ChCh 486-655 or write P. Gordon 46 Hinau
St, ChCh 4.

WATANABE: 4671 High-res digital plotter.

SI050. Apple Parallel interface for, SI50.
Microsoft 280 CP/M card with software, S400
o.n.o. Ph Rotorua 55-266 nights or write J.

Ralph, 20 Willow Ave, Rotorua.

Programming and other micro services available.

For details write to:

Mr J. W. Janscn.

3 Nash Parade,

Foxion Beach.

FOR SALE: HP82I6IA Digital Cassette Drive

($700 ono). HP82I63B Video Interface (S300

Olio), HP82I60A I1P-I1. Module (SI 50 ono). (All

for HP41C Calculator System). Contact: Colin
Southern, EECC, Longbank, RNZAF Base
Woodbourne. Blenheim, (or phone Blenheim
28511 e.\l 790).

COMPUCOLOUR II users contact R.W. Strain,

19 Warwick St., Wilton, Wellington 5. Phone
(04)753-326.

COMPUCOLOUR II hardware or any bits and
pieces wanted, particularly keyboards and/or
keyboard switches. Contact R.W. Strain, 19

Warwick St., Wilton. Wellington 5. Phone
(04)753-326.

FOR SALE: TRS-80 I6K and black & while

screen. Contact P. Corboy. c/o Te Awamutu
College. Price S450 o.n.o.

SINCLAIR ZX-81. Fixed price repair $38.00.

Guaranteed. No matter what the fault is. No
exclusions except for "tampered with" machines
which will be quoted on before repair. Machines
sent back post free anywhere. Send ZX-81 (with

a brief note) to MANLKAU COMPUTERS,
P.O. Box 76-310 Manukau City, Ph 266-5979.

M1CROKIDS — an open architecture program
for 6-11 year olds. Ten menu-driven programs
including maths drills, word and number games
and a Basic listing to enable users to make
changes. S20.00 to SPARTACUS MICRO. Box
II, Waihi.

SYSTEM 80 upgrades: 48K. clock speed up, fast

tape mode, internal disk controller. Repairs.
SAE for details. SPARTACIIS MICRO, Box II.

Waihi. Phone (08163) 7571.
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WANTED: One letter quality printer at a

reasonable price. Write R. McPhcrson, 639
Worcester St, Christchurch. Ph (03)895-431.

FOR SALE: OSI C1P Programmes Magic
Mountain, Touch Typing, Wizards City.

Contact R. McPherson, 639 Worcester St,

Christchurch. Ph (03) 895-431.

WANTED: General correspondence or to swap
public domain with any Apple or Apple
Compatible users. S. Shearman. Fairway Dr.

Kerikcri. Ph 79-882.

COMPUTER MAGAZINES: need back issues

of Computing Today (need May and Sep. 83.

Jan to April 82. Jun to Aug 82, Nov 82. all 1981

)

80 Micro, (need pre Feb 83). Computer & Video
Games (need pre 83) also any other computer
magazines. Please phone Akl 655-718 or write

Nola Huggins. 612 Ml Albert Road. Auckland 3.

with price.

SEGA 3000, plus N-sub and Champion Tennis
cartridges. S400. Orbit 2650 System less

keyboard and case S50. H. Fincham. Mohaka
Forest. Private Bag, Napier. Ph Raupunga 802
evenings.

WANTED: student needs donated used or
damaged computers and related equipment.
Write with offer: T. Howell, 28 Beacon Hill

Road, Wellington 3.

WANTED: Jupiter "Ace" and documentation
NZ or UK specification; any condition. Write to

M. Hucklcsby. 77 The Ridgeway. Stoke. Nelson.

THE New Zealand Software Exchange
Association is a computer club with members
nationwide, and caters for a wide range of

machines. The N.Z.S.E.A. publishes and
distributes to members a monthly magazine.

Send S.A.E. for FREE information package to:

N.Z.S.E.A., Box 333, Tokoroa.

From page 67

use and load 16K cartridge, and it can
use cassettes for mass storage.
The WP is completely menu driven and

has a variety of special commands,
making it a powerful processor. It can
display on 40 columns on the screen, but
a simple command (option P) allows it to
display an 80 column line and use the
window approach to viewing it.

There are more than 25 different
formatting commands. The global
command will search out and replace
any specified string of up to 25
characters.

The manual is simply written and easy
to understand. A quick reference card
with all the commands used on the word
processor is also supplied.
The Atari Writer is compatible with all

the Atari printers (1027, 1020, 1029
etc) and is usable with other independent
printers as long as a printer driver
($49.95 from most Atari stockists) is

purchased.
On the whole the Atari Writer is a well

produced and designed piece of
software. It is now available in New
Zealand and is priced at $199.

That's all from this month's Atari
column. Next month I'll review Pole
Position and Jungle Hunt, the two new
cartridges.

Post your

subscription

today
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Kiwis the "poor relations"

New Zealand computer software
and services companies suffer from
lack of government support
according to PAXUS' deputy general
manager, Mr Neil Cullimore. As a
result, their international profile is

considerably lower than that of their

Australian counterparts.



In these modern times, running your business

means you are sometimes stretched dealing
with the volume ofroutine work.
Now with special software designed to make
business management more efficient, your IBM
Personal Computer becomes a businessman's tool

for modern times.

How do you justify the investment?Just how does

it pay its way?
It lets you concentrate on your income -

generating skills by helping you get everyday

time-consuming calculating or accounting tasks

out ofthe way quickly, efficiently. Your IBM
Personal Computer can find information, compare
it, compute it, change it faster and more accurately

than doing these jobs by hand. Which makes

planning and forecasting a breeze— not a chore.

Tailored programming packages also mean your

IBM Personal Computer can prepare timely

customer statements, pinpoint overdue accounts
and help you identify outstanding balances and
improve your cash flow.

You can use your IBM Personal Computer to help

control the cash your business pays out. Let it help

you automate key payables functions, take

maximum advantage ofdiscounts and update

ledger accounts.

The IBM Personal Computer. Use it anywhere you
want to cut costs, reduce paperwork and improve
productivity in your business. While you get on
with the business ofdoing business.

From IBM Product Centres and Authorised IBM Dealers.

==-=: Personal Computer
ATOOL FOR MODERN TIMES
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DISCOVER THE DYSAN DIFFERENCE

Four Reasons
WhyThe
Dysan

isWxth
Paying For

1 100% Surface

» Tested

Only Dysan provides fully

usable diskette surfaces thai

are truly 100% error-free

across the entire face of the

diskette. An exclusive on-

and-between the track test-

ing procedure guarantees

error-free performance
regardless of temperature

and humidity distortions or
slight head misalignments.

2.
Advanced
Burnishing
Techniques 3» Lubricant 4

Dysan's advanced polishing

methods create a smoother,

more uniform diskette sur-

face. This results in better

signal quality on each track.

less wear < >n drive heads and
reliable access to data after

millions ofhead passes.

Dysan's proprietary DY"'

lubricant complements the

advanced burnishing pro-

cess. Both maximize error-

free performance while

minimizing headwear.

Optimal signal presence is

maintained between the

head and diskette surface

during millions of write/

read interfaces.

i >Y !
'

is .i trademarkofDysan Corporation

The world's No.1 media ex stock from selected dealers

solstat® industries limited
P.O. Box 13-183, Armagh, Christchurch
Telephone (03) 588-202 Telex NZ4774

Auto-Load
• Certification

Dysan's unique quality

control methods reflect

technological leadership in

designing, producing and
testing precision magnetic
media. Each diskette is un-

erringly certified by Dysan -

built, automated and
microprocessor controlled

certifiers. Your system and
data base will benefit from
Dysan's diskette reliability

and unsurpassed quality.

© Dysan
New Zealand Distributor

solstat
®

Eventually you will be using Dysan — call your local dealer now.


